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ABSTRACT
Intended for geography students who are enrolled in,
or who.have completed, an introductory course in remote sensing; for
-geography researchers; and for professors; this publication focuses
specifically on those general issues regarding the organiiation and
presentation of land.use information derived from aerial imagery.
Many of the ideas presented were 'developed in teaching geography to
are seven chapters. In chapter 1,
university undergraduates.
the practical significance of land' use information.l'is illuttrated and
modern land use surveys are discussed. Chapter 2 discusses concepts
and definitions of land use, the applications of remote sensing, and
the advantages and disadvantages of aerial- imagery. Histozical
.examples'of land use inventory are provided in the third chapter.
Chapter 4 examines principles.' and conventitmt for preparing land use
maps. Manua1 interpretation fbr land use mapping is the focus of the
fifth chapter thaptert 6 and 7 deal with the machine processing of
remotely sensed data and accuracy assessment, respectively., (RM)
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ForewOrd and Dedication
Land resource use has lurid been an important theme in geographical research.
Throughout the 20th century, geographers have applied contemporary field methods
as well as newly developed terrible sensing technologies to document and analyze
patterns of land use._ The skills and abilities of geographers in land use analysis have
been -applied in professional roles in universities;_ government, and industry. Chal-_
lenges and opportunities in this area seen] almOst liMitlesS, as we tackle increasingly
complex issues of resource 'assessment; land use planning, and_ underslanding linkagesbetween land use and Other social and environmental processes:
The use ot remote sensing for land use mapping _involves bOth theoretical and
The
methodological issues, as well as development of personal skills. The former can be
addressed in scholarly publications and tech,riical manualS; the latter are not satisfactiorexperience betornes crucial: This volbme; the fourth in _the
ily_dealtwith in'words
1982 Resource Publications in Geography series, bridges the chasm between technical literature and the laboratory experience of the land use analystHere_Jim Campbell
provides a professional identity to the researcher, who is able to cast current work within
lotiger-Standing geographical traditions. He also offers a guide to the development of
skillsreguiredfor a Continuing, competent role in land use analysis:
The advisory board of the Resource Publications _would like this volUme to
memorialize James R. Anderabh, WhO at the time of his death in 1980" served as Chief
Geographer of the U.S. Geological Survey and as Vice-President and President-;
designate of the ASSetiatibri Of American Geographers: During a career spahnirtg three
decades; Anderson served in academic posts at the Uhivers'ities of Maryland_ and
Florida and in government with the U.S.' Department of Agriculture_andthe USGS.
Anderson's work continues to provide guidante and leadership in the application of
remote sensing to land use mapping. Anderson played a key role in the development of
the USGS Land USe and Land Cover map series: The hierarchical system of land use
Classification created by Anderson and his staff has become an international standard:
An rson was else fetal in bringing .the long-term-geographical tradition of land use
rrt -pping togetherwith-emerging remote sensing techriblbgieS.
This volume is deditated to the memory of James .-...E1._ Anderson, a scholar and
.
leader 'among American geographers: to Ahderson's cblleagues and friends who
continue his Mirk: and to a new generation of geographers mho will draw upon hiS
contributions for years to come.
ReSOUrCe Publications in Geography are monographs sponsored by the Association of American_ Geographers, a proteSsibrial organization whose purpose is to adVance studies in geography and to encourage the"a45_plication of geographic research in
education, government, and business. The series brings contemporary research in the
various fields of geography to theattention of studentS and senior geographers. as well
as to researtherS in related fields: The ideas presented, of course, are the author's and
do not imply AAG endorsement.
The editor and advisory board hope that this volume will remind us of the imrIortant
traditions uniTei lying contemporafy reSearch in remote sensing and land use mapping
and will aid in the training of geographers in the fine tradition exemplified by Jim
Anderson.
C. Gregory Knight; The Pennsylvania Stare UniVerSity
Editor, Resource Publications in Geography

Reource Publications AdVisory Board
George W. Carey, Rutgers tirliverity
James. S. Gardner, University'of Waterloo
Charles M. food, Jr.. Virginia Polyterhhic inStitOte and State University
Rise I. Palm, University of Colorado
Thomas J. Wilbanks, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

'

Preface arid Acknowledgements
At Virginia Polytechnic Institute; where I teach courses in remote sensing, I have
found that land cover mapping has formed a useful vehiCle for teaching students,how-to
interpret organize, classify; and display information derived from aerial images. I have
Dbserved that students fmm many separate disciplines, working with all of the varied
forms and formats of yemotqiy sensed data encounter essentially the same.praCtical

.

and conceptual problems in preparing maps and reports from aerial imagery:. I also
' discovered that existin_g_texts and teachingmaterials largely neglect those issues that
present the greatest challenges to beginning students. In addition, there are few texts
available that place current uses of aerial imagery for land use mapping in the context of
the long_ tradition of geographic survey of land use patterns. Therefore, much of the
information presented in this volume was developed to address these issues, in support
of my classroom and laboratory activities in remote_sensing courses.

In preparing this volume I have assumed that readers ate students who are
enrolled in or who have completed, an,introductory course Or remote sensin_g. As a

result; this volume does not discuss details of specific sensors; specific forms of

:_

imagery or the interpretation of specific kinds of land.use. These subjects have been
covered in standard texts available to students: Instead; this-volume focuses specifically on those general issues regarding the organization and preserktatien of landliseinformation_derived from aerial imagery. These concepts and prin6iples apply equally to
all forms of imagery, so their utility extends far beyond the examples used here as
illustrations.
I have assurnevi alSO that 'readers are familiar with the and use classification
devqloped by Anderson and colleagues (1976), or have easy access-to this important
dociiment. Their...volume is inexpensive, concise, readable; end Ally available for;
classroom use; so there seemed to be no point in repeating in detail the information and
ideas alreddy presented so well.

Many of the ideas presented here were developed in teaching geography to
university undergraduates; so I must acknowledge the corrtribUtion that their questions .

and suggestfons nave made to the conception and development of this volume. in
addition, both my students and I have benefitted from conversations with -Wayne
Strickland (_Chief of Land Use and Environmental. Planning, Fifth Distriet Planning
Commission_; Roanoke; VA); who has been generous with hisAimeand knowledge,

'

both in the classroom, and in his Offices in Roanoke. With-his-help, many of the ideas
have'been tested and applied to areas near Roanoke. William Keetsch, Clark University, provided assistance in my search for correct bibliographic inferrnatien I appreciate
the support of VPI's Spatial Data Analysis Laboratory (R.M. Harali6k, Director) in some '
of the work that led to the writing of this volume: Glenn Bestwashelpfutin assisting with
many 'of the trnallsbut vital tasks required to ...:orn_plete this volume. John Crissinger,
Geology Librarian at VPI,_provided valuable suppert_by orchestrating the interlibrary
loan process to acquire,_often on shortrotice, several. valuable, if obscure, books and
reports: C. Gregory Knight; as_editor of the AAGRe_source Publications in Geography,
supported this volume through his encouragement, and his advice and guidance on editorial and- produ_ction details. R.E. Witmer and his 'colleagues in the Geography'
Program, U.S. Geological Survey, were generous in their assistance with some issues
relating to their work. J. Ronald Eyfon provideclusefulcriticism, as well as guidance on
preparation of the cover:
Finally, I welcome the comments and suggestions of readers, including theirideas
for further'development of the.ideas presented in this volume, their quibbles; and the
errors they may discover.

James.B. Campbell
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The. Domesday Book and Modern .Land Use
Surveys
The practical significance of land use information can be illustrated by an example
ostensibly far removed from today's concerns; the events that followed the invasion of
England by William; Duke of Normandy (William the Conqueror). In October of 1066
William's invading armies defeated the'fbrces of Harold of Wessex in battle at Hastings, (
Har,old had assumed the English crown in January, 1066, following the death of EdWard
thd Confessor. Within months after William victory he was crowned King of England,
and in g few years', the Norman hdld on England was firmly established.William brought
great power and prestige to the throne of England andgoverned with an authority that
extended to the most remote corners of the kingdom. /7rnong the most ifi1mediate
Changes that accompanied Np rman rule Were expansions in the scope and efficiency of
administration of.governmental .affairS (Brown 1968): °
In 1085 Witliath'S agents began compilation of the Domesday Book, recording the
results of a detailed survey of the lands andlnhabitants of Englanp. The name 'Domesday of judgment, referring to its role in
day.:"Tneans in this context 'doomsday'
assessment for taxation. This riagne,, however, was apparently not used until many
years after the survey was completed. Physically, the Domesday Book consists of two
lafge volumes written in Lptirt it exists tod.a (in several versions) as Enqrand's-oldest

surviving pujolic document. Scholarly interest in the Domesday Book began in the
nineteenth century, and continues to the present. C.onsiderable attention is directed to
reconsyurtion of the details of the survey that produced the data (the Domesday
Inquest), and to the ,administration, tabulation, and analysis of the results. Other
scholars haVe attempted to use the information recorded in the 'survey to re- create the
demographic and settlement patterns at the time of the surrey (Darby 1952, 1977).
.

The Domesday BOOk
The Domesday Book was a record of and use and population patterns at a time
long before most of us would haVe expected serious interest in such informafion. There
are no Sui-Viviljg records that state the explicit piurpose of the inquest, 41thbugh it seems

clear that it was compiled as a means of assessing resources subject to taxation.
The result is regarded as the most complete medieval survey in western EUrOpe.
Royal agents ftirMed a kind of jury that accepted evidence from citizens and officials in
each region. Citizens answered the most private questions concerning their land
holdings. The book records a Village-by-village survey of the entire country, with over

.
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13,000 towns and jurisdictions listed Apparently there were about seven circuits, or
separate inqu'estS; each covering at least three to five shires (counties). Analysis of the
fragments of preliminary drafts that still exist suggests careful planning and_execution of
the inquest, including systematic editing, revision, indexing, checking and supervision )
of workers by a professional staff; Errors and omissions are present; but the overall
picture is one of efficiency and professiOnalism (Galbraith 1961).
The inquest recorded the names of manors, numbers of freemen,.Villeins, cotters,
and slaves; resembling a modern demographic census: Also recordedwere acreages
of plowland; meadows; pastures; and ihe numbergarad sizes of fishponds (Finn 1961).
In this _sense-. the Domesday Book resembles a modern land use survey. The royal
inquest also recorded ownership of land at three separate dates: (a) during the ieign of
Edward the Confessor (Harold's predescessor); (b) at the time of the Conquest; and (c)
in 1086, at.the time Of the survey.
The Domesday Book, despite its apparent remoteness from modern concerns, is
important in our consideration of the methods of collecting and the significance of using

land use data. First; that the survey was conducted at all is re_markablp: Medieval
monarchs were not noted for their willingness to expend royal income on activities
unlikely to contribute profit to their kingdoins. It must be concluded that William and his
advisors regarded the data recorded in the Domesday Book as essential for efficient.
administration of England, likely to provide immediate practical benefits. Second,
demographic and land use data were integrated into a single survey, so that the two
forms of information are reportechat comparable time periods for compatible aerial
collection units. Many modern surveys aspire to integration of several forms of data in
compatible formats, often with less success than the Ddmesday Inquest. Third,
changes in land use were recorded; another feature of the Domesday Inquest desire:
ble; but not always achieved, in modern, land use surveys. Finally; the _interest_ in
accuracy is _a precedent for modetn concerns about the quality of dataand informatio'h.
In the Domesday Inquest we can identify features worthy of consideratior3 in our

own efforts to map land use and land cover. Although the contexts and methods for
modern surveys differ greatly from William's time, the Domesday Inquest can be
regarded in some respects as a prototype for many of the qualities desired In today's
6urveys: Even if we could find no other attractive feature Of the Domesday Inquest, we
to finish a survey of such scope within
can aspire to match its speed of completion
two years must be regarded as an achievement even worthy in modern times.

Medern Land Use Maps
William's data were tabulated in massive volumes; a rather unwieldy format for
those interested in examining geographic patte'rns. Today we find maps to be a more
concise and manageable vehicle for presenting similar data. Typically, a map of a
region is subdivided into discrete parcels, each labeled as a single category. For many
users, land use maps prepared in this manner appear to be tffe simplest of all maps:
b.`

P

(1) Informational content is straightforward; most people feel that
they have a\ good arasp of thedefinition of 'agricultural,' or of
'urban' land, even if they have not specificallythought about land
use before.

J .1_

11(1(ivrit

Alf3ils

(2) Map content is subject to verification by direct obSeprition.
{3) Lint No many other 'maps of similar appearance (sucrt as the
usual topographic or geologic maps), land use maps do not
require specialized knowledge of the content, symbolization,
and the cartographic model that forms the basis of map logic:
(4) Map format and symbolization are consistent with our most
basic notions of what maps should bet, the subdivision of a region

into a mosaic of discrete; labeled par.cels is one of the most
easily understood mapping conventions.
(5) Likewise, the use of aerial imagery for land use mapping aro:
pears to be one of the most straightforward applications of

remote sensing. Preparation of the land use map woufri seem to
require only the _delin'batiOn and labeling of categories easily
recognized as they appear on images.

As a result, land use maps appear to be among the most basic to compile and
'interpret. Yet, simplicity of form and content conceal complexitieS that may emerge only
as critical attention is devoted to the meaning and USefUlneSS Of specific maps. Once

encountered; tnese complexities are found, to be interwoven with the geographic

to/

patterns of 160 use the elaSstfication systerm, and quatities of the aerial Images used
make the MO. Intricate errors in form and content rti_y influence the usefulness of the
decisio4s
map and are seldom subject to convenient correction, because they flow from
outline
some
regarding map purpose, detail, scale; and use The followihg paragraphs
concerns of researchers who prepare land use maps from aerial imagery; Most ideas
discussed here will be more fully developeci_in subsequent chapters:

Generalization.

.

mapped
The cartographic model used to portray land use patterns identifies
several:
most.mapped
parcels
are
compost
parcel with a single category. In reality;
of
cartographic
Qenerc
nation.
categories of land use; the inevitable consequence
Generalization simplifies complex detail_ presented on aerial images into form convenient for use by the.map reader: Logical and visual: generalilatibn is, of course;
inherent to all maps nd in required for legible cartographic representation of land use
withheld
patterns: 'rtt simplification also means that detail, perhaps impatant detail; is
parCel
from the map reader. For example, the astute reader of Figure 1 know"S that
parcel
bell-Nan-es,
and
that
other;
labeig usually identify predominant land use within
Yet
no
notice
of
the
presenceof
these
unspecified; categories ('impurities') are_preSent.
Impurities is\provided, detracting from fhe usefulness or the credibility of the map. The
prepared;
map reader lacks access to the original information frorn which the map was
maker
to
present
the
information
in
a,logical
and must depend completely,upon the map
and consistent manner,

As a result, it is essential that the interpreter develop and apply a consistent

strategy for generalization; Tailored both to the aerial image and to the users require-

ments; then clearly specify: (a) the existence of impurities in specific' categorie.,,
(b) their approximate areal proportions; and (c) patterns of occurrence within the
parcels.
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The Domesday Book

FIGURE 1

CARTOGRAPHIC GENERALIZATION. The detailed
pattern (left) has been generalized (right) by combining categories
and smoothing boundaries. Most land use maps exhibit some degree of generalization, so the labeled parcels include categories
other than those identified by the parcel labels. As a result, land use
maps must be accompanied by written material that describes the
actual character of mapping units:

Cdmpatibility With Other Data
By itself, a single land use map may have rather limited usefulness because the
map reader often uses the map in relation to other data and information (Figure 2).
Furthermore, the reader usually needs to accumulate land use data in a form that
corresponds to the management and political units of interest and to other information
required for the study. For example, land use data have maximum usefulness when
they can be related to demographic and economic data for the same city or county.
Comparisons can be meaningful only when land use data are compatible with other
data in respect to date, category definitions, detail, spatial collection upit, and accuracy.
lf,`for example, we wish to gather land use data in a form thatcan be related to census
infOrmation, our land use data must be collected using imagery that corresponds at
least approximately to the date of the census, shows detail comparable to that of the
census data, and permits plotting of census sub-unit boundaries so that the land use
data can be reported by the same geographic units as the census. Efficient preparation

of a useful map depends, of course, upon early recognition of these requirements
before the study is under way.
Assignment of Image Areas to Land Use Categories'
Most aerial imagery presents a map-like representation of -the laniiscape that
seems to form a natural and convenient base for delineating land use Usually, how-

ever, the photointerpreter is presented with much %ore information than can be
accurately and legibly pfesented on a map. As a result, the interpreter definee a working
model for relating detail on.the image to specific land cover categories; then applies this
modelconsistently throughout the irnage, using the model to assign areas of the image

to categories in the classification system iFigure 3). This working model can be
represented as a kind of filter that separates relevant from irrelevant detail or; alternatively; as a translator that can assign image detail to its correct informational category;
much as a linguist assigns words and concepts in one language to corresponding
words and concepts in another.
,

13

Modern Land Use Maps
These filter/translators are devised and applied informally, almost intuitively, by
photointerpreters in a manner that tailored to the scale and resolution of the imagery,
to the detail in the classification system, and to the publicatidnscale of the.final land ase
map. It is essential Mare-a-eh interpreter apply the strategy in a disciplined, systematic,

and consistent manner throughout the image, so that the final map is uniform,
accuracy and in representation of detail.

in

Map Characteristics Consistent with Ultimate Use
nstitution or group of
A land use map is usually prepared at the request of an institution
Although it may seem axiomatic that maps should be prepared for inteded
uses; maps often have inappropriate scales, levels of detail, categorizatibri, or Syrribblization. There are an infinity of possible land use maps of an area only a few of which
may satisfy the user's requirements. Cdnsider, for example, the varied mapslhat can
result from alternative choices in respect to classification system, detail in the classifica7

tion system, cartographic detail, date of imagery, and mapping_ scale. There is of
course, no single"cor?ect" combination that is suitable for all circumstances. A poor
choice in respect to even one of these qualities may render the final map unsuitable for
its intended use. To add to these difficulties, it must be noted that the user's requirements may not always -be self-apparent or obvious.
AS a result, the photointerpreter/cartographer must question the map user at the
outset of the project to outline alternatives andio assure that requirements fbe categOrization; classification detail, spatial detail, and compatibility with other data are clearly
uriddrstood and can be achieved with the resources at hand: As images are interpreted,
and the map-prepared; the interpreter should discuss/progress with the, user to detect
problems at the earliest possible opportunity..

4

COMPATIBILITY OF VARIED FORMS OF DATA.
FIGURE 2
Land use information has its greatest usefulness when it is compatible with other information- and with other land use datalin data,
scale, accuracy, detail, and othequalities. Comparable information
can then be superimposed (literally or_figuratively) to form the kind of
unified, rriiiltizfaceted data set suggested here; Several kinds of data

can be integrated to provide a comprehensive view of a region. In
reality, of course, such compatibility is seldom achieved without the
explicit efforts of those who collect and-manage information:

/11 4

A-,>inf\IMENT OF IMAGE AREAS TO MAP

FIGURE 3

CA FECTiORIES 1 ie linage intiiipritter must delineate areas of rela-

to/4i uniformity of land Litie, morn though thew; areas may not alway_s

hit uniform in ,if?)(:.i,irance This process requires accurate cielinea
then correct assignment to land use
tion of iw-lly1d11,1l
r;ritriiioties For complex landscapes. this process can be b tremely
fiffLiil; Syrnbnl,-; ht,ft are keyed to Table 7
1.irrrr

(".:Irht-trirca:iort

nation et a land

Map front nerial imagery is essentially a process of

into rnot,aic Of parcels: with each parcel assigned to a land use
A n,
lirlafion for the novice interpreter is to devise land use classes based
upon r.iitertur;e,, easily recognized and delineated from examination of the imagery. For

-ampir

ban land may scent to be a reasonable land use category because of
Ifni at;,,r; -Asir Ind r orrewOrldfrIC;reArifti informal land use classes developed frc.-1
In
nloSt useful categories are those tflat
t
ii: itir rrir i;
of !lie rriap
Typically categories SOCb as 'suburban
itch ti rr

ictory for the user who requires division of land into

ftittrieeril
fie; rir;.

and inrit.
lrrr-rrfH

r

rrtir':n us residential. commercial. and industrial ,land.
it re oripterfirahre interplay between image detail. classification detail:

!Ire Interpreter riltit,t find a balance between the precision of the
,',1',!!rn rind tiui Si,,,!s of the parcels that can he interpreted. then portrayed

H.libly:ort a man For exampl. a detailed categOry for cemeteries is of no practical
rt rill irtmetehris in the mapped region occur in parcels of land too small to be
iiolt;ir rirprir,.iiriteil at the scale of the final map. or if the Image has such coarse
re',crintion that the (mrlitf(!rif,,, (:,Minot her reliably interpreted AS a -resa, the image
interpreter inust prepare a classification system that is simultaneously compatible With
the needs of the map user and consistent with image detail and map scale.
)

Modern Land Use Maps,

7,

These problems, and others, render and use mapping a surprisingly difficult subject for many researchers, even those who have experience in related topics in
remote sensing, cartography; planning; and other subjects. Many of the difficulties arise
concepts that are at the heart
-from concePtual, rather than purely tectinical, sources
of the geographical approach to knowledge, related to. appropnate choices of scale,

generalization, and categorization for the porpoie aiska,g# These topics are best
studied in relation to a rather broad context that includes. the uses, historical evolution,
and guiding principles of land use inventory as applied by geographers and researchers
in allied diSciplines.

V

2
'Land Use information
William's agents prob kbly went abbut their buainess without debating the meandefinitiOna and concepts pertaining to land use survey. Their task was defined
fa ly clearly by others; and) their attention was no doubt consumed by matters of
im ediate and practical significance Today we must sort through an inventory of
idea conCeptaidefiditicina(,-and meanings that may seem to have obscure distinctions,
intotestqonly to the_mdst meticulous scholar. Yet, because it is always important to
have a good-command of the ideas and concepts that forrn the foundation of our work,
the following paragraphs outline some of the more important definitional issues pertaining to land use survey.
,

in s

,

Concepts and Definitions
Land Use can be defined as the use of land by humans; usually with emphasis on

the functional role of land in economic activities. Within this rather broad definition
specific StudieS have employed a wide variety of sut...11,?. often unstated, refinements in
Meaning (Bi.irley 1961; Stamp 1966; Dickinson and Sroi.oi 1977). There is little merit in a
protracted enumeratior of the varied connotations bf the numerous terms that have
been used so the follbWing discussion forms only a brief sketch of some basic issues.

Land use as defined above; forms an abstraction, not always directly observable
by even the closest inspection. We cannot see the actual use of a parcel of land, but
only the physical artifacts of that use Sometimes the implications of -the artifacts are
quite oliaar. A steel mill, for exampled -can be associated quite clearly with specific
economic activities and land use categories.. In_ contrast, a large extent of forested land
may display little if any phySical evidence of its varied uses, which' might include
productiOn of timber, sUpplydf water for distant urban areas; and space for recreation.
In addition, some land areas may be Characterized by contrasting activities (belonging
perhaps to separate classes of land use) at separate seasons of the year For example;
some fail-bland might be used alternatively as cropland and as pasture at different times
in the agricultural calendar:
The usual stereotype assigns a single, fixed, land use designation to each parcel:
Often departures from them are not of great practical significance. We may be willing;
for example, to accept designation of the predominant; or primary land use, or to define

.
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special categories tot thOte multiple or sequential uses of significance. But it is impori
tent to haVe a firm grasp on the lirhitalions of the conceptual models we use so theab
issues deserve our attention even when theyinay not seem to have immediate practical
significance.
Land Cover, in its narrowest sense, often designates the vegetative blanket, either

natural or Man-Made, of the earth's surface. In a much broader sense, land cover
designates the visible evidence of land use to include-both vegetative and nonvegetative features. In this meaning, dense forest, plowed land, urban structures; and

paved parking IbtS all constitute land cover: Whereas land use is abstract, larfd cover is
concrete and therefore is subject to direct observation.
Another distinction is that land cover-lacks the emphasis upon economic function
that is essential to the concept of land use An hydrologist can focus interest solely to
land cover because of a concern with the physical components of the landscape as they
pertain to the movement of moistillie. A traffic engineer who must use land use as an
input to a traffic flow model must address the economic function of each parcel of land
as a contributor of automobile traffic to the region's highways. Often the distinction
between land use and land cover becomes more important as the scale of a study
becomes larger and the level of detail becomes finer. Although many of these distinc7
tions are Significant, this vclurne, as a matter of convenience; will refer to 'land use' and
`land cover,' with full recognition that the terms do carry a wide range of meanings,
Land use is studied from many diverse viewpoints, by workers in pursuit of varied
objectives. As a result, rib single definition is appropriate in all contexts._ Land _use
stUdieS Of interest in this volume are those that describe and inventory existing land
Vises of a region. Thjs definite is necessary because much of the larger body of
research pertaining to land use fOOUSOS upon the assessment of land capability and
recommended land uses most appropriate given specific topographic, pedOldgit,
clirnatic, and economic settings (for example, see Vink 1975), The kind of inventory of
interest here-examines existing land_USO, good or bad; without judgment. Such a report,
if compiled Objectively and professionally; forms the first phase in a more comprehensive process that can lead to subsequent analysis and interpretation. As a result; this
volume addresses conceptual and practical problems encountered in reporting existing

and use and land cover patterns.
More specifically; attention is devoted to the subject of compiling land use and land
cover maps from aerial images (aerial photographs and other remotely sensed images). The maps that result can be considered as oriainal information in the sense that
they are generated by first hand examination of direct evidence of the land use patterns,
rather than by compilation from secondary sources ("such as census information or
topographic maps).
The results are characterized by some degree of generalization becaUSe we are
.interested in mapping areas 9f relatively uniform land use and land cover; rather than
individdal objects. ,Typically, we d6 not wish to show the uses of specific buildings
(except perhaps when they might occupy unusually large areas) but rather the major
use to whith a region of contiguous buildings is devoted. If we are consistent; and
inform the map reader of our procedures, we may be willing to accept the inclusion of a
few commercial bliildingS among those classified as residential. (Acceptable_ proce-_
dutet fOt dbingthis are outlined in Chapter 5.) As a result, maps that fbrm the subject of
this volume must be considered member-Sof the family of thematic maps; even though
they may be presented at scales much larger than is usual for most thematic maps.
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The Significance of Land Use Information
The Domesday Inquest forms only one example of the significance of land we
information in governmer2t,1 administration. A number of pivotal 'developmepts in the
history of Western civilization have been interwoven with land use issues. For iii.xample,
parliamentary enclosure of common lands in Britain (1750-1850; Hoskins 1955), the
Proclamation Line in colonial North America, and the U.8. Homestead Act of 1864 are
.exaroples of major, far-reaching social and economic developments that haVe centered
on land use issues: Almost all governmental units have a continuing requirement to
create and implement laws and policies that directly or indirectly involve existing or
future land use. In this context, if is surprising to realize that, until very recently, even the
most modern governments were making these decisions from information that prObably was inferior in both detail and scope to that collected by William's administrators.'
Land use information is, of course, of great significance in scientific and scholarly
research. National and, regional land use patterns reflect the interaction betWeen
society and environment and the influence of distance and resource base upon mankind's basic economic activitis a result,,gerigraphers, economists; and others have
lon,g regardecrknowledge of regional land use patterns as fundamental in their studies
of economic.systems Land use patterns are also recognized as influential eleinerits in
hydrological and imeteorological processes. The importance of land use theory de-

veloped by von ThOnen, Lbsch, and others working in the disciplines of regional
science, economics, and geography is evideride of the fundamental nature of land use

in both theoretical and applied research. In a more -immediate context; land use
information is an essential consideration in the formdtion of public policies favoring
orderly spatial developmeht of.iecOnomic activities' at several scales (Clawson et a/.
1960; Jackson 1981; de NeuMlle 1981):

Local Governinent Levels

If we exclude the possibility

exation, each community has only a fixed

amount of land area to allocate amongyarT d economic and social activities required to

support its citizens. There is increasing recognition that sensible use of finite, or
possibly shrinking, resources requires comprehensive planning of community activities
to coordinate the number and location of private and public facilities. Uncoordinated
development_can lead to unpleasant land 'use patterns, as well as to conditions that lead
to undesirable environmental, social, and economic conditions. As existing development and increasing r?opulation limit options for use of land resources, development
may be attracted to marginal areas or cause displacement of important activities from
optimum sites..For example, residential or commercial development on steep slopes,
on flood-prone areas, or on high-quality agricultural land may yield short-term benefits
for some at the expense of long-term damage to the community as a whole.
In recognition of these problems, many states have legal requirements for local
jurisdictions to prepare comprehensive plans outlining the kinds of land use patterns to
be encouraged or discouraged on specific sites; as well as favored locations for specific
uses. It must be noted that many such laws are now quite old (often they date from the
1930s or earlier), and strength 'of implementation varies widely. There can be'no doubt
that there is great variation in the quality of local plans and their administration. Yet in

recent decades it has also become clear that some form of planning is essential to

.
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oreVent uncontrolled distribution of economic activities from damaging environmental
and human resources, and from disrupting efficient functioning of focal economies.
The preparation- of 'a compr01-4risive land use plan normally involves- six steps
(Table 1):

(1) Data Collection and Research;

(2) Analsis;
(3) Plan Development;
(4) Adoption;
(5) Implementation; and
(6) Review and Revision.

Land cover and land use data are of significance in the first step, which requires
clescription and evaluator" of existing land use Historical surveys of land use changes
over time can contribute to a 'knowledge of trends; and can permit anticipation of
potential problems before they develop beyond the reach of IOCal Solutions:

Planners often collect land arse and land cover information by direct observation
a procedure that may be satisfactory for some'purposes,
from roads and highWayS
but may systematically exclude observation of inaccessible areas. Some jurisdictions
have developed elaborate and_detailed land use activity COdOS to permit systematic
description of land use (Table 2). Atcurate and precise application of these codes at

fine levels Of detail requires time-consuming effort by rather large staffs. For many
areas, especially larger jurisdictions with rural -and suburban land, use of remotely
sensed imagery (especially aerial ptibtOgraphy) may greatly improve the quality and
detail of Information available for the planhing process.
The availability of suitable land cover maps can greatly alter the character of the

=

decisibn making process. At the locatleVel there are requirements for two kinds of data.
The technical staff, in steps (2) and (3) of the planning process (Table 1) may require
detailed informatiOn, including large scale maps with fine detail. The general public and
the decision-making body may; on the other hand require simplified maps and data
tailored for visual and logiotal clarity. ThaSO conflicting requirements forrri a powerful
justification for the U.Se of hi4rarthical classifications (such as that proposed by Ander5on et at 1976): Information compiled at large scale, at fine leVOIS of detail, can be
easily generalized by collapsing detailed level III and II categories into fewer, broader
categories for presentation at smaller scale and coarser detail?
Although attention may often be focused upon the technical use of and cover
maps by the plannind staff, these generalized maps may play an equally significant role
and
in the planning process. S uring adoption; when a proposed plan_ is discussed
debated, the availability of suitable maps and data can greatly alter the character of the
decion-making process., At public hearing§ the detailed maps so useful to the planninglk staff in developing thO plan are usually of little value for presentation to a lay
audience in a large meeting room or in printed matter designed to inforrrei the general
public. Simplified maps and data; presented with generalized patterns and classes;
for
may alter the course of a meeting by providing a standard frame of reference
routinely
available
at
local
levels
discussieh and debate. Without such maps (often not
of government); information regarding current land use patterns may be based solely
upon pe4sonal observations of participants, which vary greatly in completeness and
accuracy. Debates of controversial issues may be deflected frd'm subStantive issues to
ocus upon alternative perceptions of the same situatiOrh The availability of maps
provides a standard representation Of the current situation and; therefore; can enhance
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TABLE 1

THE COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING PROCESS

4

1. DATA COLLECTION AND RESEARCH
Background Studies of Existing Condition's
Trends and Forecasts
Identification of Community Needs

2. ANALYSIS

ft
Evaluation of Data
Develop and Assess Alternatives

-

T

b

,

3. PLAN DEVELOPMENT
Prepare Community Goals, Objectives, Policies
IntegFate Components Into Comprehensive Plan

4. ADOPTION:.
Hearings; Decisions by Planning CommissiOn, Governing Bodies-

S. IMPLEMENTATION:
Official Map
Zoning Ordinance
Subdivision Ordinance
Capital Improvements Program
Other Techniques
6: REVIEW AND REVISION
Source: Virginia Citizens Planning Association 1980.

the efficispoy of the decision-making process. If the accuracy of the map is questioned;
the debate can then focus upon the specific areas of dispute, which can presumably be
resolved by further observation.

State anckRegional Levels

Lands information for state and regional purposps differs greatly from uses by
local gove-rnments. Planrting processes at a state level often do not fOilow the kinds of
established processes mentioned earlier for local governments, and seldom are their
requirements equivalent to the state-imposed mandates followed by loCal jurisdictions.
Nonetheless; land use informAtion forms an important part of decisions made at the
state level, especially in the formation of policy by executive agencies and of law by
legislative bodies. For example, traffic flow models used to plan highway development

at ,the state level require land use data as input to estimate traffic generated by
neighborhoods supplying traffic to specific highways. State legis14tures must often
address issues regarding allocation of land to alternative uses; either in spTcific
geographic regions (E decision to establish a state park or scenic reserve); or through

general policis tailored for specific state-wide goals (laws to assist in preserving
farmland from urbanization). In either context, the availability of accurate information
regarding existing uses of the state's land is important in making sound decisions:
At the broad, statewide scale, the character of the required - information differs

greatly from that needed at local scales. ,For statewide land use arid land- cover
information td be effective, it must be collected for the entire state at comparable levels
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detail and accuracy, and at comparable dates. If compatible; hierarchial classifications have.been Used, it is theoretically possible to forms statewide data Set from
infot mation collected at local levels (aseuming the unlikely.precoridition that all compo-

nent jurisdictions have collected infOrmation). lh practice, however, it is unlikely that
such an effort could be effective due to the innumerable practical problems in coordina,
tion and adrainistratio'n: As a result, discussion of statewide land use rata must assume
the availability of staff at the state level, to assure compatibility and quality of informal'

lion.

At labal levels, it may be practical to gather data by direct observation, or to

combine direct obSbnition with The use of remote sensing imagery. At_the state level it
would seem to be impractical to rely upon any method except use of aerial photography
or Other remote sensing ithagery., (Note, however; the exception to this recommendstion in the Lund Utilization Survey of Britain; described in the next -chapter.) A riUrabef
states have prepared statewide land cover maps. The most effective means of conducting statewide inventories would appear to be establishment of some form of data base",
since information is unlikely to be collected for the_ entire state at the same time. ReViSea
and updated data would be an essential prOdUbt for any statewide effort. These factors
suggest that centralized coordination of any statewide mapping effort is essential.
The statewide inventories conducted in New York (Chapter 3) and in MinneSata
represent examples of statewide land use information systems. Minnesota's Land
Marbligement information System, adMiniStered by the University of Minnesota for the
State Planning Agency, evolved from projects concerning land use decisions initiated in
the 1960s (Borchert 1974; Hsu et al. 1975). It attempts to integrate land use information
with demographic; resource, economic, and other information to provide accurate and
timely information to iridiVpUelS and institutions. Use of digital computers to store and
analyze data provides opportunities to examine(distributions at several scaleS and tg.
examine interrelationships between separate distributionS, capabilities usually impr
tical using other means of storing and representing data:
All such systems share practical and conceptual problems that prevent attainment
of optimum capabilities; including variations in dates: accuracies, and levels of detail in

source dela, as well as use by indiVidUalS and institutions who do not appreciate
limitations of the data. Nonetheless; it would seem that effective use of land cover

information at the state level requires use of some form of data baSe, although possibly
the most effective designs might differ meetly frOm those now in use: For example, it
might be feasible and desirable to use systems with greater capabilities for interaction
With local levels of government.

National Levels
At national levels, land use informatian is an important. ement informing policies
regarding ecariornic,: demographic, and environmental issues. In the United StateS,
such policies might pertain to determining the location, extent, and tharacter of surface
mining, losses of agricultural-land to urbaniatian,.natiarial parks and defense installations, or storage and disposal of hazardous wastes; to mention only a few of today§
many controversial issues pertaining to land use At this level, theSe issues are
addressed (or often ignored) in executive actions at the various cabinet officers or in
legislative action of Cangres8. Both types of policy must be formed using rather
rudimentary forms of land use data: For example, examination of pa:4)16MS related tb
t
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losses of prirrte agricultural land to urbanization is complicated by the Varied Statements
of the severity and character of the problem. Two national programs for collecting land

use and land cover data are described in Chapter 3. Tpe Land Utilization Survey of
Britain (1932-1938) formed a set of baseline data that have been widelftsed for both
scholarly and administrative purposes. In the United States; the Geological Survey's
Geography Program is compiling land cover and land use maps that will soon provide
complete coverage of the 48 conterminous states. This information is organized in a
form that permits reporting of land use by political and demographic units and by major
drainage basins. These data should contribute to formation of national policy by
providing a basis for defining problems from concrete infOrmation End by establishing
criteria for making decisions:
International Levels
lnternationa requirements for land use data also focus upon many of today's major
concerns consid fed at their broadest possible scales (NAS 1977): For example; major
changes in land se within the world's major biomes (most notably the tropical forpsts$
but also elsewhe ) may have generated asyet unknown effects uporglObal biochemicycles and u n the global energy balance. Otherissues that require worldwide
perspective include hanges in global patterns of agricultural and forest lands; settle-_
m'ent patterns within zones_ of uncertain and variable climate, and efforts to control
environmentally questionable agricultural practices.
Examination of these issues require's collection of data from many diverse Sources_
data that are compatible in scale; detail, accuracy, and categorization. For example, .
examination of land use within the rain forest, considered world-wide, requires data
from many different regions; separated geographically; and with differing political and
administrativelraditions. Existing data gathered independentlyty.each nation, would
probably be of minimal'utility in a serious effort to examine issues of deforestation.
Clearly an effort to coordinate details of separate surveys is required:
In 1949; a proposal to the International Geographical Congress (meeting then in "

Lisbon) outlined a strategy for mapping world land use patterns at of scale- of
1:1.000,000 using standardized methods and co-ordinated approaches to classification and presentation: Although the commission formed for this project agreed_upon a
standard classification and upon the broad outlines of the project, apparently only a few
sheets of the survey wefe completed. Today the technical and administrative resources
for such a project would seem to exceed those available in 1949; although the prog
pects for initiation and Completion of a similar endeavor seem rather dim. Lounsbdy
and Aldrich (1979:6) acknowledged the substantial technical problems that the project
a degree of international co-operation
faced; but observe also that it' required ".
that has not existed in recent history."
.

Applications of Remote Sensipg
Remotely sensed images lend themselves to accurate land cover and land use
mapping, in part, because land cover information can be interpreted more or less
directly from evidence visible on aerial images. Relatively little inference is required in
most situations. It is possible to recognize twb approaches, or traditions, in the analysis
of land cover patterns as depicted on aerial photography.

.
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There is evidence of early use of aerial photography for_land use studies among
geographers interested, In relatibriShiritbetween environment and p-Atterns cif settlement and agriculture. Aerial photographs were recognized as one of the most drarriatic and revealing means of examining patterns on the landscape. The American Geographical Society's The Face of the Earth as Se?n From the Air (Lee 1922) represents
recognition of the role of aerial photographs as concise representations of the complex
patterns and interrelationships between cultural and environmental distribUtioriS. ThiS iii.,-;,_
volume reprpsents an analytical tradition that examines_laria_ cover and settlement -7
patterns, as depicted upon aerial images, as artifacts of the interplay between physical
environment and cultrual history within a-region. Such analyses are often subjective,-;
qualitative studies of areas representative of larger regions. The essay by Gutkind
.
(1956) forms another excellent example of this tradition:
A separate, more recent tradition can be described loosely as the use of aerial'
.
photography to conduct an inventory of the land_use of specified region,_oftpri.a8 an
photography
for
this
element of a planning or development processijhe use of aerial
purpose apparently developed rather late, relative to many other applications of aerial
°graphic mapping or soil survey; for example. Although aerial
photography such as
photography was use for land cover mapping early after World War II, systematic
assessment of thepro edures and rriethedS did not appear in the professional literature
.: until the later_1950S and early 1960s (Anderson 1961).
Use of aerial photography A a means of regional survey-doeS not necessarily
conflict with the first tradition, bUt Odes tend to depend to a greater extent upon
especially upon consistency of
application of specialized-technique and :method
technique. The result is a set of maps and data tailored to meet tne spetifid requirements of a user. It is this second tradition that forms the subject of this volume.
Land use maps are routinely prepared at a wide variety of scales; typically ranging
from 1:12,500 to 1:250,000: At one end of this spectrum (the large scale maps), 4
remotely sensed im( may itself contribute relatively little information to the survey.,
Its main role may be form a highly detailed base for recoping data gathered by other
land use map may actually form a kind of reference
ich large Scales the lan
s means.
At such
't
map, having little cartographic generalization. Such products are often used at the
lowest levels of local government,mairilymKban areas, that both require such detailed
information and haVe financial resources to acquire it
As the scale of the survey becomes broader (as mapscale becOMOS,Srriatler), the
contribution of the image to the informational content of the map becomes greater;
although even at the SaialleSt;SbaleS there must always be some contribution from
etollateral,(hOriimage) information. Differing scales and levels of- detail serve different
purposes and different users, For the regional planner, the loss of resolution and detail'
at smaller scales may actually be an advantage when there occurs an integration and
simplificatibri of information that must be examined. For the medium- and small - scale:
land use surveys used in local planning, the product is athematic map that depicts the
predominant land cover within -relatively homo§eneous areas; whose delineation is
subject to limitatibriS of scale; resolution; generalization, .and other constraints.
In recent vacs; geographers and olpers have identified and solved many of the
.
more immediate practical probleniS encountered in systematic land cover surveys
based upon remote-Sensing imagery. Both practical and conceptual issues in land use
and land cover classification have been discussed in some detail:I-he U.S. Geological
.
Survey's classification system_ (AnderSon et 6/. 1976) seems to have gained widespread acceptance as a baSiS fOr small scale land cover mapping and as a framework

/
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for developing clilttificalions at largerscales.Computer-based data systems tailored
se data
for the Storage, Manipulation, revision; and display of large amounts of tan
have been developed and applied in operational contexts. Procedure or evaluation
and testing of accuracies of land use and land cover maps have-9404o be perfected,
althbligh there hat,been considerable research on this topic:

Advantages and Disadvantages of Aerial Imagery
Use of remote sensing is not equally effective in all circumstances, so it,is useful to
enumerate the primatry advantages and disadvantages of employing remotely sensed
data for ccirripiiing land use maps, Advantages relative to most ground-based surveys
are:

(1) Use of remotely sensed data may be cost-effective. PurchaSe of
imagery and other materials may require only small or modest
expense. Good results can be achieved by staff with only modest
experience; ifpersonnel are diligent and properly supervised.
(2) Speed may be.an advantage if the area to bemapped is large, or if
access to some areas is difficult. Once data and imagery are in
/land; maps can be prepared quickly; revisions, updates; and
corrections can be completed efficiently.
(3) In some areas, accuracy may be Very good and can be checked
by re examining the aerial images Time consuming field work

can be focused upon problem areas that may be identifiable
beforehand from preliminary examination of images.
(4) Aerial images form an historical record of land cover patterns at
previous dates; so maps of land cover changes can be prepared
from archival images.
(5) Maps generated by analysis of remotely sensed data typically
exhibit some degree of geneialization. The interpreter is required
. to identify and delineate areas of relatively uniform land use. The
degree of genetalizatibn must be tailored to user requirements;
but it is clear that generalization it usually desirable, generalization that is very difficult to achieve using ground observationt.
(6) Aerial images inherently have a map-like format that lends itself to
Compilation of maps and to other operations less easily undertaken with other forms of data.

Disadvantages and limitations to the use of remotely sensed data can also be
enumerated:
(1) Conventional ground7based land use survey is often conducted
at levels of detail too fine to be compatible with detail interpreted
Worn usual remote sensing image .Land use coding can extend
to detail corresponding to individual lots and buildings (Table?). If
such detail is required, use of remotely sensed data may not be

appropriate, or may be best used, as'a supplement to other
Methods: (Aerial imagesan, of course, be acquired at very high
levels of detail which would not usually exploit the advantages of
the imagery.)

.
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TABLE 2

EXAMPLES. QF LAND. USE- ACTIVITY CODES

TWO-DIGIT ACTIVITY CODES

0 Housing:
01 Household Units ,'
02 Transient lOdgrngs

04 Group quarters
09 Other riesidential
1 Wholesaling, Warehousing, and Storage:
10 Wholesalers with Stocks
11 Warehousing and Storage
2 Manufacturing (Non-Durable):
21 Food and Kindred ProduCts
22 Textile Mill Products
THREE-, FOUR-DIGIT ACTIVITY CODES
68 Wholesalers trhout Stock:
683 Dry goods and apparel
6832 Dry goods, piece goods_
6835 Aware! and accessories
6835 Footware
6829 Others
Source: Scott at al. 1972.

(2) Financial constraints may require use of archived imagery or
irriageS acquired for Other purposes: Image quality may not suit
the immediate use: if it is necessary to map large areas, it maybe
especially difficult to acquire archival imagery for the entire region
with compatible dates, scales, and qualities:
(3) Or6aniZations may experience delays in identifying and acquiring
appropriate imagery. The search for imagery may require contact
with numerous organizationS, and the process of identifying potentially Useful imagery, then assessing coverage and quality,
May require significant amounts of time. Delays while irriages are
reproduced may be significant.

(4) Although remote sensing imagery can often be used with a
Minimum of equipment; even the most modest reqUirertieritS of
trained staff and space may prevent use in some situations:
(5) Land cover is, of course, often used as a surrogate for land use
when-aerial images are used: Althoughlhe distinction between
the two may often be irrelevant for many practical purposes, it
assumes greater Significance as mapping scales become larger
and classifications become more detailed.

3
Land Use Inventory in Retrospect
Today's land use and land cover maps have a characteristic form and organization

that:seems to be an obvious, simple, .and straightforward means of mapping landscapes. The maps seem so familiar and simple thgt we tend to accept this form as the
Only; or the 'natural;' or the 'right' way to make such maps. In fact; map characteristics
are not fixed; and are not the only way to organize land use information in map form.:The
maps that we use today have evolved fromprevious forms:In this chapter, we outline
the evolution of land use and land cover maps and illustrate changes in respect to map

purpose. form; and organization. We focus upon the evqlution of the kinds of broadscale land use/land cover surveys that have laben of greatest interest to geographers
and those in allied fields. One purpose is to place the characteristics of current maps
and data into historical context and to relate today's maps to their predecessors. Our
present maps, often prepared with the use of remotely sensed imagery, continue some
features of early maps and data, which were, of course, compiled from direct observation from the ground.
It is difficult to define a clear beginning for the practice of and use mapping. Wallis
(1981) identified an origin in the property surveys of large estates in England and
France during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. She also defined links to
cadastral and topographic mapping; and to city plans and insurance maps of the
nineteenth century. Thomas Milne's map of London and nearby areas (1800) is often
cited as the first 'true' land use map. His map, at two inches to the Mile, anticipated
many features of modern' land use maps; including some current conventions in the
uses of colors and symbols to depict land use regions.
Other origins for current land use maps can be identified in many of the thematiO
maps that came into use in the early nineteenth century (Robinson 1982). In thematic
maps showing both demographic and physical distributions, we can see precedents for
the 1pgical organization and the symbolization used in modern land use maps. The
broad-scale land use studies of interest to many geographers have; perhaps; an origin'

in the regional studies represented so well by the work of O.E. Baker. His map,

.

Agricultural Regions of North America (Baker.1926), is not a land use map in the usual
meaning of the term, but does represent the kind of regional aialysis from which many
aspects of modern land use maps have evolved. Tfiis map; one of a series by several
authors on world agricultural patterns, is a kind of specialized land use map a map of
agricultural land uso, compiled by integrating cultural, economic; physical; and census
information. Baker showed 18 categories; mapped in rather broad detail on a smallscale map of North America. The map, despite its differences frorry modern land use
maps, can be seen as a kind of model for our present maps in respect to overall purpose
and organization. Although Baker used only 18 categories at a single level of detail; he
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'recognized in hiS text that each of these is, in fact; the most general category of a
hierarchy within each region. Baker's map can be seen as an example of a kind of
geographic approach that is an ancestor of today's more specialized land use maps:

The Land Utilization Survey of Great Britain
The Land Utilization Survey was conducted during 1931-1938 under the direction
of noted geographer L. Dudley Stamp. According to Stamp's accounts, the a had long
been interest among leading BritiSh geographers for some sort of national land use
survey df England, Wales, and Scotland (Stamp 1960; 1962). Apparently there was
support for the idea among academic geographers and from the geographical societies
during the early years of this century. Stampalso noted concern for changes in the
British landscape toultihg fibril the depressed economic conditions in the late 1920s,
especially in rural areas: Agricultural land abandonment and accompanying landscape
changes were especially disturbingio_ those accustomed to the previous rural setting:
The _Land Utilization Survey was funded in part by research funds from the London
Scribbl of Economics (indirectly supported by a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation).
Very little financial:support was-available, and much of the work was completed through
volunteer effort. Support also was prOVided by the Ordnance Survey; the Geographical
ASeociatibri, and the Education Association. Other governmental agencies provided
non-financial support and advice.
a national stocktaking of land
Stamp (1951:374) described the survey as
resources, using the methods familiar to all geographers; relying essentially_ on field
work and direct observation:" The entire land area of England,_ Wales, and Scotland
was mapped using volunteer observers who recorded the land use using Ordnance
Survey topographic maps as a baSe. Volunteers were recruited through educational
and- governmental agencies or through a descriptive brochure outlining the project,, At
the time the entire country was covered by a map series at 1:10,560 (six inches to the
_mile). Each sheet represented six square Miles, and depicted field boundaries; buildand other dUltUral detail: Approximately 22,000 sheets were required to represent
the land area of England; Wales; and Scotland, so _about 22,000 yolunteersWere
necessary. Observers recorded the land cover of each parcel using the classification
system devised for the survey (Table 3).
Coleman (1980) noted the unique coincidence of conditions favoring application of
this approach in Britain. Britain has complete coverage by large _scale topographic
maps which depict field bblindatieS and other cultural detail. The vast majority of the
land area is easily accessible to direct observdtion from the ground without brig or
arduous travel. The population provides a large pool of capable and willing volunteers:
Even today there are feW large areas that possess these characteristics.
The completed survey depicts condition`s observed during 1931-1932. Some
remote areas were not surveyed until 1938, but the majority of_the field work
completed by 1932. Once .field work {Or a Sheet was done, manuscript maps were
checked (sometimes in the field) for accuracy and for agreement at the edges. Informa-_
tiOri was reduced for presentation at 1:63;360. At this scale, only 140 sheets _covered
most of Britain. Final sheets were published in cblbr. A series of documents; collectively
entitled:The Lendof Britain (published 1937-1947) accompanied the completed maps.
The stripe; detail; and speed of Stamp's survey are remarkable, especially in view
of the fact that it was completed without the use of aerial photography: Thelpsults have
formed a set of bench-Mark data against which scholars and administrator's have since
.
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TABLE 3

LEGENDIFOR THE LAND UTILIZATION SURVEY

OF BRITAIN

.

Forest and Woodland
High Forest
(specified as Coniferous, Deciduous, or Mixed)
Coppice
SCrub

Forest cut and not replanted
Meadowland and Permanent Grass
Arable or Tilled Land, Fallow Land
Heathland, Moorland, Commons, Rough Hill Pasture
Gardens
Land Agriculturally Unproductive, Buildings, Yards, MineS
Ponds
Source: Stamp 1951:

compared existing conditions. During the Second World War, and during the raconstruction that followed; survey results were especially valuable for governmental planners and administrators. As the first modern survey of its kind, the methods developed
for the Land jitilization Survey form a precedent and model for subsequent surveys.
Coleman. (1961; 1964) described more recent land use surveys in Great Britain;
including the Second Land Utilization Survey, introduced in 1961. The second survey is
more detailed, in respect to both cartographic and taxonomic detail, but is anafogous in
many other respects to the original effort.
---

The Land Classification Program of the TVA
The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) was established in 1953 IN the U.S.

7.

Congress to integrate development of the Tennessee River Basin. The TVA's Land
Classification Program was developed and applied under the director of G.D. Hudson
(Hurlson 1936; Peplies and Keuper 1975; Lounsbury and Aldrich 1979).
TVA's land classification was essentially a land capability categorization that used
existing land use as only one of several sources of information. Slope, soil, vegetation,
size of land holding, and many other variables were used in a systematic program to
assess land capability. The prbject employed the unit area method for observing and
recording land information. In essence, the method is a procedure for systematically
coding parcels of land in respect to land use; but also in regard to land capability. The
procedure is based upon a concise notation for coding each parcel, as described in
detail by Hudson (1936), using a 'fraction& code' that records both current land use and
physical characteristics of each parcel (Lounsbury et at. [1981] provide an example).
The unit area method had been developed earlier for recording ground observations,
but was applied to aerial mosaics (apparently for the first time) in the TVA surveys
(James and Jones 1954). Workers in the field used the mosaics mainly as a base for
recording_field observations; but it seems inevitable that they must have also used the
mosaics for a kind of rudimentary photointerpretation for land use information.

The World Land Use Survey
At the Lisbon Conference of the International Geographical Congress (April 1949)
a proposal was made to map the land use of the earth using a common map base and
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legend. The project wat intended as a means of providing land use inforrnatiph useful in
the economic development of what is now referred to as the Third World: Then; as now

these nations Were often Withbut satisfactory knowledge of their own human and
environmental resources: Even the most basic efforts to improve the transport and
agricultOral infrastructure require knowledge of existing- settlement patterns and their
relationships to resource diStribUtibriS (Kellogg and Orvedat 1969). A World Land Use
present factual knowledge is
Commission began its work from the premise that ".
inadequate to serve as a proper foundation for ScherneS of improvement and development; especially in those areas Whith are commonly regarded as 'underdeveloped'
.

.

.
(IGU 1952:4).
The plan was to Map the existing land use of the world, producing descriptive data
derived from actual survey, rather thansecOndary information or subjective assessment. The work was to proceed in several steps (Van Valkenburg 1949; 1950):
(1) Agreement upon a uniform base map and a common legend. At
a meeting subsequent to the Lisbon Conference, the Interna-

tional Map of the World at 1:1,000;000 was accepted as the
standard base for the completed maps. Initial compilation of data
was to have proceeded at such levels of detail as required to

accurately. map land use in each individual region; Although
coverage_of the International Map of the World was incomplete,

sheets of the _World AEenautical Charts, published by the
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey at 1:1;000,000,-were
available for the entire land area of the earth. At the time, this
map series formed the large5t scale coverage available fbr the
entire earth.
(2) Staff training in the theory as well as the practice of mapping

land use at the proposed scale of the survey. The propoSal
explicitly recognized the usefulness of aerial photography in
compiling the maps, and acknowledged the requirement for,
accompanying field observations.

(3) Actual mapping was to have been completed by individual
nations underthe supervision of staff trainediri the methods and
conventions of the world survey.
(4) Completed maps were to have been published in a conron
format, using standardized classification and symbols (Table
4). All maps were to have been accompanied by descriptive
reports:
An international World Land. Use Commission appointed by the IGU CongreSS met
in Detember 1949: The report of the Commission described the classification system;
the outline of the project, and the character Of preliminary work in several diverse areas
of the earth, including; India, Cyprus, Switzerland; Iraq; and several regions of Africa.
LouriSbUry and Aldrich (1979) described work in Puerto Rico that apparently formed
One of the pilot studies for the World Land Use Survey.
Considerable effort was deVeted to establishing an administrative framework for
guiding and coordinating the work. The IGU and UNESCO were iriVOIVed with the
planning from its early days; and numerous national governments and.professional
societies cooperated with effertS in specific nations and regions.-.. Much of the planning
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TA9LE-4 LEGEND FOR-WORLD LAND USE SURVEY MAPS
1. Settlements and Associated Non-Agricultural Lands
2. Horticulture
3. Tree and. Other Perennial Crops
4. Cropland
a. Continual Rotation Cropping
b. Land Rotation
5. Improved Permanent Pasture
6. Uriim_proved Grazing Land
7. Woodlands a
a. Dense
b. Open
e: Scrub

d.Swamp
e. Cut or Burned Forest
f. Forest with Subsidiary Cultivation:
shifting cultivation
forest crop economy
8. Swariips'and Marshes
9. Unproductive Land

aWoodlands can be further designated as deciduous, broadleaved, evergreen, etc.
Source: Van Valkenburg 1950.

and methodology was based upon experience gained in Stamp's survey of Great
Britain. As a member of the Commission, Stamp was personally active in planning the
World Land Use Survey and assumed responsibility for coordinating further work in
Europe.
A number of publications document the progress of the survey over a period of
many years (Tregear 1958; Chistodoulou 1959; Niddrie 1961; Lebon 1965). Coleman
(1980) summarized characteristics of major land use surveys; including many of thoSe
associated with the World Land Use Survey. Many of these reports differ, it seems, from
'the objectives of the original concept. They follow a problem-oriented approach.to land
use study. focusing upon the unique features of each region, rather than the inventory
strategy implicit in the original proposals. The two approaches are not necessarily
mutually exclusive, but the difference between the original concept' and the actual
product seems to reveal an absence of fOcus and control required to :coordinate a
project of such scope.
A number of reports published as part of the World Land Use Survey appeared
piecemeal; without evidence of the administrative and scientific coordination required
to implement the original concept. Other documents generated-by the Commission
outlined the requirement for close coordination; so one assumes that these failings
were the result of limited financial support for the project. Although the individual reports
have considerable merit, it seems clear that the project as a whole fell far short of its
intended goals. Despite the failure to achieve its ambitious objectives; the project did
leave a solid body of knowledge regarding the key issues and problems encountered in
a'broad-scale land use mapping. The requirements for standardization, careful coordi-

nation, uniform training of staff, and pilot projects in repreSentative areas of the
surveyed regions are clearly documented in Commission reports.
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AltribUghfetoTh the published reports are based upon aerial photography, the
World Land Use Commission did investigate the possibility of using aerial photographs
as a basis for Land use mapping. Among the work of the Commission is one of the first
formal, systematic investigations of the feasibility of using aerial photography as a baSiS
for land use rfiapping:

The maps, being compilations from aerial photographs; are experimental, and improvements in technique and accuracy are
constantly being made. They have already shown hoW complex
is the pattern in areas previously A.-yarded as relatively uniform.
They haVe shown the need for working on a larger scale than
envisaged by the Commission, Obviously the correct procedure

will involve spending some time in the field comparing both

photographs and maps with conditions seen on The

Obviously; too; the interpreters must be experiground.
enced geographers, ecologists, botanists or agriculturists, preferably with IVitthand knowledge of the areas with which they are
dealing (ICU 1952:17):

Marschner's survey
-77sk

F.J. Marschner g Land Use and Its Patterns in the United Statea was published in
1959 by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. His work presented a comprehensive
description of land use patterns in the coterminous United States and identified physical
factor§ that control the distribution and development cf the existing patterns. Maitehrier
organized his work in three main segments. First is a text of about 100 pages describing
the existing land use of the United States andhistorical development of landsurvey in
the United States. AdditiOnal sections outline the acquisition of lands by the United
States, physical constraints upon land use (including geOlOgy, Sells, climate; vegetation; hydrology, and industrialization), regional descriptions; and accounts of historical
.
evolution of land use patterns.
The second portion consists of 168 large-scale, black and White aerial photographs representing major land use patterns within primary physiographic and climatic
regions in the U.S. Each photograph depicts a pattern; or set of patterns, representing
graphic
the interactions of cultural processes with the local physical environment
_

representations of the contrasts between major _land use regions: A brief written
description identifies the location and key features of patterns on each image.
The third portion is a colored m

at 1:5;000;000 reprinted from the 1950 National

Atlas Sheet at the same scaler- i map was prepared largely from black and white
aerial photographs; Marschner reports that he was able to acquire almost complete
areas
coverage Of the eastern states; but only partial coverage for those in the West. In
Where photographs were not available; or where land use could not be determined from
aerial photographs alone, supplementary use was made of pedologic, topographic, and

geologic maFig. Information from these sources was plotted on state maps at
1 .1 .000.000. The manuscript maps for each state were used to produce the
generalized version published at 1:5,000,000. This= national map shows fourteen
categories of land use (Table 5). Superimposed over the land use pattern is a &it
pattern showing the distribution of cropland as recorded by the Agricultural Census of
19457 For many years; a reduced version of this map formed the basis for the land use
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TABLE 5

LEGEND FOR MAJOFI LAND USES OF THE UNITED
STATES (1950)

.

roOland and Pasture Land
Cropland, Woodland, and Grazing Land
Irrigated Land
Forest arld Woodland Grazed
Forest and Woodland Mostly.Ungrazed
Subhurad Grassland and Semiarid Grazing Land
Open Woo-atand Grazda
Desert Shrubland Grazed
Desert Mostly Ungrazed
Alpine Meadows and Mountain PeNks Above Timberline
Swamp
Marshland
Metropolitan; Cities
Cropland (not irrigaied). Includes idle and fallow land and cropland, as
well as cropland used for pasture (Marschner symbolized this category b_y a dot pattern superimposed over the solid symbols used for
the other categories).

Source: Marschner 1959.

map of the United States published in Goode's World Atlas (see for example the 12th
edition: Esrenshade 1960). Later editions have substituted an undated map entitled
Environments showing nine land cover categories; but with no discussion of source
material or method of compilation (see also the map in Thrower 1968). The original map
is rather unwieldy and difficult to locate; thus, atlas versions may be mof'e convenient to
examine:
Marschner's map illustrates an early use of aerial photography as the basis for a
broad-scale land use survey, and forms an example-of a map that combines original
observations of land cover with secondary census information. It differs from the plan of
the World Land Use Survey; and later mapping efforts, in beig essentially an individual
effort to present a single representation of land-use of a very large region at a rather
coarse level of detail;

New York's LUNR Survey,
The development of New York's Land Use and Natural Resource (LUNR) inven-

tory' forms another landmark in the history of land cover and land use mapping.
Although it was not the first survey of its kind, it marks an important departure from most
earlier surveys and fOrms a prototype for many, f the geographic data bases that have
becomepopular in recent years. In addition; it is notable for its broad areal coverage in

relation to the detail and variety of the land characteristics recorded.

The LUNR Survey was developed during the mid- and late-1960s using
techniques end concepts conceived at Cornell University for studying the land use of
several smaller regions within the State of New York. Many of the methods developed
to map these relatively small areas were refined, then applied to thaentire state to form.
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the basis of a state-wide information system for land resources. (Hardy 1970; Shelton
and Hardy 1974) Some of the important chg5acteristics of the LUNR inventory are:

(1) Aerial photography formed an important source of information
for the survey. Its routine use as the basis for a project of this
scope forms a noteworthy event in the history of land cover
mapping. During and after development of the LUNR inventory,
professional journals carried articles discuqsing the role of aerial
photography for land use and land cover mapping; so the LUNR
inventory was conducted duririg a period when scientists were
still developing the conceptual and methodological frameworks
for use of aerial images in land resource mapping of large areas.
(2) The LUNR inventory recorded,at fine. levels of detail, land use/
land cover information for the entire land area of New York State.
This area is, of course, much smaller than the areas mapped by
the programs previously described; but the level of detail is much
finer. Greater detail introduced numerous practical problem:; in
the recording, registration and display of information which were
encountered for the first time at such a broad scale. The scope of
the project required the close coordination of many individuals

workingfas a team.
(3) Use of digital computers to store and manipulate data enabled
the survey to record large amounts of date, and efficiently to
eonduct numerous housekeeping tasks (editing, updating, manipulating, and displaying information) which would be impractical using completely manual methods,
(4) Many of the methods employed fur the LUNR inventory can be

regarded as rather rudimentary, but they2flect a deliberate
effort to develop simple; inexpensive methods that could be
easily transferred to other settings. The LUNR survey preceded
LANDSAT, mini-computers, widespread availability of digitizing
equipment; and the routine availability of high-altitude photog-

raphy. Therefore, it is important to remember that many
technological developments noltaccepted as commonplace
were not routinely.available to the LUNR inventory. The survey
was specifically designed to use rather simple interpretation
equipment and to require only basic skills and experience; an
effort to enhance opporkinities for transfer to other states and to
Third World nations.
(5) The LUNR inventory was perhaps ahead of its time in that it was
developed during an era when the merits of land use surveys
were not widely recognized. Implementatiolof the program was
approved by Nelson Rockefeller, then Govelnor of New York, in

an act that parallels..(prubabiy coincidently) the Rockefeller
Foundation's indirect support of Stamp's 1931-32 inventory of
the land resources of Britain. The inventory was eventually
discontinued due to its cost and to a lack of interest on the part of
those who Might have benefited most from the information. It is

probably true that the LUNR inventory formed a prototype for
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surveys that have continued to
similar surveys in other states
provide informatiorof considerable value to land managers and
administrators:

Unlike the previous surveys, the LUNR inventory required a uniform spatial unit for
data OcilleCtion and storage, plus an accurate; systematic; geographic reference sys
tem to record positions of these units. This requirement followed from the fine spatial
detail of the survey and was necessary for convenient revision and updating of informaWh. The LUNR inventory used the UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) grid system
as a locational framework; each UTM celi represents 1_sq km (247.1 acres; 0.381 sq_ MO
of the earth's surface. Each UTM cell forms a unit of the LUNR inventory. The UTM

_,system forms a worldwide reference system; so it cove the entire state and is
compatible with other systems based on the UTM reference.
on computer cards,
Land cover and other information for each cell were record
which were used as the means of storing and updating the information that formed the
da4base.,Manual interpretation Of black and white photographs at scales of 1:6000 to
1:24;000 formed one of the most important sources of information, althbUgh pedologic

and geologic maps, public land records, direct observation, and other reports and
ditectorieS were also used Eleven major categories were used to classify land cover
(Table 6): Most categories could be subdivided to distinguish between areal data

(recorded as areal proportions of each cell),lineardata (presence or absence of

highWnyS or railways, for example), and ppint data (such as the occurrence of buildings
within a cell):
The LUNR inventory follows in the tradition of some of the surveys mentioned
earlier: land use of ,a political unit is recorded: the presented in map form. However,

the LUNR survey incorporated new features that have subsequently been used
routinely in similar systems that cover all or parts of Minnesota, Virginia, and Kansas,
for example. These new featiges include routine use of aerial photography and other
remote sensing imagery (often as one of several sources ef information), 'use of
computer data bases; provision for routine updates, and the integration of l6nd use data
with other physical and socio-economic data.

NEW YORK'S LAND USE AND NATURAL
R- ESOURCE (tUNR) CLASSIFICATION.

TABLE 6

Agriculture
Forest Land
Water Resources
Wetlands
Residential
Commercial and Industrial
Outdoor Recreational Land Use
ExtradtiVe Industry
Public and Semi - Public Land LThes
Transportation
Nonproductive Land

Source: Hardy 1970.
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USGS Land Use and Land Cover Data and Maps
The United _States Geological SurVey (USGS) land_cover mapping program is an
-effort to map the land use and land cover of the United States at scales of 1:250;000 and

1:100;000: Patterns of land use and land cover are classified using tie system de7
signed by Anderson and colleagues (1976) specifically for mapping_at the rathe broad
scales necessary for a nationwide survey. James Anderson and Richard Witm r at the
USGS collaborated with Ernest Hardy and John Roach at Cornell; who wore-able to
contribute experience acquired duringdevelopment_of the LUNR inventory. The_clas
Sifitatibri system is designed specifically for use with remotely sensed data; but was
developed after Careful examination of existing land use classification systems in use
throughout the nation, as well as _existing maps and data (Table 7). Its_hierarchial
structure, With two published levels of detail, permits convenient use with remotely

sensed data at varied scales and resolutions: Levels I and kare appropriate for
mapping rather coarse levels of detail; such as the scales of 1:250,000 2nd_1:100,000
used in the USGS program, but are compatible with more detailed classifications at
level III that can be developed for local use. Whereas levels I and II are generally
applicable within the U.S. and Canada; definitions of appropriate,level III categories will
vary depending upon the local-setting, the purpose of the. survey, and the kinda of
imagery available.
The USGS program records land use and Ind cover data (Figure 4) at scales of
1:250;000; using the USGS one degree by two degree 1:250,000 map series as a base
. (Ariderabri 19-77). AS maps at 1:100,000 become available they will form the base for
land use data, although the information will retain the same level of detail shown on the
1 :250;000 sheets. Land use and land cover information is interpreted from high altitude
black and white, cplor and color infrared positive transparencies, -then recorded directly
on scribecoat masters that form the basis for subsequent mapand data Interpreters
use standard equipment and the usual monoscopic or stereoscopic interpretation
.
methods assisted by binocular microscopes.
The USGS program generates. at least six forms of data that mast be accurately
registered to each other in both cartographic and digital form (of course; only the land
use data are interpreted from aerial photography):
,

(1) Land use and land cover data,
(2) Boundaries of political units,
(3) Hydrologic information,
(4) Census county subdivisions,
(5) Federal land ownership, and
(6) State land ownership.
A completed land use/land cover map sheet could include as many as 37 separate

categories. A kill sheet might have 4000 polygons, with some 10,000 separate line
segments: Complete coverage of the United States (on the one by two degree sheets of

the 1:250,000 series) consists of 631 sheets.
in part becaLiSe Of the immense task of generating, storing, manipulating; editing;
and analysing so much information; the USGS created the GIRAS (Geographic Infor
mation Retrieval and Analysis System) for manipulating the data in digital form (Mitchell
et al. 1977). GIRAS permits convenient handling of digitized land use information;
Although the exact oatails of the system have varied as it evolved; it is a batch system
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THE 1976 USGS LAND USE AND LAND COVER
CLASSIFICATION
Level II
Lairol I

TABLE 7

1

Urban or Built-up Land

11
12
13
14
15

16-

fir
2

Agricultural Land

'21

22

23
24
3

Rangeland

31

32
33

Forest Land

41

42
43
5

Water

51

52
53
54
6

Wetland

7

Barren Land

61

62
71

72
73
74
75
76
77
8

Tundra

81

82
83
84

P`
9

85

Perennial Snow or Ice

91

'92
Source: Anderson et a/. 1976.

Residential
Commercial and Services
Industrial
Transportation; Communications; and Utilities

Industrial and Commertial Complexes
Mixed Urban or Built-up Land
Other Urban or Built-up Land
Cropldnd and Pasture
Orchards, Groves, Vineyards, Nurseries, and
Ornamental Horticultural Areas
Confined Feeding Operations
Other Agricultural Land
Herbaceous Rangeland
Shrub and Brush Rangeland
Mixed Rangeland
Deciduous Forest Land
Evergreen Forest Land
Mixed Forest Land
Streams and Canals
Lakes
Reservoirs
Bays and Estuaries
Forested Wetland
Nonforested Wetland
Dry Salt Flats
Beaches
Sandy Areas other than Beaches
Bare Exposed Rock

Strip Males, Quarries; and Gravel Pits
Transitional Areas
Mixed Barren Land
Shrub and Brush Tundra
Herbaceous Tundra
Bare Ground Tundra
Wet Tundra
Mixed Tundra
Perennial Snowfields
Glaciqrs

with an organization providing capabilities for datainput and editing; data retrievaland
manipulation, and data display and outout.
the process that converts the graphic information
Data input is by digitization
scribed by the interpreters into digital form subject to manipulation by computer. This
process is among the most complex and the most important of any in-tre stem, as it
determines the overall efficiency and accuracy of the graphic display. Initially th USGS
experimented with several approaches to digitization; including manually operated
cursors, before depending mainly kipon use of a laser scanner. Data input is doseli
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associated with editing as only clean, accurate data can be passed on to subsequent
steps iti the proteSS. AS a %Stilt, data are presented in a standard format; edited for
errors, and reduced in volume (for example; by removing non-essential points in line
data).

Tb permit efficient retrieval and manipulation; the GIRAS structure was designed
specifically, using accepted principles for handling spatial data, to handle geographic
information in polygon. form_Separate files for each map section retain information
conceiving arc records, to-Ordinate data, polygon data, and information relating specific
arcs to polygons: Information can .ioe retrieved by irea, or by selecting features Or
classes of categories. Full maps or portions of map sheets can be displayed using drum
plptters, CRTs, line printers, Or Other deViceS. Masters for color maps can be generated

using peelcoat cut by flatbed plotter:
The boundarigs of political and census units, as weli as major drainage basins
have also been digitized so that land use ahb land cover data can be retrieved;
displayed, and tabulated in a format compatible with their intended use and with other
data."As a consequence, it will be possible to associate changes in land use over time
for example, with var,iations in stream discharge data routinely collected by the USES;
and with other- demographic and agricultural data gathered by other goVernmental
agencies.
Although land cover data are gathered at levels of detail generally considered far

too coarse for effective use at loCal leVels Of government, pilot studies have dertiOnStrated their ;utility at state and regional levels. Completion of coverage for the
entire nation will permit examination of relationships between phySieal and demographic issues that would not havP been previously possible at national scales: Especially intriguing are the opportunities presented by repetitive photographic coverage for
updating the nation's land use and land cover information. Planned updates of land
cover information present an opportunity to systematically monitor changes in land
cover over time, and thereby to assist in dealing with long term problems such as losses
Of agricultural land to non-agricultural uses or understanding the hydrological implita.:
tions of demographic economic, and land use changeS within specific drainage basins:
Aerial imagery is now used in the completion of tasks formerly undertaken bydirect

observation from the ground. if we- compare many of the most recent land cover
inventories with these produced before the use of aerial imagery, we find few real
innovations in prOcedure or form. Instead the formats accepted (for example, by
Stamp's inventory) survive today with only mirior-ethOdification in current maps and
inventories. As a result, most Of the conventions that we accept as standard practice for

the preparation of land use surveys have origins in earlier practices. MbSt Of the
inventories described present land cover patterns on map bases derived from standard
Nopographic series or their equivalent. Land use information is therefore presented in
clear relationship to cultural and physiographic landmarks known to the reader or
identifiable from readily accessible sources. Use Of an accurate planimetric base
permits measurement of areas and representation of correct spatial position.
With respect to claSSification systems, these inventories exfiibit some consistency

in regard to identities of categories; but there has been some change in logical

organization. Many of the earlier systems (such ms thoSe of Stamp; Marschner; and the
LUNR survey) are organized at a single level of dettil; although selected categories are
favored With subdivisions: During the interval that some of these blassifications were in
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use, activity cedes designed for ground survey at the local level were routinely organized in a hi( rarchial manner using Several levels of detail. As_a result, it is surprising
to find that it was not until the 1970s that-fully hierarchial classifications were formally
proposed for use with remofely sensed data (Anderson 1971; Anderson et at 1976):

In the use of aerial imagery; the inventories described here cover a spectrum
ranging from no use whatsoever to significant dependence. Stamp's survey'relied upon
field, with no use of aerial photography. The TVA survey used
direct obsei vation in
aerial photography as a kind of cartographic base for recording field observalions in a
region that was without accurate base maps at the time. No doubt photographs were
also used as a rudimentary source of information in inaccessible regions. Marschner's

survey used aerial photography as a means of delineating broad-scale land use
regions: but did not attempt to map.at the fine level of detail used by Stamp and others.

Methodologically, -if not chronologically, Marschner's survey represents an intermediate phase in the, use of aerial imagery as source of information for detailed land_
use inventory: The pilot studies for the World Land Use Survey applied aerial photo:
grapny as a source of and use information at rather fine levels of detail, and developed
the procedural and conceptual frameworks for routine use of aerial imagery for land use
mapping. Finally, the land use inventories conducted by the LUNR staff and the USGS
have developed comprehensive land use inventories based almost exclusively upon
manual interpretation of aerial imagery.
Estes (1982:27) noted that despite the broad scope of research in remote sensing;
"The only really proven technique is conventional photointerpretation.'As a result, it
seems clear that we have yet to experience the real influence of recent advances in
remote sensing techhology upon the forms, conventions, standarda; and methods that
we now accept as standard for land use inventory. As users of remote sensing data
come to use an increasing proportion_of the available remotely sensed data, we are
likely to seexpanges in the syMbols, formats, and conventions used to preparolland
cover rn,a0S. It is now too early to suggest what these changes may be; but we can
expgcethem to evolve from rather than replace practices currently accepted as stend'ard for manual interpretation of aerial images.
1

PORTION OF A USGS LAND USE AND LAND COVER MAP.
FIGURE 4
This map shows land use in the Harrisburp,_PA region; it registers to the Harrisburg, PA. 11250,000 tOpographic map published by the USGS. Here land use is
polygons.are designated by numbers that
shown in the conventional format
correspond to categories in a_classific_ation system. Here the numerical symbols
designate level II categories in the USGS system (Table 7). These symbols; of
coarse, identify only the predominant land -use category for each polyoon. ThiS
reap (also.shown in color on the cover of this volume) is typical of those_in the
series produced by the USGS for the United States. Land use information is
interpreted from aerial photography; then portrayed at 1:250,000 as illustrated
here. This includes a complex mixture of forested ("41") and agricultural land
("21") together with urban and suburban land("11_," "12,7 "16," '"17") associated
with built up areas in and near Harrisburg. The Susquehanna _River flows f rfom
northwest to southeast across the area; also visible is a portion of the transportation network formed by the Junction of several interstate highways:-(Map providedby the Geography Program; U.S. Geological Survey).
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4
Principles and Conventions for Preparing
Land Use Maps
The earth's landiuse and land cover patterns are symbolized on maps by a mosaic
of discete parcels, each assigned to one of several land categories. Land use maps
therefore use a cartographic model tharequires every location in the mapped region be
assigned to a single land use category; such as agricultural, urban, or forested land.
Land use categories actually differ from thoseused in many other mosaic maps of
similar appearance because they are defined solely by qualitative distinctions between
categories; whereas categories in many other maps of similar appearance (sugh as
pedologic, climatic, or gedogic maps) may be based in part upon quantitative differences between categories. In most respects, however, land use/land cover maps can
be regarded as typical members of the class often refefred to as mosaic maps; patch
maps; or "chorochromatic" maps (Monkhouse and Wilkinson 1971).
As members of this cartographic family, land use/land cover maps use cOnvenifions of logic, symbolization, and organization common to maps of the class. They are;
of course; subject to the same errors and limitations. To effectively make and use these
maps it is important to understand common conventions and their limitations.
A litetal interpretation of the cartographic model just described would translate
each parcel on the map to single corresponding discrete and-homogeneous parcel on
the ground. Seldom is this ideal encountered in practice. Actual boundaries between
parcels may not correspond to the abrupt lines used to symbolize edges of parcels.

Boundaries may sometimes be diffuse transition zones of considerable width.
Homogeneous parcels visible on the map may actually encompass inclusions of
foreign (not symbolized) ca'egories too small to depict at the scale of the map. Seldom
can the image interpreter completbly avoid errors in the identification of categories or
placement of boundaries.
Some of these errors can be avoided, minimized, or .-:orrected by acceptance of
high standards in the preparation and editing of manuscript maps; Other errors are the

inevitable artifacts of complexity of the. landscape and characteristics of the cartographic models that2Areuse.7-Espe-Cially bothersome are those errors caused by the
presence of seTsiral categories within parcels the', must be represented as a single
category; due to the inability of the cartographic model to portray all of the variability
present in the landsc.ape Such errors are the unavoidable consequence of mapping

land use yet' they influence map accuracy and credibility, especially in the eyes of
readers inexp.er-inced in the use of maps:
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As a result; the image interpreter_ must devote spetip attention to preparing
accurate descriptions of the actual identities of categories Os distinguished from the
idealized nominal, identities): Thus; a category designated_ as _agricultural land may.,
include patches of forested land too small to delineate legibly at the scale of the map:
The category description must be written to inform the reader that significant impurities
are_present Withih parcels labeled as agricultural land. Thus; it is possible to inform the
reader of presence of impurities within certain categories on the_rhap by presenting a
written description of each category describing the existence; patterns; and charac.
teristics of inclusione.
..Several concepts implying quality should be defined explicitly. AccUraOy refers to
correct assignment of parcels to categories. _Urban_tand _mapped as urban land is
"accurate"; urban land mapped as agricultural land is "inaccurate:" Note that accuracy
in itself is not alWaye a satisfactory measure of the usefulness of a map for aspecifib
purpose: For example; if we categorize land as earl Water' or land,' we can often
ful for practical purposes
ry high accuracy but the results may_ not be
attain very
because the level of detail is so low. We prefer usually to haye greaterprecision, which
can be defined as the measure of detail in a map or classificatioh system: The
land/water separation therefore may permit attainment of a very high accuracy; but very
low precision. FOl some purposes, low precision may be perfectly satisfactory for the
purpose at hand, although we usually desire at least some modest level of detail in land
Use classification and mapping. To attain greater precision,- nore categories are added
to the classification and finer spatial detail is represented on the map. In many cases; it
ppears that increasing the number of categories also increases the opportunity fbr
errors in boundary placement and parcel identification. ThUS, there is a tradeoff between accuracy and precision. As we attempt to show finer detail; so too we tend to
make more errors.
One of the most difficult practical problems in preparing land cover maps frOm
remotely sensed data is seiection of appropriate levelsot precision: As more categories
improve preciPtion.;
the numbers of
7
are added to the classificatibn system in -an effort
parcels represented on the map becomes larger; and their sizes become smaller. The
increased detail in the classificationeystem can be_designated aslaXOnomic' detail; or
taxonomic precision, while the detail in the map pattern (i.e.; the sizes of the parcels on
the map) can be referred to as 'spatial' detail; or spatial precision.
As both form_ s of precision increase, the victual and local complexity of the map
increases; along with o- pPortunitiesfor errors. The Correct balance between complexity
and precision must be defined by the image interpreter; who must consider the user's
requirerrientts for detail in relation to the natural complexity of the landscapes rep'
resented on the image.

Principles of Land Use Mapping
It is impossible; even if it were desirable, to specify beforehand the exact c'haracteristics of every map, so each map makermuSt make innumerable dedisions regarding

generally that each map maker should not make
map forth and content. We
theSe decisions at random; or solely according to his or her individual idiocyncracies;
but rather by following conventions and principles accepted by the larger community of
map makers and map readers. For the most part, these principles and conventions
seem to be rather informal and implicitly rather than formally expressed.
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Principles and Conventions
Alth.,

no single map is likely to be perfect in all respects, there is merit in

proposing an explicit listing of desirable qualities for land cover maps, as they provide a
means of assessing the quality of specific maps, Because so many of these principles
are implicitly rather than explicitly expressed in the work of experienced geographers; it
seems useful to express formally some of these principles for the benefit of students

who may be uninitiated in respect to standards for preparing maps and data

Legibility
Each map should be clear and easily readable at publication scale. Symbols must
be concise and easily distinguished. The sizes of the smallest parcels must be selected
so that they are legible; and can be labeled with symbols: Often this requirement means

that very small or very narrow parcels must be omitted, or possibly exaggerated in
relative size, so that they will be legible.
Sizes of parcels depicted on the map are; of course; a function of the mosaic of
parcels on the landscape as they interact with the detail of the classification system.
Therefore, each map must be designed with consideration of the Interplay between
spatial and taxonomic detail. The manuscript map must be prepared with knowledge of
the final publication scale and the method of reproduction; so that the final map, as well
as the manuscript map. meets requirements for legibility.
2

Accuracy
The- reader of a map has no choice except to assume each parcel on the map
possesses its stated identity; unless otherwise informed. In areas of complex land use
patterns, completely accurate delineation of uniform parcels may be impractical. There fare, in such instances the reader must be informed of the presence of impurities within
nominally uniform categories by means of statements in the legend or in thaveport that
accompanies each map. Complex mapping units can be explicitly described as 'transition zones,' or 'mosaics' as outlined in Chapter 5, or by identification of such parcels at
more general levels iri the classification (to avoid the errors that accompany specificity).

Explicit Description
The reader of a map should be able to learn all relevant information concerning the
meaning of the map and the method of.compilation from information presented on the
map itself, its legend, and the accompanying report. Source materials should be
specified explicitly; remotely sensed data or imagery should be specified by date, scale,
type; quality; and format. If several sources of imagery have been used; each should be
described using a small-scale coverage diagram (Figure 5) to represent comparative
coverages. Each category must be explicitly described in the report, including specificaccounts of category definitions, enumeration of component features, and dear de-..

scriptions of the image appeatance of each category. Descriptions must explicitly

outline the composition of mapping units characterized by mixtures of several
categories, or any other departures from the nominal identities of mapping units.
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EXAMPLE OF A COVERAGE DIAGRAM. The
FIGURE 5
sketch map 4ndicates coverage of two/kinds of photography

within the boundaries of the mapped area The coverage
diagram is of course,_not required' if the entire map is rep,

resented bn a single form of imagery. In this exaMple half of
thesnapped area was covered by color Infrared photography
(CIR); the remainder is covered by black and white photOgraphy (B&W) acquired on a'Oifferent date;

Consistendy and Uyiformity
Each map maker should aspire to present uniform; censistent detail throughout the
ideal) geographic
map. Each parcel within a given category should represent fin the
relatively.
uniform_
mixtures
of
land
uses,
as described in
areas of uniform land use or
able
to
examine
a
map
and
find that the
the legend and report. The reader shoUld_be

true identities of parcels (as .observed on the ground) consistently match the cartographic representation, regardless Of placement within the mapped region: Ideally;
accuracy should not Vary from one portion ofthe map to another: Furthermole;papping
able to
detail must be consistent throughait the mapped region. The reader should be
variations
in
the
sizes
and
the
identities
of
examine a map with the understanding that
parcels represented on the map reflect genuine variations on the ground.
Accurate Planimetric. Representation
planimetLand cover /land use detail mustbe presented o the user on an accurate
accurate
frorri
the
image
itself
is
not
suitable
for
rib base. Information derived directly
scale
operations
basic
to
the
use
of
any
larRe
measurement of areas and distances
of remotely
of
geometric
errors
in
all
forms
map -7,-Clue to_ the_inevitable presence
planimetsensed data As a result, land cover inforMatibh must be presented in correct
of informameans_
that
the
interpretatioli
ric-form; as described later. This requirement
interpreted
tion from an image must proceed in two separate steps. First, informatiopis
transparent
overlay
that
registers
directly
to the
directly frOM the image; usually on a
is
information
from
the
completed
image
overlay
image (the image over/ay). Second,
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plotted (with appropriate changes in scale and geometry) on an overlay that registers to
an accurate map (the map overlay), The map overlay forms the basis f?r the final map
that is presented to the user, and is the basis for all areal measurements required for the
study. Usually;the image overlay is of significance only to the interpreter, who retains it

as a working document in the event it is necessary to check or revise the original
interpretation.

Compatibility with Other Data
Land cover/land use information has its greatest usefulness when it is compatitirer
with other information in respect to time of collection, level of spatial detak units of
trine-often, and taxonomic detail. Although it is unlikely that a map maker could expect to

control all of these aspects of_his project, it may be possible to choose between (for
example) imagery acquired at several dates, or to aggregate data by political Units
within the study area
The concept of cornpatibility applies in several respects. It might be desirable; for
example; to prepare land ilse-fifIfta in a manner that promotes compatibility with census
data in respect to detail and timing. A survey designed to monitor land cover changes
should consider the dates and scales of previous surveys, as well as the structure and
detail of the earlier classification.

Appropriate Taxonomic and Spatial Detail
Implicit throughout this discussion is the concept that the maps are not prepared in
isolation from a knowledge of their ultimate uses. Those who prepare the maps and
data must be 'kritormed of the requirements of the individuals and organizations who will
use the inform'atiOn. In specific, the detail and the organization of:the classification; as

well as the spatial detail of the final map, are usually the key _charactenatics that
determine_ usefulness for specific purposes: (Other items of significance may include
the date of the information, compatibilitywith other data and the choice of map base)
Usually those compiling the data should first coordinate their efforts with those whb will.
use the data before the survey is initiated; again as the image overlay is completed,
then once more just before final versions of the maps and reports are prepared.

Form and Symbolization on Land Use Maps
Apparently, the overall form of land cover/land use maps and the symbolization
used have changed little since their develdpment in the 1930s. Although exact methods
and procedures of compilation have varied considerably; current maps are visually and
logically very similar to these prdduced (for example) by Stamp's survey during the
1930s. Some of the key characteristics of current land use maps can be enumerated:

(1) Use of a planimetrically accurate base permits preservation of
correct geo_graphic position and the measurement of correct
areas and distances. Stamp's survey used a large scale topographic map series as a base, a practice teat has been followed
in later projects, including the USGS program. Often the land use
symbols can be superimposed over selected hydrographic, political, or topographic data to provide a convenient locational reference for the reader.
,

I
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(2) Categories are identified on the map by symbols (usually letters
or numerals) keyed to categories in a classification system (Figure 4). Typically maps are prepared using solid lines to separate
parcels of separate categories; the reader must interpret each
,parcel on the map as a uniform region of land use: Forsmall scale
maps, especially, this interpretation may seldom be justified, so
the reader should be informed of the existence and character of
inclusions within mapping
(3) For many purposes, black and white maps are the most practical
form for cartographic representation of land use data. Manuscript
_,,and printed maps can _both be prepared quickly and inexpensively withbUt the problems encountered in color reproduction.

Such a map consists primarily of the outlines of land cover

parcels; with symbols placed inside each parcel Symbols con-

sist of one to three digit numerals corresponding to the

categories in the Ahderson system or its equivalent. Many othe*
classification and symbolization strategies are possible, but it
seems sensible -to accept the Anderson system as a concise;
efficient standard in the absence of reasons to adopt another
system:
(4) Often the land use/land cover map is prepared as an overlay to a
general purpose map of the region of interest. Because the
Overlay is prepared on a transparent base to permit the land use
distribution to be viewed in relation to cultural and topographic
features; the use of bblbred patterns is inappropriate. They
obscure detail on the _base map: In other situations colored
symbols may be appropriate; especially if the map is to be used
before large groups at meetings who may not be able to examine
the map in detail. Several systems for color symbolization have
been proposed (Table 8).
(5) Classifications differ greatly in definitions of categories, numbers
of categories; and logical Structure. The use of a hierarchical

classificatiOn is especially important for applications to land

cover mapping because imagery at varied scales and resolutions
may be used; hierarchy also permits generalization of the data at
different levels of detail.
(6) Details of marginal information on maps has varied. Usually the
title should identify the geographic_ location, the nature of the
informational content, and the date of the information. -(For
example: "Land Use and Land Cover,of the Roanoke, VA Area,

May 1979.1 A bar scale is preferable to a word statement of
scale or a representative fraction; it may later be necessary to

.

change map scale photographically. Each map should, if apprbpriate include a coverage diagram as a key to the varied imagery
used to compile a specifIc map (Figure 5): Usually it is apPro_priate..toinclUde information that permits the reader to establiSh
btation within a geographic reference system, such as latitude
and longitude; or the UTM grid. A simple locational diagram
similarly useful.
(Figure, c
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TABLE 8

CATEGORIES AND SYMBOLS IN THREE LAND USE SURVEYS

.

Category,

Symbol

Land

Color

cation Survey of Britain (1931-1938)

Forest and Woodland
,Meadowland
Arable Land

F

Dark Green
Light Green
Brown
Yelknk
Purple
Red
Blue

M

A

Heath land

H

Gardens
'Agriculturally Nonproductive
Ponds

G

W
P

World Land Use Survey (1952)
Settlements and Associated Non-Agricultural Lands
Horticulture
Tree and Other Perennial Crops
Cropland
Continual and rotation c- ropping

3
4

46
4b

.L.Eind rotation
Improved Permanent Pastur- e

5

Unimproved Grazing Land
Woodlands
Swamps and Marshes (nonforested)
Unproductive Land

.6
7
8
9

Red
Deep Purple
Light Purple
Brown
Dark Brown
Light Brown
Light Gieteh
Orange, Yellow'
Green
Blue
Gray

Anderson/USGS Level I Categorlas (1976)
Urban or Built-Up Land
Agricultural Land
Rangeland
Forest Land
Water
Wetland
Barren Land
Tundra
.
Perennial Snow or Ice

Red
Light BrbWri
Light Orange
Green
Dark Blue
Light BlUe
Gray

1

2
3
4
5

6

7

8
9

ft

\

4

(7). Seldom can a map stand by itself without some form of accompanying report that describes the map and its preparation. Such
a report should provide four functions: (a) explanation of how the
map was prepared, including identification of the source materials, (b) regional description of the area represented on the mat),

at least in rather broad terms, so the reader has a ba§is for
relating land use patterns to the physical; cultural, and economic
setting of the region; (c) a summaq of the essential features of ,
the observed land use pattern, inclUding tabulation of the areas
occupied by each cats

ory; and (d) clear; precise descriptions of

categories used on the map. Preparation of this report is de-cribed in the next chapter.
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EXAMPLE OF A LOCATIONAL DIAGRAM:
FIGURE 6
This sketch,map shows the location of the mapped area (the
shaded pattern) in relation to distinctive drainage, transportation, and Settlement features:
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Manual Interpretation
for Land Use Mapping
Image interpretation has been defined as ".

.

. the act of examining images for the

purpose of identifying objects and judging their significance. Interpreters study remotely sensed data and attempt through logical processes to detect, identify, measure

and evaluate the significance of environmental and cultural objects, patterns, and
`spatial relationships" (Estes and Simonett 1975:869). 'Interpreters use elements of
image interpretation to detect, recognize, and identify objects and patterns. These
elements traditionally include size, shape, tone, texture, pattern, and association
that is; those qualities that permit us to recognize features we see on aerial imaget.
Although we routinely use these.characteristics in everyday life to recognize objects;
we must formalize the interpretation process to apply it in the more abstract and
unfamiliar context of remote sensing.
Use. of aerial imagery for mapping land cover calls for application of skills not
normally required in the simple, intuitive examination of images for recognition of
individual objects. Individual land cover categories are formed frorri collections of
diverse objects, features, and structures that are often not individually resolved on'the
image; the interpreter's task is not so much one of identifying separate. objects as it is
the accurate delineation of regions of relatively uniform composition and appearance.
The interpreter of land use information must, then; generalize to define the areal units
that compose-the subject of the Interpretation. The goal should be to perform this
Mental generalization in a consistent, logical manner and to describe the procedures
accurately in a written account of the process of manual interpretation of images, and
"'their application to land use mapping.

Image and Interpretation
All.remotely sensed data can be represented either in pictorial form or in numerical
form. In black and white image format, data appbar as tones of black, gray, and white. At
a fine letel of detail; an image can be resolved into individual elements; often too small
to be recognized by.-the naked eye. In many images, these individual elements form
uniform subdivisions Vmilar to cells in a uniform grid, referred to as picture elements, or
pixels; that represent the brightnesses of very small portions of the scene. By examining an image at a level of detail fine enough to separate these individual elements, we

N
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Image and Interpretation
.

can represent an image as an array of Valies, with each value corresponding to the
brightness of a single pixel. (Each pixel in turn represents the reflectance of a specific
area on the earth's surface:) Depending upon the characteriStics of specific sensors,
images may take their original form as black and white image, or as arrays of
numerical values. Equipment is available to change Images to arrays of values (optical
digitizer) and arrays of values to Images (video display). The most desirable format
depends upon the purposrs of the investigation, the remote sensing system to bevused,
and the resources available to the, image analyst.

\

Nome& V interpretation
An examination of a numerical representation of a scene\_entails statistical and
mathernatical manipulation and analysis of the values that representreflectances. The
numerical approach to remote sensing can be described as quanh ative; abstract; and
equipment and
de pendent upon automated be Semi-automated techniques, On
to use the
softkare are on hand, it may be cheaper and faster, for large amounts f d
numerical approach than to perform the same interpretation_manually. The merical
ency,
operations that must be repeated wit c
approach often has adVantageS
of the
in
several
pQrtio
and for interpretations that must simultaneously examine data
spectrum.
Numerical interpretations usually rely extensively upon spectral iri ormation
(brightness measured in several portions of the spectrum); In the ideal, featurs on the
earth's surface may be said to display distinctive patterns- of spectral 'reflectance
(sometimes referred to as "spectral signatures") that permit specific crops, soils; 0
land cover categories to be recognized. The digital format is especially powerful in this
context becaUSe it permits a simultaneous examination of several spectral channels,
the use of statistical concepts in forming decision rules, and the application of other
strategies not practical in manual interpretatiOnS. Most algorithms for numerical in-

terPretation, howeVer, ato not yet able to routinely exploit the spatial, or textural,

information contained in the-relationships between brightnesses of neighboring pixels:
Because image texture is the source el much of the ability of human interpreters to
accurately interpret complex scenes, the inability of numerical procedures to completely duplicate human capabilities is an important limitation in the application of the
numerical approach in the classification of land cover and land use:

Manual interpretation

The examination of an image as a print or transparency using the elements of
image interpretation is referred to as 'Manual interpretation.' This procedure can be
characteriZed as 'traditional; concrete; and qualitative in nature. An interpreter uses
brightness information (tone), as does the quantitative approach; but also makes
extensive use of, spatial inforrhation in the image: The interpreter does not, of course,
examine an image pixel by pixel; to evaluate each pixel in isolation, but instead looks at

the brightness of each pixel in relation to its neighbors. It is the use of this spatial
information that permits human interpreters to make the complex identifications and
analyses that are possible rn remote sensing; Although automated interpretationS
make some use of spatial information; it is usualliat every primitive level. On the other
hand; most human interpreters can make only limited use of the spectral information so

effectively used in automated interpretation: For manual interpretation; the focus is
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upon delineation of areas of relative uniformity at the working scale 4x1.iVfCition. The
identification of objects, although of obvious significance, is of somew Esser importance.

Quality Of Manual Interpretation
Image interpretation seems to be a skill that is in part a natural aptitude; and in part
an acquired skill that can be enhanced by experience; study; and training. A profigient
image interpreter possesses a good backgrouhd in the specific field of knowledge at
. hand; as well as a thorough knowledge of principles of remote sensing and the speciffe
geographic region under examination:
The beginning student of image interpretation must make several adjustments to
everyday experience, and develop new forms of intuition and experience. First is a

difference in perspective: We are accustomed to examination of objects from a
perspective near ground level. On aerial imagery we see the same features from above;

and must adjust to new relationships between illumination and shadow, and see
portions of objects not often visible in our normal,experience. In everyday experience; a;
meadow may appear as a lush; green area because at ground level we see mainly the
sides of plants. From the overhead perspective of aerial imagery, we may find that the
same field appears as sparsely-vegetated because we see.a greater proportion of bare
soil between the individual plants.
Second, remotely sensed imagery often uses energy outside the visible portion of

the spectrum. Many of the implicit rules of visual recognition derived from everyday
experience no longer apply in other portions of the spectrum: Evergreen forest frequently appears to be dark in the visible spectrum; but is fiery bright in the near infrared.
A gravel road reflects as a rough surfacein the visible spectrum, but may appear as a

smooth surface to microwave radiation.
Anotheviifference in the representations of features on aerial imagery is due to
unfamiliar lellets of spatial and radiometric resolution. Spatial resolution refers to the

ability of the image to legibly record small objects. Remotely sensed images, by
necessity; represent landscapes at coaiser resolutions than we are accustomed to in
everyday experience. Frequently at coarse spatial resolutions familiar objects may be

unrecognizable unless the interpreter is mentally prepared for the differences.
Radiometric resolution 'refers to the ability of a sensor to separate varied degrees of
brightness. If raXipmetric resolution is low, a scene may be represented mainly in
whites and blacks rather than in the range of grays that may permit the interpreter to
distinguish greater detail:
Image scale is a characteristic quite separate from spatial resolution; scale can be
changed independently of resolution. We can adjust to simple changes in image scale

easily if other qualities have been held constant: More difficult for the beginning
interpreter are changes in geometry; the positional relationships between features on
the image. Each form of remote sensing imagery represents positionsof features on the

earth's surface in characteristic geometric relationships that differ from their, true
relationships on the ground. For example; terrain slope and,elevation may be portrayed
on side-look.ng airborne radar imagery in a manner that includes systematic positIonal
errors. Relief displacement is a major source of positional error in aerial photographs
that causes misrepresentation of the locations of elevated features in regions of uneven
topography. Datafrom the Landsat multispectral scanner includes a variety of systema-

Elements of Interpretation
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tic positional errors: Every image interpreter 'thust acknoWledge the existence of
geometric errors and assure that linal interpretations are presented in a planimetrically
correct format.
The degree to which specific objects or boundaries are visible on an image is a
function of the spectral; spatial; and radiometric re§blUtibri§ of the sensor system; the

atmospheric conditions at the time of imago acquisition; and the ltharacter of the
landscape imaged. Landscape variables include the sizes and shapes_ of land cover
parcels, which obviously influence the recognizability of Spe-c-rc Categories. Also

important is the contrast in brightneSS betWeen adjacent parcels: The internal uniform- .
ity andthe sharpness of bbundaries are also likely to be important. In general, _one
-would expect large, uniform parcels with distinct edges, regular shapes, and _high
contrast in brightness with neighboring parcels to be easiest to delineate. The fact Mat
parcels of a given category possess these qualities to varying degree even n a singe
image may explain why accuracy of delineation can 'Gary even for a Si le ategory

Elements of Image Interpretation
Although image interpretation is an extremely complex process that we do not
really understand in detail; it is possible to identify some of the key attributesof image
representation that enable us to recognize and identify features depicted on images:
size, shape, tone. texture, Shadow, pattern; and association (Avery 1977; Colwell
1960). In image interpretation; we must make a disciplined effort to use these same
elements to analyze image representatibri§ of objects and areas: Knowledge of the
elements of image interpretation serves two purposes: First; conscious application of
these_ elerrientS may permit identifications that would not otherwise be Obvious. Sect permits
Ord, these elements provide a vocabulary common to image interprete
concise,clescription of the impOd_appearante of specific features:
These element§ are applicable equally well to imagery collected by all remote
sensing systems (Lillesand and Kiefer 1979; Bryan 1982), althbuqh in each instance
the interpreter must acquire, then apply-,A4hOrOUgh knowledge of the specific sensor
and its imagery,
The sizes of objects are among the most useful Cities to their identif aSize.
tient For land cover mapping interpretations, it is seldom necessary to make-d tailed
measurements of size for the purpose of identification; but it is clear that the sizes of
land cover parcels are often among their most distinctive characterigtics.
The shape of the outline of a land cover parcel can also be a distinctive
Shape:
characteristic. For example, cropped agricultural land frequently appears in regularly
shaped parcels, whereas pasture may tend to occur in parcels of irregularrir indistind
shape:
Shadows are traditionally one of the most important factors in the
Shadow.
dentification of objects On- aerial photographs because they can reveal the silhouettes
of objects otherwise visible only from above. For interpretation of land cover; shadows
assume a somewhat different, but equally in-Obi-tar-it, role. We usually are not interested
in the identification of specific- objects, but rather in the identification of areas Shadows
canbe important in this context by enlitan6Ing boundaries between categories, -and in
contributing to textural differences. For example, the contact between an open field-and
an area of mature ford§t, if illuminated from the forest side; will be marked by the
shadows of the retest canopy as it falls on the field (Figure 7). As viewedyorn above, the
shadow forms a dark line at the edge of the field that anharite§ the boundary between
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---"-fIGURE 7

.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SHADOW IN LAND USE'

INTERPRETATION (I). The sharp contact of fores_Oand pasture permits the
shadows to fall on the open land (left hand diagram). As viewed from above

(right hand diagram), the shadow forms a dark strip that parallels the
boundary between the two parcels. The inset represent, a small scale view
illustrating how the shadow is visible as a dark ribbon that enhances this
segment of the boundary:

the two categories. A second example (Figure 8) illustrates the contribution of shadow
to the textural differences between categories. An open field partially vegetated by

widely spaced saplings will display a distinctive imaae appearance. As seen from
above; the crowns of the saplings form isolated; round; dark spots; the shadows of the
saplings fall on the grassed areas. The interpreter sees this pattern on_the image as a
speckled region, that, once recognized, forms a distinctive signature for finding similar

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SHADOW IN LAND USE IN
FIGURE 8
TERPRETATION (II): The left hand diagram represents small trees and
shrubs positioned in an open pasture. Their spacing is wide enough to
permit their shadows to,fall on the open grassland between trees. When
--suk-areas-are_viewed from above (right)the _interpretersees_only_the
crowns of the trees, and their shadows. The inset shows an overhead view

at small scale; the parallel streaks of the shadows create a smeared
appearance that forms a distinctive signature fnthis kind of land cover.
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areas elsewhere on the image. Once the interpreter explicitly recognizes the contribution of shadowing to the appearances of land cover categories, it becomes one of the
to mapping land cover:
most important
Texture is the distinctive visual impression of roughness or smooth:Texture.
ness, caused by variability or uniforjmty of image tone, characteristic of certain features
and areas as represented on aerial images (Figure 9). By definition; texture must apply
to areas of land (rather than to individual objects); so it forms another useful property for
identification of land cover. The character of forested areas can for example, often be
related to Image texture. Smooth textures are commonly associated with young stands

of trees; rougher textures usually indicate more mature trees with fully developed
crowns:
Image texture seems ultimately to be related to yariations in the heights of surfaces

and objects within the area of interest. Thus, areas characterized by complex assemblages of objects and structures usually have rather rough, uneven textures
(assuming that the sun elevation is rather low). Suburban scenes, for example, formed
by groupings of detached dwellings, large trees, grassed areas, and pavements; often

appear as rather rough textures: Large croppEd areas; with plants all at the same
height, typically appear as smooth textures.
Tone.

Image tone can be defined as a distinguishable shade of gray from white

to black. Tone probably provides more information than any other single element of
image interpretation. Contrast in tone is of course what permits the representation of
features on the image. Typically land cover parcels are delineated by outlining areas
that have more or less uniform image tone (although often image texture may assume
great significance in delineating land cover parcels).

ort

CONTRASTING TEXTURES: This VirginiSscene is
FIGURE 9
composed of open water, forest, highways, and grassland, all idebtifiable primarily by differences in tone and texture: Note the role of
shadow in determining texture.
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_PATTERN. An arrangertient of parcels in a pattern
FIGURE 10
characteeiStic Of cropped agricultural land in Arizona (X-band radar
image courtesy of Goodyear Aerospace Corporation and the U.S.
Air Force).

Pattern refers to the overall form of an array, or series, of related
Pattern;
objects. A classic example is the appearance of an orchard on aerial imagery; the
regular spacing and placement of trees forms the distinctive image pattern easily
recognized by all interprete:s. The orchard forms an example of pattern within a land
cover parcel. Of wider significance is patterns of occurrence betWeen land cover
parcels (Figure 10). For example, in some area we find that specific land cover
categories occur consistently as neighbors: Often pAture's and cropped land are, found
as neighbors We do not expect to find cropped land within a densely urbanized area.
These kinds of spatial patterns are important because they may permit the interpreter to
overrule Other visual titles in the identification of a parcel: The existence of patterns of
occurrence between different categories can be exploited in the design of the clasSifica=

tion system by tailoring category definitions to match their occurrence on the landscapil:. If cropland and pasture occur in individual parcels too gmall to be mapped; yet
are aci:cr:ant to one another; the category 'cropland and pasture' permits mapping of
these areas. If they do not occur as neighbors, however, the combined category may be
of little use
Objects or features that occur in characteristic geographic or topographic
Site.
positions can frequently be identified by a knowledge of the significance of site as an
element of image intepretation. For example, sewage treatment plants occupy low
topographic positions, usually adjacent to water bodies. This kind of knowledge permits
the interpreter to eliminate; or to confirm, tentative identifications based upon Other
evidence.
Some objects are so consistently associated with related objects
.4SSOciatiah.
that the identification of one indicates the presence of the other. A c!assic example ;i'om

military photo interpretation is the confirmation in 1962 6; the .presence of Soviet
missiles in Cuba (Goddard 1969). Initial interpretations did not identify the missiles
themselves, but rather the construction patterns and support equipment that were
known from prior experience to be associated with missile support units (Abel -1966;
Hilsman 1967). This inference motivated the acquisition of photography that provided
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clear evidence of the missiles themselves. Babington-Smith (1974) described similar
examples from World War II. including an account of the phete=interpretatien search for
German Verge Hung weapon sites in Western Europe.
In an environmental sciences context; the principle of association is illUstrated by
the recognition of silty deposits at the mouth of a stream which might lead an interpreter
to search the drainage basin for the disturbed be eroded area that provides sediment for
later deposition downstream.
For the interpretation of land cover; the use of association does not usually focus
asmuch upon identification of parcels as it does upon the deSign of effective classification systems. When incliVidUal parcels are too small to be represented at the scale of the

survey, and must be mapped within another category; it is sensible to design the
classification so these small parcels are consistently grouped with the same category.
This permits the map user to be able to predict the occurrence of impurities wit'-,it -- the
map categories: To be able to apply this strategy, the interpreter must be able to apply a
knowledge of the association of separate categories within the mapped region.

Methods of Image Interpretation
An image interpretation method can be defined as a disciplined procedure that
enables the interpreter to relate geographic patterriS On the ground to their appearances on the image. Image interpretation methods can be divided into five categories
(Campbell 1978):
Field observations, as an approach to image interpretation, are required when the
image and its- relationship to ground beridittins are so imperfectly understood that the
interpreter is forced to go to the field to make an identification. In effect, the analyst is
unable to interpret the image from knowledge and experience at hand, and must go to
the field to ascertain the relationShip betWeen the landscape and its appearance on the
image. Field observations are, of course a routine dimension to any interpretation as a
Check on accuracy: or a means of familiarization with a specific region. Here, their use
as a method of interpretation emphasizes that When they are required for interpretation;

field obserVatieriS reflect a rather primitive understanding of the application of the
remote sensing system for a specific subject.
and
Direct recognition is the applic_ation of an interpreter's experience,
judgment to associate the image patterns with informational classes. Tho process is
essentially a qualitative; subjective analysis of the image using the _elements of image
interpretation as visual and logical clues. In everyday experience dirett recognition is
applied in an intuitive manner; forimage analysis, it must be a disciplined process; with
very careful systematic examination of the image;
interpretation by inference 's the use of a visible distribution to map one that is not
itself visible on the image. The visible distribution acts as a surrogate or proxy (i.e.; a
substitute) for the Mapped distribution. For example; soils are typically defined by
Verticle profiles that cannot be directly observed on remotely sensed imagery. BUt soil
distributions are sometimes very closely related to patterns of landforrns and vegetation
that are recorded oh the image. Thus, landforms and vegetation can form surrooates for
the soil pattern; the interpreter infers the invisible soil distribution from thoSe that are
visible: Application of this strategy requires a complete knowledge Of the link between
the proxy and.the mapped distribUtieri. Attempts to apply imperfectly defined proxies
produce inaccurate interpretations:
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Probabilistic interpretations are efforts to narrow the range of possible interpretations by formally integrating non-image information into the classification process; often

by means of quantitative classification algorithms. For example, knowledege of the
crop calendar can restrict the likely choices for identifying crops of a specific region. If it
is known that winter wheat is harvested in June the choice of crops in interpretation of
an August image can be restricted to eliminate wheat as a likely choice, and thereby

avoid-a potential classification error. Often such knowledge can be expressed as a
statement of probability: Possibly certain classes might favor specific topographic sites;
but occur over a range of sites; so a decision rule might express this knowledge as a .95
probability of finding the class on-a well-drained site, but only a .05 probability of finding
it on a poorly drained site, Several such statements systematically incorporated into the
decision-making process can improve classification accuracy.
The final method of image intepretation is deterministic interpretation, the most
rigorous and precise approach to image interpretation. Deterministic interpretations are

based upon quantitatively expressed relationships that tie image characteristics to
knowledge of ground conditions. In contrast with the othermethods, most information is

derived from the image itself. Photogrammetric analysis of stereo pairs for terrain
information is a gbod example. A scene is imaged from two separate positions along a

flight path and the photogrammetrist measures tte apparent displacement. Based
upon his knowledge of the geometry of the photographic system, a topographic model
of the landscape can be reconstructed. The result is therefore the derivation of precise

information about the landscape using only the image itself and a knowledge of its
geometric relationship with the landscape. Relative to the other methods, very little
non-image information is required.
Interpretations of land use and land cover can, and have used a variety of image
interpretation methods; including field observations, direct recognition, interpretatipn
by infyrence, and probabilistic interpretation, depending upon the character of the study
and the resources available. As a generalization; though; it must be recognized that a
significant characteristic of land use/land cover interpretations is. that land cover forms_a
proxy for the ultimate subject of the interpretation, land use. The interpreter can only
map these features that are visible on the image, and must apply inference to portray

the pattern of land use that lies behind the visible landscape. Dependence upon
inference is widely used, and is accepted by those who make and those who use the
resulting maps. Both users and interpreter8 must recognize the opportunities that exist
for error and misunderstanding:

interpretation 7-3cks
An interpretation may include a variety of tasks requiring examination of an image.

The most basic tasks are enumeration (the listing and counting of discrete objects
visible on an image) and delineation (outlining of boundaries between distinctive
areas). Interpretations sometimes also require mensuration; the measurement of
lengthS-, areas, or volumes from the image representation of an object or feature.
In the interpretation of individual objects, it is convenient to distinguish between
several levels of knowledge: Detection refers simply to the determination of the presence or absence of an object or feature ("there is an object in the field"). Recognition
represents a higher level of knowletlge aboLit the object (the object is determined to be a
motor vehicle). And identiff6ation represents a level of knowledge detailed enough to
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assign the object to a specific class (the oblebtj8,identified as a Ford pick-up truck). In
an interpretation focused suley upon identification of objects; the interpreter can express hiS or her confidence in the identification by qualifying the results as 'possible; or
'probable.* For interpretations of land use and land cover the fOCUs is, of course; upon
areal features, not- objects, and the emphasis is usually not upon the identification; but
upon the quality of the- delineation: As a result. it is more difficult for the interpreter to
convey his or her confidence in the results. Although therkare feW precedents for such
a practice; it is conceivable that an interpreter could signify the presence of a particularly diffuse or indistinct boundary by a dashed or dotted line as a boundary symbol. The
written report should; of course; explain the use of any symbols, especially those not

commonly applied.
Collateral Information
Collateral; or ancillary, information refers to non -image information used to assist

in the interpretation of an image. Actually, all image interpretation uses collateral
infOrMatidn in the form of the implicit; often intuitive; knowledge,_ s well as formal
training: In the more usual; narrower, meaning of the phrase, collateral information
refers instead to the explicit, conscious efforttO employ mapzetooks, statistics; and
similar material to aid in the analysis of an image: Use of collateral information is

.

perrniSsable; and certainly desirable; provided two condition§ are SatiSfied:First, the
use of such information should be explicitly ecknOWledged in the written report; and;
second, the information must not be foCUSed upon a single portion of the image or map
to the extent that it results in uneven detail or accuracy in the final map. For example, it
would be inappropriate for an interpreter to focus upon acquiring detailed knowledge of
tobacco farming in an area of mixed agriculture if he or she then produced highly
detailed, accurate delineations of tobacco fields; but mapped other fields with lesser
detail or accuracy:
Collateral information can consist of infdrtnatibri from books; maps; statistical
tables, field observations, or other sources; Written material may pertain to the specific
geographic area under examination; or if such material is unavailable, it may be
similar geoappropriate to search for information pertaining to analogous areas
graphic regions (possibly quite- distant from the area of interest) characterized by
comparable ecology, soils, landforms. climate; or vegetation.

Image Interpretation Keys'
Image interpretation keys are valuable aids for summarizing complex infOrmation

recorded on film images. They are widely used in some aspects of manual image

interpretation and remote sensing (Landis 1955; Heath 1956; Coiner and Morain 1971).
Such keys serve either or _both of two purposes: as a means of training inexperienced
personnel in the interpretation of complex or unfamiliar topics, and as a itfetende aid for
experienced interpreters to organize inforthaticin and examples pertaining to specific
topics.
An image interpretation key is simply reference materiaidesioned to permit rapid
and accurate identification of objects or feature§ represented on aerial images: A key

usually consists of two parts: (a) a collection of annotated or captioned images or
stereograrris, and (b) a graphic or word description; possibly including sketcheS or

'
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diagrams. These materials are organized in a systematic mariner that permits retrieval
a,of desired images by (tor e wnple) date,_ season, region, or subject.
Keys of various forms hey -been used for many years in the biological sciences,
especially botany and zoology
disciplines rely upon complex taxonomic systems that are so extensive that even_ experts cannot master the entire body of knowledge. The key therefore is a means of organizing the essential character's
of a topic
in an orderly manner: It most be noted that scientific keys of all forms require a basic
familiarity with the subject matter. A key, then, is not a substitute for experience and
knowledge, but a means of systematically ordering information so that an informed user
can learn quickly:
Keys were first applied to aerial images on a large scale during World War II:, when it
was necessary to train large numbers of inexperienced photo-interpreters in I._ iden-_
tification of equipment of foreign manufacture and in the analysis of geograp is and
ecologic regions far removed from the interpreter's experience. The interpretation key
then formed an effective way of organizing and presenting the expert knowledge of a
few individuals. After the end of the war, interpretation keys were applied to many other
subjects; including agriculture; forestry, soils; and landforms: Their use has been
extended from aerial photography to other forms of remotely sensed imagery. Today
interpretation keys may be used for instruction and training, but they have somewhat
wider use as reference aids: Also; it is true that construction of a key tends to sharpen
one's interpretation skills and encourages the interpreter to think more clearly about the
interpretation process.
k<eys designed solely for use by experts are referred to as technical keys. Nontechnical keys are those designed for use by those with a lower level of expertise. Often
it is more useful to classify keys by format and organization. Essay keys consist of
extensive written descriptions, usually with annotated images as illustrations. A fllekey
is essentially a personal image file with notes; its completeness reflects The interests
and knowledge of the Compiler. Its content and organization. suit the needs of the
compiler, so it may not be organized in a manner suitable for use by otherS.
`e

Materials and Equipment
The fundamental process of image interpretation can be completed without the
use of elaborate or expensive equipment. In general, the interpreter should be able to
work at a fairly large, well-lighted desk or work table with convenient access to electrical
power. Sometimesit is useful to be able to control lighting with blackout shades or

dimmer switches. Basic equipment and materials include a supply of translucent
drafting film, some form of magnification; stereoscopes; tube magnifiers with measuring reticles, an engineer's scale, together with protractors, triangles, dividers, and other
drafting equipment. A light table is important if transparencies are used If roll film4t, 1
employed, the light table must be equipped with adjustable brackets and an assortment
of empty spools for take-up reels. Maps, reference books, and other supporting material should be available as required. More expenswe items such as binocular microscopes and binocular stereoscopes; are desirable but may not be essential:
If the interpretation is made from paper prints, special attention must be de.. .ed to
the prevention of folding, tearing, or rough use that will cause the prints to become
damaged. Usually it is best to mark an overlay registered to the print rather than the print
itself. Drafting tape must be selected specifically for its weak adhe:;i've quality which will

j
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not tear the emulsion. The stronger adhesive used on many of the popular brands of
paper tapes will damage paper prints.
If transparencies are used special care must be given to handling and _storage. The
surface of the transparency must be protected by a transparent plastic sleeve or
handled only with clean cotton gloves. MbiSture and ()Ha naturally present on unprotected skin may darriage the emulsion, and dust and dirt will scratch the surface.
Damage invisible to the naked eye marbe a major problem under magnification._

The Image Overlay and Final Map
The interpretation process (Figure 11) begins with fhb assembling of imagery;
collateral information, equipment, and materials required to conduct the interpretation.
From a broader perspective, one could argue that the process actually begins earlier
with the selection of image date; format; scale, and so on as these qualities will greatly
influence the character of the interpretation, even though the image interpreter may not

[Project Initiated
Conifer With Ilser
Field

Acquire and
Inspect Imagery

Reconnaissance
Preli iii iiiary

Inventory
Classification
System

Image Overlay

Prepare
Category
DeScriptions

Fii.ld Observations

1

slap Overlay

Maps

Reports

MeaSure AreaS
Assess Accuracy

Data

SEQUENCE FOR MANUAL INTERPRETATION. This
FIGI7RE 11
diagram illustrates the sequence of some of the most important steps in
manual interpretaton for land use mapping. Actual procedures will of
course, vary to meet requirements of specifi projects, but most of the
tasks represented here should be inclUded.
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always control these variables. Imagery should be inspected to note defec
:

gaps in

coverage, and areas obscured by Clouds. If there is no index to the co rage of
separate frames or images; the interpreter should prepare his own index to permit
convenient identification of specific images covering a given area If there are gaps in
the coverage, the interpreter should initiate the process of acquiring additional rmagery
to provide the best possible informatibn-for voids in the primary coverage:

The interpretation process consists of two related but distinct steps. The first
consists of constructing an appropriate classification system. Although many diffeient

approaches to classification of land use can be applied, the system proposed by
Anderson and collgagues (1976) provides one of the best and most widely applicable

outlines for structuitg the classification. Their system (Table 7) provides the more
general categories, bill the interpreter must become inVolved in the selection Of more

detailed categories at levels II and III, The definition and design of these detailed
categories must be accomplished in co-ordination with those who will ultimately_use
final maps and data If it is determined that the users require information or detail not
feasible with the use of aerial imagery, then the project must turn to other imagery; or to
collateral information; to supply the needed information. If collateral information is used;
the interpreter should carefully investigate the alternatives to assure maximum accuracy and compatibility with the aerial imagery.
When a tentative outline of the classification is available; the interpreter should
then carefully inspect the imageryto_ compile a list of the categories present; estimate

the sizes of parcels likely to result from the application of the classification; and, in
general, anticipate problems in identifying or delineating categories: If several interpreters will work on the same project; all should- participate in this process to assure
uniformity of perspective, and gain the benefit of independent contributions. A revised
list of categories then forms the basis of further discussions with the user before a final
classification is accepted for the project:
The second step is the application of the classification to the imagery. This consists
of the process of marking the boundaries betWeen categories as they occur on the
imagery; following consistent guidelines: Each separate parcel is outlined; then iden-

tified with a symbol (usually one to three numerals) corresponding to taxa in the
classification system. Important aeneral principles are the consistent use of a standard
minimum parcel size and the principles of consistency; clarity; and legibility. If several
interpreters work on separate portions of the same project; special attention must be
devoted to coordination of their efforts to assure uniform application of the guidelines.

Individual interpreters share responsibility for co-ordination with those working on
adjacent areas to be sure that parcel boundaries and identities match at edges of
sheets.
The results of the interpretation are recorded on a translucent overlay that registers
to the image; this image overlay records the boundaries between parcels; and identify-

ing symbols (Figure 12). As the image overlay is prepared; the interpreter begins to
compile the classilicon table that forms a summary of category definitions and
identifying characteristics. When the image overlay is camplete; it will be necessary to
generate a map overlay that portrays the land cover /Ian cP use information on an
accurate plani.me.tricbase..
An important principle, not immediately Obvious, in preparing land Cover maps

a

from aerial imagery is that the map cannot stand by itself: A written report that
summarizes the interpretation process and presents a clear definition and description

of each mapping unit must accompany each map. Without the written report the
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FIGURE 12 THE IMAGE OVERLAY. The overlay at the top is derived
from the photograph shown below: The image overlay is a working document of the photointerpreter used to record parcel boundaries and identities. Symbols refer to Table 7:

reader has no means Of understanding the classification system and how it has been

applied to the imagery. The interpreter should probably devote as muchtiMe to
recording and describing the map and its preparation as to preparing the map itself.

Pre0aratiOn of the image Overlay
The following paragraphs outline some of the essential considerations in preparing
the image overlay (Figure 12) and in recording information for the accompanying report.
Some of these guidelines follow from an obvious interest in visual and logical clarity;
others are simply conventions established by long application of rather arbitrary decisions. For the novice, it is probably best to follow the guidelines as outlined below; later,
aS additional experience is acquired; variations can be devised as required. But always

the guiding principles should be attainment of visual and logical clarity; and explicit
description of the interpretation process.
elementS of image
1. Identification of land cover parcels is based upon the
interpretation as discussed previously, Sometimes interpretation may require identity
of specific_ objects or fabilities, but usually the primary task is one of consistent delineatiori of anifOrth parcels that match the classification system. The greater the uniftirMity
Of actual land use within areas represented on the map under a single symbol; the
greater the usefulness of the map to the user (Webster and Beckett 1968). As outlined
below (items 9 and 11), it is often necessary to violate this principle, especially at small
scales.

6
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2: The classification system must dovetail with categories accepted as useful by
the map user Maps and reports that organize information in a manner inappropriate for
users requirements are of little practical use; the image analyst has responsibility for
assuring that the final -product is consistent with users' needs or for advising the user
that the desired information cannot be reliably derived from aerial imagery:
Sometimes classifications are proposed that tailor categories in respect to 'ease of
recognition on specific forms of imagery. For the kinds of user-oriented maps discussed
here, such classification systems would not be suitable, because they organize informational content of the map around the image rather than upon the users'_ requirements. (Remember that the users' requirements May be dictated by legal definitions. by

policy of a governing body. or by requirements for compatibility with data collected
previously or by a neighboring jurisdiction: User specifications are not easily redefined
to suit desires of the image interpreter.)
As a result, the interpreter should not define categories solely from appearance on
,

the imagery: For example. categories such as "suburban land" and "strip development" are probably poor categories for most and use maps because they are based
largely upon ease of recognition on the image, rather than correspondence with the
land use categories of interest to most planners and geographers. Thus, "suburban
land' should be redefined and mapped; as appropriate, into specific residential and
commercial land use categories accepted in the user's definitions. (Note that any
category, if properly defined and tailored to users' needs, may have its merits; as a rule,
however: it is best not to devise unconventional categories for the convenience of the

interpreter.) In brief, land use ceteggries used in making the map should have clear
meaning to those-who will use the map.
The USGS'clas.sificatioh system: (Anderson et al: 1976) need not be perceived as
the ultimate classification .(for example, see Drake 1977); but for most _purposes it
seemsto form a good standard unless there is good reason to use another system.
Nunnally and Witmer (1970) have obsenied that one of the problems with land use
classification prior to the proposal of_the USGS system was the incompatibility of the
many systems then in use. The USGS system seems to have taken a big step in solving
that problem, as it forms a widely accepted framework for classifications at varied levels
of detail:
3. Use of collateral material may be necessary if the interpreter is not intimately
familiar with the region, or if unusual categories are encountered. Non-image collateral,

information might include topographic maps; existing land cover maps (at scales or
- dates differing from_the one in preparatidn), or tabulated economic statistics. Additional
imagery at large scale can be used to resolve uncertainties emerging from analysis of
Smallrscale, coarse resolution imagery:
4. The image overlay records; in manuscriptlorm; the boundaries be ..ieen land
with a
cover parc.r.fls. Each parcel is completely enclosed by a boundary, and is labs
a :oral
symbol keyed to the category descriptions iri the ClasSification system. As
rule: the image overlay shows only those features that occupy areas at the f.7
final map. UsualIV, point or linear features are not mapped. Thus, a highway. ..
normally be shown unless. publication scale permits legible delineation of both
the highway right of way: For example; at very small scale; even four lane expre.;.tays

will be represented (if at all) as lines; at somewhat larger scale the. cloveriea
changes are large enoughto be mapped. A large scale land cover map might be . fa
;show the entire highway as an areal feature; This same rule should be applied to 7.1:-

linear features, such as streams, railways; and power lines. Selected point o;
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features may. of course, be useful as landmarks or locational references on the map,
butthey are not classified as areas.
means that the map
5. The principle of consistent composition in each categbry
user can be confident that the map presents a consistent representation of variation

present on the landscape. Each parcel will; by necessity; encompass areas of

categories other than that namedby the parcel label; these inclusions are permissible;
but must be clearly described in the category descriptions, and must be consistent
throughout the map. The issue of consistency is especially important when several
interpreters work on the same project: Individual interpreters must coordinate their work
With those working on neighboring areas; and supervisors must clerk to be sure that
detail is uniform throughout the mapped area,
6. The entire area devoted to a specific use issdelineated on the_overlay. ThUS,
the delineation of an airfield normally includes not-only the runway, but al8b the hanger;
l'''Ssenger terminals; parking areas, access roads, and all general features inside the
limits of the parimeter fende (the outline of the parcel encompasses_ areas occupied_ by
.

all of these features not shown individually on the map). In a similar manner, the

'delineation of an interstate highway includes not only the two paved roadways; but also

the median strip and the right of way.
7. The issue of multiple use is discussed in detail by Ahderson and colleagues
(1976). In brief: the problem is caused by the practice of assigning parcels to single

categories even though we know that there may in fact be several uses. A forested area
may simultaneou§ly Serve as a source of timber; and as a recreational area for henterS

and hikerS. In general the interpreter must make a decision, apply it consistently
throughout the image; and clearly document the oroCedure in the written report.

Numerous variations on this problem are en = Duntered frequently;"For example,
employee parking areas within a large industrial area could logically be claSSified either
as industrial land,.,(applying the 'entire area rule mentioned above) or as a transportatf6n feature. The important considerations are usually that the decision fit user ne dS
and be consistently applied and clearly documented.

size for the sma

8. The interpreter must select an appropriate minimum
parcels to be represented on the final map. The interpreter may be able to identify on the
image parcels much too small to be legibly represented. Therefore, it is necessary to
select a minimum size for the smallest parcels on the map. If sever:II interpreters are
working on the same project, all must apply the same minimum parcel size to assure
that the variations in map detail reflect actual variations in parcel size on the ground.
In determining an appropriate minimum size for land cover parcels, it is important
to remember that it is the minimum parcel size on the final map overlay and the legibility

of the map (rather than the image overlay) that ispf ;nterest to the user. Because the
map overlay May be presented at a different scale than the image overlay, the interpreter must extrapolate. the minimum parcel_ size_ from the scale of the final map to the
working scale of the image. BetaUSe it is difficult to perform this extrapolation mentally,
it is sometimes UftfUl to prepare a rough template of the_approximate correct size to aid
the interpreter in maintaining thecorrect level of spatial detail on the image overlay:
Anderson and colleagues (1976) recommended that parcels on the final map be no
smaller than 0.1 in (2.54 mm) on a side (about 6.5 sq mmm). Loelkes (1977:17-18)
presented values for minimum sizes of parcels to be. represented On jSGS land use
maps: Parcels of urban land, water, andOettain Other noecified categoTis are to have
minimum sizes of 4 heCtereS(10 acres). At 1:100;000 .s...cn F.:arcels weir. occupy abbUt
4 sq rritri on the map; at 1250;000 they wok:: require 11;.;ut 0.64 sq min. For all other
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categories. the minimum size should be 16 hectares (40 acres). At 1:100,000 these
parcels occupy about 16 sq mm; or about 2:6 sq mm at 1:250;000: These guidelines
apply for rather compact parcels; Loelkes proposes additional guidelines governing
minimum widths for long, narrow delineations. Although these sizes may be appropriate for the USGS land cover maps, they seem too small for routine use by the
interpreters using equipment and procedures that may differ from those available for
USGS interpreters: This same topic has...been discussed by pedologists in relation le"
soil maps. Because the issue is essentially one of visual legibility, the informatiorfal
content of the mgr should not influence our choice of minimum sizes of partels; and t
.1
conclusions-of foil surveyors may be of some interest.
.
Boulaine (1980) recommended that the smallest parcels on a publiShed soil map
should occupy areas no smaller than 25 sq inm if the parcel is square in shape; or
6:16 sq mm if circular. The Smallest map distance separating two parallel lines should
be at least. 2 mm. Thesecguidelines are in approximate agreement with those of
Fridland (1972), who specified that the smallest delineations onpublisheqjhap hould
be no smaller than 20 sq mm.4The values that Kellogg and 0-vedal (1969:12
commended as minimum sizes for parcels on published soil maps translate to aimap
area of about 40 sq mm.
The minimum sizes suggested by soil surveyors for soil maps are larger than thos

suggested by Loelkes for USGS land use maps. Although most of the USGS maps )
have adequate legibility, many interpritters may prefer to use minimum sizes larger I
than those proposed by Loelkes: It should be obvious; however; that any single value
proposed as a minimum size for'mapped parcels should be interpreted as appropriate
for the occasional presence ofi small parcels; if the interpreter encounters an exUemely
complex pattern of,extremely small units; then an attempt to represent therh all at the
sizes mentioned above would produce an illegible map. In Such a situation, some farm

of generalization is clearly required to produce a visually and logically clear ma
publiOatien scale.
9. Usually the label of each category identifieS theoredbmibantcategc.* prese

within each parcel. At small mapping scales, especially, there may be inclusions of
other categories; the mapping effort should aspire to define categories that include
relatively consistent mixtures; identities; and proOortions of such inclusions; and to
describe accurately their presence within each category.
10. Sometimes the identification of correol placement of boundaries can be a:
problem; especially if the interpreter can discern a wide transition zone between
categories. Usually the interpreter can place the ;lapped boundary at the center of the
transition zone, then describe the situation in the written report that accompanies the
map. Sometimes wide transition zones occur contistently within the mapped area; if so;
;--iimay be appropriate tip define a separate category: "416. Transitional Zone Between
.:,
Evergreen_ and Deciduous Forest Land.11. mosaics of contrasting categories Can' present problems if the individual
parcels are too small to be represented legibly Lt the scale of the final map. In these
situations; it may be appropriate to create a category tailored to describing the situation:
"215. Mosaic of Cropland and Pasture.- The written category description then specifies
the sizes and shapes of the parcels; and presents an estimate of the percentages of the
areal extent tot each member of the mosaic. ThYS-e- composite mapping units are ften a
necessary departure from the principle of uniform mapping unit composition outlined

above, but there is ample precedent for their use (Christian 1959; Robinove 1981):
r.

.
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Mapping Land Use Change
Land use patterns change over time in. response to economic, social, and environmerlal forces. The practical significance of such changes is obvious. For plann.ers
andadrhistraters they reveal areas that require the greatest attention ifcommunitieS
are to develop in an harmonious and orderly manner. From a co ceptual erspective,
e and space;
study of _land use change§ permits identification of long-term trend 'n
and the totrnation of policy in anticipation of the problems that accompany changes in
land use (Estes and Senger 1972; Anderson 1977; ESteS et -8/. 1982).
A map_ can show only a single temporal image of the many that form the evolving
pattern Of land use in a region. As a result; any land use map is inaccurate almost from
the time it is prepared: Users who are familiar with the mapped region will accumul ate
a
an informal knowledge of changes that haVe occurred after the ma: c(as prepared
mental map of the charigeS. For systematic study of changes; however; it is necessary
to prepare maps that formally document changes in land use between two specific
dates. Aerial imagery provides the unique capability to reconstruct previous land use
patterns using archived images, even though no map was prepared at the time. In some
instances, this capability acquires great significance; as f or example, in the use of
archival aerial photography to. document land use changes at abandoned hazardous
waste sites (Schweitzer 1982).
In theory, preparation of change maps is_very simple._ However, a number of
practical problems are encountered in practice. Preparation of a change map requires
comparison of two separate land use Maps prepared from imagery acquired at two
dr. 'es. Areas Whibh experience changes in land use are noted (usually by superimposition of the two maps), then recorded on a third map. This third mapshowsOnlythe
changes; which can then be tabulated by area and by category to reveal the extent and
location of land use -changes. If imagery fe( several dates is available; a series_ of
change maps can record the evolution of land use patterns over time and possibly
reveal long term patterns of change, rates of 61-ii-ige in specific areas; and intermediate__
steps_ in the development of land use patterns:
Altlibugh this procedure is essentially straightforward, a number of practicatproblems must be anticipated. First; the two maps:must share a common base before they
can be Legisteredto one another. Even if both maps use a common base; the interpreter
must work -carefully, as minor differences in placement of boundaries or different levels
Of detail can create differences that are not evidence of land use change, but merely
it is important that the same
artifacts Of the interpretation process. For theSe re
Aterpretersbe supervised by_a
interpreterS work eri all phases of a change map; c
single individual with overall knowledge of the project. Preparation of change maps afso
requires that both maps be Prepared using a Single classification system applied~
consistently at a given level of detail.
These considerations lead to the general observation that preparation of change
maps requires continuity in technique and in personnel, and close coordination of the
mapping process. Source maps must be compatible in respect to classificationi_spatial
detail, and map base. As a result; one should be skeptical of maps prepared by different
individuals or organizations used as the basis for maps of _Change.
The image interpreter May find that preparation of a change map requires exami7
nation of imagery at varying scales; resolutions; and qualities. Each interpreter must
assess the imagery in relation to map scale and classification detail to determine the
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level of detail most suitable for tho change map. As a general guideline, it seems
sensible to recommend that all change maps be prepared at a level of detail consistent
with that obtained from interpretation of the lowest - quality; coarsest-resolution imagery
- that will be used in the project. Otherwise; the interpreter will be faced with the problem

of comparing two maps that differ greatly in detail and accuracy.

Field Observations
Even the most thorough, accurate interpretations require use of field observations
as confirmation of manuscript maps; and as a means of resolving uncertainties in the
interpretation process. Ideally, field observations should be acquired on at least three

occasions during prep_aration of the land use map: (a) During preparation of the
classification system, before the interpretation of imagery begins; as a means of
familiarizing interpreters with the region apd its major land uses; (b) as_the image
overlay nears completion, to verify uncertain interpretations and tazonfirm consistency
of the interpretation; and (c) when the preliminary draft of the map overlay is complete;
to detect and resolve any final problems before the final copy of the map is prepared.

These three excursions to the field serve different purposes, so they may vary in
respect to duration, route, and intensity.
Although details of field excursions will depend greatly upon individual preferences
and local circumstances, the following observations seem generally applicable:
(1) Imagery should be taken to the field, together with manuscript
overlays and supporting notes and maps. Provision must be
made for annotating images on overlays) or correcting manuscript overlays in the field. This usually means that maps and

overlays should be temporarily clipped to a hardboard or
cardboard surface small enough to carry in the field and to use in
a vehiclo, but large enough to present a sizeable portion of the
map for navigation and annotation:
(2) The route should be planned carefully to select an efficient itinerary that covers all essential areas. If timing is critical, it is important to allow time for unexpected delays. It may be wise to assign
priorities to-specific areas; so that the most important areas can
be visited first.
(3) Notes, photographs, and sketches should be made in a systema-

tic manner that ensures their usefulness later in the lab. If
machine copies of maps and aerial photographs are made before hand, the- can be used as a medium for making notes; and
recording locations of photographs and stops. These images will
probably not record all detail visible on the original, but they are
usually suitable for making notes without damaging the original.
(4) If several interpreters are participating; it is usually best to work in
teams; with division of labor such that each has responsibility for
specific tasks. If interpreters have been a'signed specific geoplanning the itinerary;
graphic areas, then each is responsible
and assumes direction of exult-Sion for 'oleir area.(5) If the project has not already initiated coritact with local planning,
soil conservation, and agricultural extension personnel; these
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organizatiOns Should be involved in providing adyice and information: They may be especially helpful in planning field excursions.
(6) At the completion of the trip, a systematic effort must be made to
organize all material and information, and to be sure that field
notes are clearly transcribed into a more formal format while their
meaning is Still clear to all involved. Notes and annotated maps
Must be identified in respect to date; and the person who made
the observations.

Checking and Editing
Errors are inevitable] As a result, checking and editihg are essential steps in the
preparation of a map, _e6Rial in significance to the more immediately obvious steps_ of
acquiring imagery and preparation of the image overlay. (We should not accept the

false distinction between those who make errors and thbse Whb do not but rather
accept the more valid distinction between those who inspect for errors'and those who
never look!)

The search for errors is continuous throu_gh the preparation of the map, but tends to
focus at-specific stages. Each parcel on the image overlay should be compared to the
original image to confirm its identity, correct boundary placement; and adherence to_the
minimum parcel size: On the final draft of the map overlay, a check is made to confirm

the presence and legibility of all boundary segments, labeling of parcels with their
correct symbols, and registration of land use detail to detail on the base map. For large
projects with several separate sheets;.a specific check must be_made to ascertain that
boundaries match at the edges of sheets; and that parcel identitieS match across sheet
edges.
There is little benefit to be gained from an attempt to fist all of the errors that can
occur in the preparation of a land use map from aerial imagery. But it may be useful to
propose two principles that can be applied to .Jetect and reduce errors of all kinds First,
checks for errors should be made. throughout the preparation of the _map: the ecirlier
i
errors are detected; the easier they are to correct. However, if the check for error=
-,es
focused at specific stages in the production of the map, the search for errors bk
t!:.;s
So diffuse that it losesmeaning.Therefore; specific steps in the production
the
map
overlay)
of
the
image
overlay
and,completion
of
(perhaps at the
a
should be designated as opportunities for checks of the work completed thus far
hurdle that must be passed before_ the next step begins: Second; errors are easier_to
control if specific individuals or groups assume responsibility fu i' specific portions of the
project: Checking and editing should then be clearly separated from the preparation
rheck the work of others, or having individuals
process by desig:ated indivkivals
chack their own work at a time and ...ace different from the time _and place of original
preparation: These steps assist in promoting a critical attitude during the process of

checking work for errors.

The Map Overlay
The map overlay is formed by plotting boundaries from the image Overlay onto an
accurate planimetric base (Figure 13). Parcel bbundaries on the image overlay include

;
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THE MAP OVERLAY. This overlay, prepared from the
FIGURE 13
overlay in Figure 12, registers to the planimetrically accurate map shown

above. The land use boundaries have been changed in scale and
geomotry so they now have a form suitable for measurement of areos or
The shaded pattern outlines the approximate area shown in
dis
Figure, 12, which is now represented at a smaller size because of the
change in scale. Symbols refer to Table 7.

positional errors inherent to all rernotO, sensed images. The image overlay, a preliminary document, cannot be used as the basis for accurate measurements of distance or
area. The map overlay regis!ers to an accurate map, so that corresponding detail (when

present) matches exactly711 forms the basis for the final land use map. Even in
instances when geometric errors have been minimized by preprocessing of the remotely sensed data; it is often desirable to plot land use boundaries on a map base
compatible with other maps frequently used.
Changes in image scale and geometry can be made using a number of methods;
including use'of reflecting projectors; or instruments comparable to the Sketchmaster
or the Bausch and Lomb Zoom Transfer Scope. Often preparation of the" map_overlay
requires not only changes in map scale, but also changes in map geometry necessitated by geometric properties of the remotely sensed images. Devices such as the
Zoom Transfer Scope are useful for this purpose because of their ability to permit

convenient changes in image geometry, a process that is difficult with the usual
reflecting projectors.
Regardless of the procedure to be used, the process of matching the two images is
easiest when there is ample detail common to both image and map. As a result, the
image overlay should be prepared to show, for example, locations of drainage; topo-

graphic, and transportation features visible both on the map and on the remotely
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sensed image, even if such features do not always correspond to land use boundaries
shown on the final map. SRO features provide the common detail necessary to permit
convenient and accurate registration of the two maps.
The map overlay shOws land use boundaries and symbols; plus other features
such as major highways; rivers; and place names) that may be Jsefu) to the reader in
orientation and interpretation of the land use map. -The completed map should includea
bar scale, legend, title, coverage diagram, and other information required for accurate
interpretation.

The Report

Maps seldom stand alone; to be accepted by readers at face value; without
supporting information. The notion of 'suppcirting information,' in th-is- context, should

be interpreted broadly, to include not only formally presented written material that
accompanies the map; but also the wider realm of knowledge that the reader uses to
examine and evaluate a map. Some maps include written efxpianations of -adding
te-thnique and mapping unit -characteristics, either as IONA un the map it If or in
documents that accompany the map: This kind of information forms explicit information
formally presented to the map reader.
Although many maps are without supporting !,rtiormation in such Explicit form, the
map read-er -bitten has the benefit of implicit; informal kn.;.: vledge dcri..r. I from experience with similar maps: For example; the reader of a US(S topoc7a7;hic quadrangle is
;schniqua if the map
nry:
presented with very little explicit information
.ever, the aarler usually has
itself is considered as the only source of information:
access to substantial implicit information; acquired it t' ,;.xamination of other similar
maps and through knowledge of cartographic coriver.,:icTsi,-,. As a result, the reader can
employ in a widerange of knowledge not obvious from - .En.:tion of the map itser for
example, symbolization; accuracy; cartographic conventions, F,nd degree of generalization:
another are characLand use mips, despite many superficial similarities
terized by notable diversity in respect to purpose, categorization; detail; accuracy; and

symbolization: Therefore; the reader must depend largely on explicit information,
formally present in written documents that accompany the map. As aresult, careful
preparation of supporting documentation assumes an importance oqual in significance
to preparation of the map itself:
Specifically, the reader requires knowledge regarding: (r.) the regional setting, (b)
methods and matenals used to prepare the map, (c) definitions of mapping units; and
(d) the summarized results: Emphasis devetec1 to each of these topics may vary_ in
velation tc requirements of the organization that will use the study, purposes of the
study, and the experience of the intended users. For example. the description of the
regional setting may be abbreviated if it is known that the users of the map a. already
.familiar with the area to be mapped. As a general rule, however, each item should be
discussed, to provide a complete dOcUment that can stand by itself.

Regional Setting
The regional deStriptiOn outlines the geographic setting of the mapped region with

emphasis on factors most likely to influence the development of land use patterns
(Figure 14). Unless the area is unusually large and diverse, a brief narrative of a w

7u
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REGIONAL SETTING:

Roanoke is a major transportation center
for southwestern Virginia; having railroads;

mAjor interstate highways; limited access highand an airport.

RoanOke County falls in

the physiographic Blue Ridge Region of the

Eastern Faring and Forest belt:
Region extends fro-.

The Blue Ridge

eastern North Carolina

through Virginia and Maryland and as far south
as South Carolina and Georgia containing
approximately 18,900 square miles.

Typically;

two-thirds of the area is forested (20% in
National Parks and Forests) with 10% used in
FIGURE 14

WRITTEN REPORT: REGIONAL SETTING

paragraphs shopld be sufficient. The reader who requires adetailed description should
be directed to longer and more elaborate documents that focus upon specific aspects of
the region.

The purpose of this report section is simply to set the stage for subsequent
description and analysis of the land use patterns. These patterns can of course be best
understood in relation to the physical and economic context of the region. The physical
setting is described in brief outlines of climate, topography; soils; drainage; and natural

vegetation. The economic setting is described in terms of the key elements of the
industrial, commercial, and agricultural life of the reeion. In most instances this section

should also include a brief description of the regional transportation system; with
emphasis of links to other regions; The brevity of the regional description precludes
completeness; it should; however, sketch the main features of the regional economic
pattern, w."-1 emphasis upon the interplay of physical and cultural elements that determine the broad features of the regional land use patterns.

Methods and Materials
Also very brief, this report section consists ideally of only a few concise paragraphs
that describe the imagery and interpretation techniques used in preparing the map and
supporting data and documents (Figure 15). Imagery scale, resolution, date, quality,
format, cove ge and source should be described. If it has been necessary to use
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SOURCE MATERIAL:

The imagery used for this land-use/land
cover overlay includes 9 inch color infrared
transparenci;eS (EDC scene ID:

frames 2351

530012152348,

;53) and 18 inch paper prints
This

produced from these transparencies.

imagery was obtained at a negative scale of
1:179,000 by NASA on 4 June 1973:

The overlay

re::rers to the northern half of the Roanoke
7:

FIGURE 15

Anute USGS quadrangle.

WRITTEN REP! 'IT: SOURCE MATERIAL

several missions to complete i.;u -=raoka of t~^ study at -.1 (due perhapth to gaps, bloUdS,

the cr., ,erage diagram should depict
respective coverage of each form of inlbjery (Figure 5). The character and sources of
collateral informatiOn are also described; as are the chharacter and timing of field
observatins. The interpreter also provides an account of the interpretation procedure,
with mention of and special equipment used.

or partial coverage by the primari

.

.

Mapping. Unit Descriptions
Descriptions of mapoing units form the most important part,of the written report;
they describe each category used in making the map; as they have been defined for
thiS specific report, and as they hrve been applied to this specific image (Baker et al.
1979): Information should be presented concisely, clearly, and in sufficient detail to be
of use to the reader in interpreting the map. Each category is described by specifying
four separate elements (Table 9):
First; the name and symbol are presented exactly as they are used in the map
legend and on the map itself. Every category used on the map appears in the written
report.
Second; category definitions give precise, clear meanings. The reader may under stand the general, conceptual definition of 'urban land,' for example; but cannot be
expected to know the specific operational interpretation applied using specific imagery

\Immo! Ilitvrprrtritwn
of a specific gem' iphic region. Often the interpreter may be required to make very
subtle or arbitrary distinctions in applying the classification to a specific image, and
these distinctions may vary at differing scales and resolutions, and with differing forms
of aerial imagery: Without the benefit of the information presented by the interpreter; the
map reader has no means ofreconstructing the operational meaning of the.categories

on the map. Descriptions should usually be concise: if elaborate descriptions are
required; they probably should be presented in an appendix:
Third, aground features' section presents an inventory of the primary objects and
features that occur within each mapping unit. This section serves several purposes. It
permits the reader to acquire a very precise understanding of the way that the interpreter has applied the classification to the image; in effect; this section reveals the
interpreter's operational definition of each category. It also maintains the interpreter's

discipline in defining mapping units: the interpreter who has difficulty in preparing
concise inventories for each category discovers, in effect, that the categories have not
been carefully defined or consistently applied to the image
lapses better discovered
earlier rather than later.

TABLE 9
SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS OF LAND-COVER CATEGORIES'
DEFINED FROM REMOTE SENSING IMAGERY
Symbol
111

Name

single-unit
residential

Definition

Ground Features

Image Appearance

and occupied
primarily by
detached dwellings
and associated
structures

individual homes;

tree crowns may be
dominant features
(medium dark tone;
coarse texture); regular

I
units
dc,stgnLd for

112

.1

occupafpn
severai families

211

212

pasture

lawns,
streets;
trees

si,et pattern;

apartment buildings
grassed areas,
areas

Griveways, sidewalks,
lawns visible; rooftops
visible
large buildings
usually rectangular,
arranged in clusters;

rooftops parking lots
visible; trees usually
absent or sparse
and '_Ir;ed for
!and, land fieldS frequently have
straight, or even sides;
planted Hi crops,
hav,--,t,c1 cash
edgerows, fine. even texture;
photo tone usually light
(0 ,,:tds
(very dark fOr plowed
land); contour plowing,
strip cropping
frequently visible; field
size usually small or
moderate
land used primarily Ls,pen grassland,
fields frequently large
tb-r grazing liveoccasional isolated
irregular shape,
shrubs, trees, fenceindistinct boundaries:
stock or for hay
lines, hedgerows,
medium photo tones;
texture is mottled in
farm roads
appearance
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The most important ftirittiOn Of the grdfund features section is to present an
accounting. for each Category, of the presence of foreign inclusions._ For example, the
limitations of mapping scale may require that unmapped parcels of fbreSt be intluded
lapping unit description for
within areas designated on the map as cropland. If go, tfcropland should specify the presence, identity; proportion; and (if possible) the pattern
of occurrence of the unmapped inclusions, ("Includes small isolated patch.T3g Of deciduous forest too small to be mapped up to a total of about 15 percent of 1h-. area mapped
southern edge of
as cropland. Size enc, frequeriby of theSe areas decreases toward
the mapped region.")
Fourth: the image appearance section describes each category as it appears on
the image, using the "elements of image interpretation" as a framework for,description.
Table 10 lists a suggested vOcabularly, with examples; as a means of describing the
image appearance of land use categories; as they appear on blatk and white aerial
photography, Variations can be devised to suit other forms of imagery; with a range of
scales and resolutions.
The 'image appearance' section does not attempt to deSdribe the gioundappear-,
ance of the category, but the appeararite Of the category as it is represented on the
imagery used for the study. In brief, it does not form a general; universally applicable
description, but merely an account of the facts that apply to the specific interpretation at
hand:

VERBAL DESCRIPTIONS OF LAND USE CATEGORIES AS
r)FFINED FROM AERIAL IMAGERY

TABLE 10

Often interpreters encounter difficulties in preparing written descriptions of the results of

manual interpretations of aerial images. Here a variety ofqualitative descriptive terms ere listedas
and must apply only to
_ suggestions for your interpretations. These terms are in a sense imprecise;

'tic images,_ but they do offer a means of specifying image characteristics of land cover
op your own modifications as you gaiii-eXOetienCe,

Eleme t of Image
interpre tion

Sensie-Suggested Qualitative Descriptors

Size:

"Small." "medium; "large;"
"uniform" or "varied "?
also: is

Shape:

"Compact: "regular:**
"elongate." "square.**

Tone:

Texture:

Association:
Shadow:

"irregular." "rectangular"
"light." "med.b-,i-i." "dark"
"very light," "very dark"
"coarse." "medium;" "fine,"
also: "even," "uneven"
:mottled.* "uniform"

Sta:e if there exists a consistent spatial association with other categories.
What is the Character of the boundaries with neighboring_ categories?
Can you determine if shadow contributes to the appearance of a category? Consider not only objects, but areas as well (See Figures 7 and 8)

Site

In some instances topographic position (site) may be an important
means of describing the distinctive charatterittiCS of features or

Pattern:

categories.
Specify if objects within a specific category are arranged in a distinctive
manner. An obvious example: an orchard.
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21

FIGURE 16

Agricultural Land

L.ropland and Pasture - Parcels of varying
shapes; sizes
tones; and arrangement_which
generally abut roads.
Contain a mosaic of
areas for the cultivation of agricultural
products or livestock.
21.1

Cropland
Areas with straight edges and rounded
curves are aligned along roads and
often associated in gro.ips
Farm
homes and buildings located within
some clusters. Differences in fields
recognizable_by texture; tone; and
color variations but particular crops
not identifiable.
Colors range from
burnt orange to grey:
Some parcels
have same pink points recognizable as
individual trees.

21.2

Pasture and Meadow or Pasture/Forest
Regrowth
Larger parcels often bordering cropland.
Mottled appearance.
Tones
vary from grey to grey/pink mixture.
Tree clusters identifiable but too
small to map.

WRITTEN REPORT: CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS

Mapping unit descriptions can be presented in either of two formats. A brief
narrative section, such as that used by+Baker and colleagues (1979) presents each
mapping unit description in a few concise sentences, organized to present all of the
information outlined above (Figure 16). Or, it may be appropriate to present the same
information in a table (the classification table) organized as illustrated in Table 9. The
classification table serves two complementary purposes. First, it provides explicit
information for the map reader regarding category definition and composition. Second,
compilation or the classification table forms a means for the interpreter to evaluate the

logic of the interpretation process: If an interpreter attempts to map ill-defined
categories, or categories that cannot be clearly separated on the basis of image
appearance, the problems quickly become evident in the preparation of the mapping
unit descriptions.

The Repor-t, 6 7
Summary
the
The report concludes by summarizing the results of the inventory. Here

If an
interpreter can describe problems encountered during the preparation of the Study
here.
_been_
conducted,
results
are
reported
evaluation of the map's accuracy has
summari2=
For most studies; however, the main portion of this section is devoted to
Because our interest here
ing the area occupied by each of the categories on the map.
description of
is essentially with inventories of existing land use this summary forms a
evaluation or
land use patterns as observed at the time of the imagery; Usually an

TABULATION OF MAJOR LAND USE CATEGORIES
_

5159:2
3564.1
3345.2
2108.2
1154.7
707.6
690:3
511.3
378.4
220.0

ForesE
Undeveloped Urban
Single FamiLy Residential
Cropland and_Pasture
Orchards; Groves; etc...
Airport
Commercial and Services
Land in Transition
Coif Courses
Four Lane, Limited AcceSS

41
151

111
21

146
121
7E!

17)2
142

_itIZEA

(IN- ACRES)

LAND USE

CZ.,T1:(10-1

Highw6s,

Pasture
ROad Cuts
Miked Urban & Residential
Reservoirs
Primary & Secondary Ed.
CemetarieS
Cropland
multiple Unit Residential
Mixed Cchthereial/Restdential

212
761
16i
5

1:1
11

112
L6I
762
213
:23
145
54

123
173
113

Barren Areas__
j-

31 :2

48.3
29.2
26:1
22.2
30.7
14:5
10.0

Pasture (6vergrown)
Confined Feeding
Water/Sewer Treatment

Small

179.9
148.6
137.5
137:0
135.9
97.2
80:3
42.0
55.9

POnds

Large Shopping Centers
Recreational Land
Trailer Parks

19,065.1

Total

WRITTEN REPORT: TABULATION OF AREAS,
FIGURE 17
Here, the categories are ranked in order of total area on the map.
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interpretation of the appropriateness of the ObsetVed patterns is not appropriate in this
context, although the results of the inventory may form the starting point for
fora separate
study that :does assess the relationship of existing patterns to ideal patterns:
A brief narrative may be appropriate, but the hearrof the summary is a tabulation of
the areas occupied by each land use category (Figure 17). The area of each parcel on
the_ final map is measured using a planimeter; electronic digitizer; or other means.
Accurate measurement of area deperidton careful preparation of _the map overlay;
measurements made from the image overlay will be in error. AreaS of Separate parcels
are summarized by category to yield a single total for each category. The final tabulation

of areas 8hOws each mapping unit by name and symbol; with its total area in the
mapped region (reported in acres, square MileS, or hebtares as appropriate) and
percentage of the total .mapped area Detailed categories are collapsed into broader
categories, so the listing reports all possible levels of detail. If the mapped area has
been subdivided into political or census units, areas of each category are also reported
by subdivision.

Regardless of the method used to measure areas; the total for all categories
inevitably differs frOm the known correct total for Or mapped region. The interpreter is
then faced with the problem of allocating the known error among parcels, and therefore
arnong the several categories. There seems to be very little study of this problem, but
one of the most practical procedures (if not the most accurate) is to allocate total error
among parcels in proportion to perimeter length, On the aSSurriptiOn that measurement
error increases_ with increased length of the line measured: (This procedure can only be
a rough approximation because it seernaclear that errors are also related to parcel size;
shape; and complexity.) This procedure requires tabulation of perimeters unti the total
error is allocated._ If a digitizer has been used it may be a simple Matte- to store
perimeter lengths for use in a computer program that finds and reports adjut areas:
If manual methods have been used the interpreter will probably decide that_pr cticality
dictates use of parcel areas rather than perimeters as a basis for error -al cation.

6
Machine Proceitig of Remotely SenPld
Data
AlthOUgh machine processing of re r. 'y sensed data has been practiced for
many years; it has found widespread use or y ;cently. The launch of Landsat 1 in 1972
led to widespread interest in maChihe processing. Prior to Landsat 1; digital data were
not widely available for the general user; although most of the major remote Sensing
centers were equipped to generate and analyse digital remotely sensed data,\Among

the wider community of remote sensing practitioners, the equipment and expertise
required to routinely condUbt automated interpretations were generally not available,
partly due to the absence of digital remote sensing data.
As Landsat 1 began to generate a stream of imagery and data it soon became

evident that manual interpretation procedures would not be sufficient for full exploitation
of informatibh in Landsat data. With routine availability of digital data at modest cost to
the user came increased interest among businesses, governmental agencies, and
universities in developing capabilities for exploiting these data Improved quality and
increased avaitability of Mini-Computers; associated peripheral equipment, and computer software has also increased interest in digital processing among a broad crosssection of those who use remotely sensed data
Today, the cOabilitieS foe digital analysis of remotely sensed data are dispersed
widely in the remote sensing community. As a result, all who haile an interest in remote
::insing require at least a general understanding of the topic. Machine processing
mapping, betaUSO
appears to be of special interest for those with an interest in land use
classification
have
focuSed
on land use
the most interesting developmenth in machine

and land cover mapping.

Digital analysis encomasses a wide range of operations in which remotely

sensed c!:ta are subjected to-analysis or manipulation by algorithms that treat data and
information in an abstract; forma(manner. Despite the abstract quality of the analysis;
and'its apparent remoteness froit diect human intervention; it is wrong to assume that
make
an objective is to remove human judgment from the process. The analyst must
interpretation,
including
choices
regarddebiSions throughout theyrocess of machine
ing the kinds of operations performed, and specific options selected in implementing
given operations. TheSe decisions require skills and perspectives equivalent to those'
required fOr manual interpretation; there are many mdiViduala Who can implement the
mechanical steps required to produce a machine-generated map; without the supportprepare a useful map. As a result,

ing knowledge and experience necessary to
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machine- generated maps are subject to the same kind of scrutiny we might apply to any

map. That the map was generated by computer does not release it from the same
standard we should empty to manually produced maps.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Machine Processing
Advantages of machine classification relative to manual interpretation are _often
seen in cost effectiveness for interpretation of large areas that must be repeated on a
routine basis. For example; identifications of crops within large agricultural regions
might be requirectseveral times throughout the growing season to record the kinds of
crops planted, their relative areas, and growth states. This is the kind of task best suited
fog machine interpretation. Machine interpretations are most effettive for single, uniform, images (such as Landsat imagery); or other data with standard formats: Machine
interpretation4 can be awkward (at best) when it is necessary to use several forms_ of
data with diverse characteristics. Machine analyses yield consistent results: given the
same data, the same series of operations will yield identical output Thus; the interpretation of an image can be exactly duplicated, or the same operation can be applied exactly
to several images.
Digital classification can simultaneously interpret data in several spectral bands,
and thereby conduct analyses impossible or impractical by manual methods. Often it is

possible to construct composite data from several channels and dates, or to _use
ancillary data in a form compatible with that of the digital data. Likewise, abstract
interpretation _algorithms using statistical/quantitative transformations and decision
rules are possible with machine interpretations. Once equipment and data are on hand
and in operation, speed of interpretation can be an important adVantage over manual
methods: The ability to conduct analyses rapidly may permit the operator to explore
alternative interpretations, and thereby acquire accuracy flexibility, and a knowledge of

the scene not possible with alternative approaches. Finally, output from machine
classifications may be comptible with other digital data from other scenes or other
sources. facilitating comparisons, compatibilit,;. With geographic data bases. and mapping of change.
Machine classifications have disadvantages and limitations. Machine classifications are expensive for small areas, or for analyses that must be conducted once or only

:nfrequently. Start-up costs may be high, and lead time may be lengthy. Expensive
equipment must be acquired, and personnel must be hired, or retrained to service,
maintain; and operate equipment:
There seems to be much more attention focused on the accuracy of machine
classifitation than upon accuracy of similar manual interpretation. However, in many
machine interpretations: quality and accur
may be difficult to ass-css, so the user
may be presented with a product of unknown quality. Moreover; machine analyses
usually require standardized imagery and data. Often the most time-consuming step in
conducting a machine classification iz. that of acquiring and then converting data into a
format appropriate for the system to be used. In some instances this process may
require more time and effort than the actual generation _of the classification, itself.
Despite the wide range of options available in most image processing systems,
they can be said to be inflexible in some respects. For example, the system may be
tailored to perform certain operations efficiently, but even modest departures from the
original purpose may 'require substantial changes in system programs. Atso, data may
be expensive; unavailable in the desired format or date; or available only after long
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delay. Preprocessing may be required to correct errors present in the data In a sense;
the ability to conduct preprocessing is an advantage; seldom is preprocessing conducted for manually interpreted imagery: However, machine analysis may be more
sensitive to small geometric and radiometric errors, and preprocessing may itself

introduce undesirable characteristic§ into the data.

The Image Analysis Process
Machine analysis can best be understood in the broader context of overall data
acquisition and analysis. For most of the data considered here, sensors react to energy
emitted by the sun in the visible and near infrared portions of the Spectrum. This energy
passed through the earth's atmosphere,_iS reflected from the earth's surface, then
passes back through the atmosphere before it reaches the sensor. Thus, the visible and
near infrared energy has twice been subjected to effects of Scattering and absorption in
the atmosphere before it reaches the sensor. Ede images depicting very large areas,
such as Landsat scenes, these effects can vary within a single image.
Energy refletted from the various features on the earth's surface can be understood only in the interaction between a specific laridSoape and the spatial; radiometric;

and spectral resolution of a specific sensor system: These qualities determine the
levels of detail or variation in a specific scene; the variability present depends, of
course, Upon the specific landscape to be imaged. Key variables include the number;
sizes; and shapes of parcels present, and contrasts in brightness. Contrast in the
landscape dependS upon the identities of the parcels (forest, water, cropland, urban)
and the time of year; to mention two of the most.obvious fattots.
Artifacts in remotely sensed data may be caused by spatial or temporal variations
in solar angle, solar elevation, and local topographic slope, aspect, and relief. At the
high altitikieSand coarse resolutions of satellite7borne sensors, theSe elements as.

sume a significance not evident in many Other apolicatione of remote sensing. Thus the
character of the energy reaching the sensor is controlled by many diverse and interrelated variables, many unknown in detail to practitioners of remote sensing.
A given sensor may produce an image (in the sense of a photograph-like representation of the earth's surface), or data (an array of values), or both (Figure 18). Usually it
is possible to change from one form to the other; if we are willing to accept some kiss in
quality. Once data are in hand; the image analyst CbridUct8 an interpretation using
either manual or automate procedures. Usually. the initial choice of data (either
numerical or pictorial) is an implicit choice of mettod; so acquisition of numerical data
quent quantitative processing, but -there is no reason that the image
assume
us-_ elements of both methods if necessary: We cannot judge that
:;,d
analyst
,i is by its nature superior to the other: Both have characteristics suited
either a,

lc kinds of problems; and the best choice depends upon the resources
available; the character of the problem at hand, training of personnel; and similar
fOr

factors.

Digital Image Analysis
The following sections focus on the main features of numerical image analysis.
PrcicedureS for automated interpreta:ions vary so greatly, depending upon the specific

problems at hand and accepted procedures and programs established at specific
facilities; that no concise explanatibri can cover all options available for an analyst.

.
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PICTORIAL AND DIGITAL IMAGES. The upper left

image is a portion of an aerial photograph (June 1980) of a
warehouse complex near Roanoke, VA. The values below it Show a
small portion of the same area as recorded tNovember 1980) by the
LANDSAT multispectral scanner (band 5). Each digital value represents the brightness of a ground area said to be approximately 1.1.

acres (0.44 ha) in size: Lop values indicate dark surfaces; high
values indicate bright surfaces. The image at the upper right shows a
display of these digital values with brightnesses scaled tojepresent
the magnitude of the brightness recorded by the scanner. Tbse blocky
appearance is the result of the relatively Coarse spatial resolution of
the imaging system.
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Carter and colleagues (1977) survey d some of the options available on many of the
larger image processing systems. TI3 ir list is now out of date, but still provides a usefu
summary of variations among_systjhs .The following paragraphs therefore form only a
rather rough outline of an ideali d sequence for automated image:interpretation
(Figure 19): In actual practice det Is will vary greatly (Swain arid Davis 1978;,Moik
1980). Note that the sequence illust ted in Figure 19 doesriot-fa-place Figure 11;\ but
simply describes an alternative sequence for generating maps and data. The analyst
should still follow the broader steps in Figure 11 that call for consultation with the user,
field reconnaissance, and related steps.

Preprocessing
Preprocessing operations prepare data for subsequent analysis; usually by correcting, or compensating for systematic errors. Three classes of preprocessing operations can be defined. The first are those that simply display or summarize data as a
means of inspecting quay and detecting the presence of errors. Frequency histograMS, scattergrams, 0( statistical summaries permit the operator to assess image quality and determine subsequent preprocessing steps (if any) that may be necessary.
A second group of preprocessing operations are those that compensate for
radiometric errors, errors in measurements of brightness. These errors result from
defects in sensor calibration or operation, frorrlatrnospheric absorption and Stattering,
variations in scan angle, illumination of the scene, and from system 'noise.' Typical
preprocessing to correct for atmospheric degradation include simple adjustments
based upon reflectance& of objects of known brightness. More comPlex algorithms

/
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Digital Data
Preprocessim;

I

LEnliancerneot

Feature Extraction

Selection of
Traintng DaL

Ntailual

LInterpretation

I/ecision and Classification

[Ancillary Data

ut

(Unsupervised

Supervised

LCIassif ication Output

PostProcessing Operations
L

L

Accuracy }
Assessment

-+
Maps

Rep,.

Data

FIGURE 19
SEQUENCE FOR MACHINE INTERPRETATION. This
diagram shows an idealized; simplified reoresentaticgi of some of the steps
required for digital analysis of remotely sensed rinta for land usemapping_.
Actual procedures will vary greatly oElpending upon specific objectives and
circumstances.

based on _examination of the covariance structure of several spectral channels; or on
measured optical properties of the atmosphere, may be used
The third group of preprocessing operations deal with geometric errors, positional
errors in relationships_ between image representations of ground features and actual
geographic relationship ps betWeen the features as they occur on the earth's surface.
Some geometric transformations are not related to errors. For example, changing of

image scale, and projection conversion are operations that simply alter sizes or
locational reference systems without consideration of the presence of errors. Many of
the usual geometric transformations are necessary because of systematic geometric
variations in the movement of the sensor platform or operation of the sensor itself: For
example, the simultaneous movement of the Landsat platform and the earth's surface
along separate axes cause Landsat data to be skewed relative to correct geographic
positions: Geometric preprocessing shifts positions of pixels to approximate true positions on the earth's surface.
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Other fieornett 1.fICIPIrt, riot direcily predictable from a knowledge of sensrir
operation, but may be caused by interactions between several factors: Often these are
riot 'corrected Oh the OSLial meaning of the word) but are compensated for by
togistr;ition of trio image to an accuiate map, or possibly to aoother image. There are a
le image into registration to another;
%hit iety of methods that have been used to brit
ideritifiable points cotemon to both imagas be used to derive
riwit require that
fririctiOnS which sire then used to derive, from th-.) original imnne, new data -that
hypothetically
register to the correc:i Jfiagc.-; The resampled image approxim

correct image that registers exactly to !he true map of the are
It must be emphasized that all preprocessing procedures alter II iu original data
perhaps in ways Met are riot intended or fully understood. Althbugh the objective is, of
nurse, to generate altered data that approximate ideal data free of error; it seems
Li ;ii thi.it ;bete are _instances in which preprocessing itself introduces undesirable
effects. possibly equal in significance to the errors that were removed. There has been
very little systematic study of the effects of the usual prepreessing operations upon the

perforniance of he elatificatioii algorithms; so users are advised to proceed with
ca Lou in

Feature

xtr,-tc nor

FeatUre i_,XWo.tion reduces the dimensionality of the data. In this contexf. a
'feature should he thought of as 'useful information' in the data, rather than a physical
feature on the eafTi s surface. dmittedly, thiS term is confusing, but its use in this
context is well established. Featdre extraction serves the practical purpose of reducing
the number of variables (in this context: spectral channels) that must be examined,
-thereby saving time and resources devoted to an analysis. IMplicit is the notion that the
reducel Pita set provideS infbernatian comparable to the complete data set; so that
-elir-tufL ition of data results in mlly minor loss in information. In the ideal, the loss consists
mainly of noise present in the raw data Feature extraction is important in a conceptual
sense beuiuse it can permit the analyst to fbOUS attention immediately upon the most
useful portions of the data by excluding noise and variables containing little ariditiorial
information
-et form a simple example of feature extraction. The
Subsets of a complete du
rperience, and the results of previous analyses to
user applies existing !Morn-fah
, of five channels in the data in the belief that the two
selc?ct for example) two of ft
-iorriparable in detail to that provided by all five.
channels selected provide
Ratios are quotients c. valUeS .; tv,o channels measured for the same pixel
',annels, and may enhance represen;cker
1979) Ratios can reduce the number
Ti
if there is an inVerE -elationship
tations of distributions recorded on the ima
hetwk it brightnesses of the same Objetts in two channels; Feature selecon can also
<rucOmplihed by other procedures: including principal components analysis, which
can reduce several channels of data to a few independent measures that may have
great effec,iiveness in classificatron
lip aye Enhancement

image enhancement has been used With so many different meanings that it is
the
difficult to assign a clear definition. In general. it refers to operations that
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%fill himr hi)! i'SSITH1

iepresentatiniu;
,iilected distributions on an image for the purpose of sub:. ;Itiont manual inter pretittini; In contrast; feature sdection is pet naps mo).; often used
in prepare
when numerical processing is to follow. Image enhancement is ofter
images-to be used in the search for geolo r, faults or:lineaments not ,
hic.ognized
in the raw image typical enhancement ph),cedures,might include ratio-if ig, threshold-

ing (assigning digital values above or below a certain threshold to a set value); and
contrast stretching(a'tering the range of brightness values to improve the representations of specific features). Many ni:,ie ontiancernent operations-are availa-ble: some are
useful in preparing data for quaiiiita'Ave analysis; others may be useful only for visual
analysFigure 19 -shows enhancement as leading to subsequent manual _interpreta-

tion (Chapter 5). although bther options are possible. More than many other procedures; enhancement lacks a firm theoretical basis. Many procedures are applied
without an understanding of wt;y they are effective and often their effi.ctiveness varies
greatly from one context to another.

Decision and Classification
There _ire several alternative approaches to tl:e decision and classification step
that operates upon the digital data. In this step; the data ir --it have passed through
preprocessing and feature extraction or rnage enhancement are examined and assigned to- informational categories -;pectral values are assigned to the land cover
categories of interest to the user:
Supervised classification includesciperations that_USe information derived from a
few areas of known identity to classify the remainder of the image. Tht,; operator must
carefully locate image areas that are known faithfully to represent classes on the final
map (Joyce: 1978). based on ,Jound: map: or pho,ographic evidence. These areas
must be carefu;ly selected as accurate samples of thc 'arger areas they represent, and
their location must be carefully recorded and located on the image. Once these 'training
ai'has; or 'training fields: have been accurately located on the image; the classification
aigorithrn uses the spectral mean variances. covariances, and ranges of values within
the training fields -a5 a basis for ale assignment of pixels Of unknown identity to the
categories represented by the training data: Tho extent to which the training areas
represent the categories to be mapped determines the accuracy of the final classification (Hixson 1980; Campbell 1981).
Unsupervised claS'sifica!ion. an alternative to supervised classficiat 11; designates aclass of numerical operations that search for 'natural' groupings of the spectral
properties of pixels, as examined in multispectral data space. The image analyst iheh
attempts to assign these natural' groupings to the informational classes of interest to
the map users. The operator who uses supervised classification has a greater degree of
interaction with the classification algorithm, and may be able to shape the character and

accuracy of the output. Unsupervised classificatibn may reveal the fundamental
i:haracter of an image; including the numbers of; and interrelationships between;
spectral classes. The operator must inspect the output very carefully to determine their
correspondence (if- any) to informational classes of -interest to the user. Although the
operator has control over minimum and maximum numbers of categories to be pro-

duced by unsupervised classification he has no control over their identities
a
practical disadvantage, especially in situations demanding a specific set of informational classes:

fir alion \trips
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Unsiipnrvir,eit
requires leution of d few values of initial centers of
the sper.iral dusters that are formed by classification algorithms. Sometimes these
starting values are randomly selected to assure a representative sampling of the entire
scene In other instances, starting values are selected in a manner analogous to
selection of training data for supervised classification; to represent specific areas
known to the operator Therefore. Figure 19 shows the selection of training data as a
common preliminary step for either super.rised or unsupervised Hassification, even
though training data serve separate pun), isi,s in each of 1'1i] twu .ujrioaches:
Although the distinctions between .) In irvised and unsupervised classification may
seem quite distinct. thee f;;IVE, been ad).antages in combinations, the two methods.

For example, unsupervised classification -can be used to define spectrally distinct
categories. which can then be used: with other information; as the basis for defining
training area-for supervi -ier) classific&.un Alternatively, specific training areas can be
srilecteo to form the sta:rtin i valueS fir fOrming clusters for unsupervisc ;d classification.
strategy depends upon the basis of the
In general. the most appropriate classificat

information at hand. experience;of the operator; objectives of the study, ant.; characof the region to be mapped (Merchant 1983).
ti

ClassKication Maps
Ciussikation maps produced by machine are: in respect to logical organization;
essentially similar to those produced by manual interpretation, although the two kinds of

maps may differ in appearance. The digital format may result in a rather blocky
appearance ter boundaries on- the machine classification (see Wray i1983j for 3
discussion of at method of presentation that eliminates the blocky appearance). The
cotors and symboix used to represent categories on the machine classification may
differ from these usually used for manually produced maps: These visually differences
from tradition& rThips often are not important; although other differences are significant.
If supervised classification has been used, the analyst knows the identities of the colors
and symbols of virtue of participat;on in the process of selecting training data during the
assification p-cess. For unsupervised classification; the classification algorithm has
control of the lentities. and sometimes the number^. of categories present in the final
classification. For example. a single category or the clasSifitation map may correspond
to -two or more spectrally similar land use categories: it may not clealy match any Land
use category. This general problem or matching spectral categories with informational
categories is often a serious issue it machine classification, and rs discussed in greater
detail belbw.
parcels, due inp.irt
Manually produced land use r. ps usually show ;'elatively
to the interpreter's generalization of the land use pattern durin.: ompilation. Machine
clas-rlications, imcontiast. may produce patterns characterized by many small parcels
scattered in a salt-and-pepper fashion over the mapped area. Sur.' patterns maybe
tura' landscape. pattern, or sometimes by the fact th01 many classifie'
caused by 'r
algorithms operate upon each pixel in isolat)ori from its neighbors. For the user; :lie

abundance of tiny parcels may constitute a kind of 'noise' that detracts from the
usefulness of the map. As a result, the analyst may wish to conduct post-processing

-operations to produce a map closer in appearance to that produced by manual
methods. For example, an alr(orithrn may be designed to search through the map (in its
digital form; to identify these small parcels; then mergp,-them with larger surrounding
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parcels to produco ;t ;w;ually simplified map with larger parcels (Todd et al. 1980). The
procedure that Thomas (1980) devised considers reclassification based upon spectral
properties of pixels, as well as proximity to nearby parcels of contrasting categories:
Same post processing Operations may serve essentially cosmetic purposes in that they
alter the, appearance of the map without necessarily improving accuracy. However, it

must be remembered that siost manually produced maps Include cartograhpic
generalization that can perhaps be considered to have effects analogous to postp .cessing opv:ations.
Machine classifications of land use and land cover patterns date from the early
applications of digital classification n! 'rnolelyseried data, so there is a large body of
1M-0M-edge and experience that can be applied to problems in land use mapping.
Furthermore, some of the most interesting research in digital classification has been
conducted by those who have attempted to sclve Many of the problems encountered in
the Mapping Of land toyer. The Viewing sections outline some topics of special interest
for those working with automated classification of land use.

Assigning Spectral Signatures to Information Categories
Those who use the final products of a land use inventory have an interest in
informational categbrie:i, such as 'Urban:. 'agricultural,' or 'forested' land. These
categories are so named because they convey knowledge of the subject at hand, rather
than the brightness and spectral information conveyed by the raw data from the sensor.
Informational categories caribe deriVed frOM remotely sensed images to the extent that
they Can be consistently and accurately associated with spectral and brightness intor7
mation on the image: using the characteristic colors, brightnesses, and textures that
may characterize specific categories. The term 'spectral signature' refers to spectral
responses of specific informational categories, although the term implirAs a consistency
and precision that is seldom present.

Thus, a fundamental problem in the practice of remote seiising. is to match
brightness and spectral categories on the image to he informational categories of
matching using a c omplex_ association of the eleinterest Analysts accompli5.-:,
ments of image interpretation, experience, and contextual informiation. During automated Inter .retation ih irateriing process must be conducted in a much mc: c-bstract
intermanner. ..;ing rather limited information relative to that available to
preter
ecific
Informational categories seldom correspond on a one-to-one o

spittral categories. For example, a given informational category; such as forested
land: will typically manifest itself as several spectral_ categories due to natural vandtions
,n density. maturity, and species composition and dile Olt() r,) variations in illumination;
aspect. and Other factors At a result, "forest' can be mapped only.by finding and
identifying a variety of diverse spectral i-Jatterns related_tO these- variations in composition and illumination. Figure 201:lir iralos rriOltiSOectral data for a natural scale in which

irife-rthatibi-01 categories appear as several distinct spectral categories. One of the
basic tasks of image analysts is to guide the classification algorithm through the
process' of finding, then identifying, the diverse spectral patterns on the image._
Here we can provide little specific advice on this subject except to emphasize that
the task requires -An intimate knowledge of the subject, the geographic region, the

Assigning Spectral Signatures
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SPECTRAL CATEGORIES. This diagram represents remotely
FIGURE 20
sensed data from two separate spectral channels plotted on a single diagram.
Landsatmultivectrai s.:hnner band 5 is represented by the vertical axis; band 7
is shown along-1[1e horizontal axis. Brightness increases from bottom to top and
from left to right. Because brightness of objects tend to increase simultaneously
in both bands; data for the scene tend to group together along a line oriented at
abOUt 45 degrees from the origin. The areas delineated here represent relatively
homogeneous spectral region::i as defined by unsupervised claSSifidation. Unsupervised classification procedures cannot; however; assign these spectral
regions to the informational cate_gories_of_interest to the map User. The analyst
must accurately laUel each spectral category. Note that a single informational
class ("forest ") may correspond to several spectral regions; and that not all
spectral categories neatly match the usual land use categories the problem of
matching spectral classes to trif --national classes. Because spectral_ properties
s ior this scene will not necessarily apply to
change with time, the i,
others.

image. and the operation of the classification algorithm. In this context, it should be
clear that use of an automated classification procedure cannot replata the knowledge
and skill required of the image interpreter who uses manual !echniquet:,
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Textural

Land use classification often presents special problems for digital analysis because of the diverse spectral characteristics of many and use categories. Idealized
land use region:; consist of spectrally nomogeneous patches on the earth's surface.
Accurate mapping of such regions could be accomplished by the relatively straightforward process of matching spectral categories to the spectral 'signatures' of informational_ categories.

Actual land use regions are of course, formed often by assemblages of spectrally
diverse features. For example; low density residential land; as viewed from above at
relatively fine spatial resolution, is composed largely of tree crowns, rooftops, lawns,
and paved street, driveways, and parking lots: Although human interpreters can readily
recognize such complex patterns; many digital classification algorithms encounter
serious problerrts in accurate classification of such scenes because they are designed
to classify each separate spectral region as a separate informational category. In reality
such categories are defined by the entire collection of diverse spectral responses.
Textural classifiers attempt to measure 'irnar:u texture,' distinctive spatial and
spectral relationships between noighbbring pixel . For example. the standard deviation
of brightness values_ within a neit..hborhood of r. pecified size; systematically positioned
over the crtite image, may provide a rough measure of thc, spectral variability over short
distance.: is a measure of image texture. Such a measure may permit the analyst to
classify composite categories -sucn as the one mentioned above (Jensen and Toll
1982). Usually, more sophisticated measures of texture are required to produce satisfactory results. For example, ,,tier textural measures examine relationships between
brightne.ss values at varying distances and directiens from a central pixel, which it
systematically moved over the .mage (Maurer 1974; Haralick et al. 1973; Haralict.
1979).

Jensen (1979) feurrt the use of textural measures improved his _classification of
LeVel II and III suburban and transitional land using band 5 of the Landsat inultispectral

scanner. Improvements were confined to certain categories and were, perhaps, of
rnargfl-ial significance Nhen consider.?d in the context of increased cost.
TexturFt ,.:eastii es seem to work best when relatively large neighborhoods are
definticl(perhapo as large as 64 by 64 pixels) Such large hoigtlborhoods may cause
problems when they straddle boundaries between categories. In
effective spatial resolUtion of the
neighborhoods may deoreasu
must form the smallest spatial elements on the map. For these reasr
hoods can he considered effective only when very large areaR

Ancillary Data
'Ancillary data. refers to the use of non-image information as an aid for classification of_ spectral data (Torn et al: 1978): In the process of manual interpretation of
images; there .s a long tradition of both implicit and explicit use of such information,
including data from maps. photographs. field observations, reports, and personal
experience. For digital analysis, ancillary data often consist of data available in formats
consistent with the digital spectral data. or in forms that can be conveniently transformed into usable formats. Examples include digital elevation data, or digitized soil
maps (Anuta 1976).

Assigning Spec'trtrt Signal ores
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Ancillary data i.on be used in either of two ways. They can be 'added' to,
(hit.; to form a single mtritiband image; the ancill
superimposeo over, the
nfei-mtt:rp.,. Alternatively; the an SIS
data are treated simply as additiH,
st: '..t.f?gy (as described below);
can proceed in two steps using
icOlat y data form the basis for
f
rthe spectral data are classified
'
reclassification and refinement -0
at:' is the problein of
,..
A serious limitation to pi actin::,, .!-.:
.

incompatibility with the remotely.sui, ,i.-. i,.
digital formats) has of course, obvious v.: :cc:::
form a more subtle, but equally

:

es snatching

may
oc;:cal
oom are ar;A....-y -lath r...:..,4!c,ad

Tircblem; usually as a means of
specifica4 for use with a specific remote
U f,:;rn archival data collected for
redUcing costs in time and money, they aic
gathered by the U.S. Geological
another purpose. For _example, digital terrain
Survey and by the Defense Mapping Agent-. r lu. .upographic quadrangles are frequently used as ancillary data for remote sensing studies. Seldom, if ever, could remote
sensing projects-absorb the costs of digitizing, editing; and correcting these data for
specific use in a single study: One consequence o! this practice is that the ancillary data
are seldom compatible with the remotely sensed data in scale, resolution, date, and
,iccuracy Some differences can be minimized by preprocessing of the ancillary data to

reo.,ce effects of different measurement scales; resolutions, and the like. In other
situations. unresolved incompatibilities,_ possibly quite subtle, may detract from the
potential effectiveness of the ancillary data.
Choice of ancillary variables may be critical. In the mountainous regions of the
westerri U 5:. elevation data have been very effective as ancillary data for mapping
vegetation patterns with digital Landsat data, d-ue in part to the large ranges in local
elevation. and the close associations of vegetation distributions with elevation; slope;
and aspect. In other settings where elevation differences may have more subtle
influences upon vegetation distributions. such data may not form effective ancillary
variables Although sume scientists advocate use of all available ancillary data; in the
hope of deriving whatever advantage might be possible; common sense would seem to
favor careful selection of those variables with conceptual and practical significance to
s.
the mapped distribut

Layered Classifications
'Layered clasSification'Jefers to use of a hierarchial process in which two or more
steps form the basis for classification. The ucut.,J single-step classification algorithm

uses all available information in a singfe process to produce the entire menu of
informational categories. Layered classification uses subsets of data in a series_ of

separate steps, presumably by applying each form of information in its most effective
context. The hierarchical structure permits the most difficult classification decisions to
be made in_a context that isolates the problem 'tegories from others and that focuses
the most effective variables upon that classification decision.
Fei example; Jensen (1978) devised a layered classification strategy that-separated vegetated and non-vegetated regions early in the classification by using vegetation indiens (analogous -to those discussed by Tucker 1979) as a measure of extent of
living biomass within each pixel. This basic distinction separated built-up and heavily
vegetated regions at an early point in the classification, preventing confusion between
categories later in the classification process:
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Layered classification can be useful only if the classification logic can be structured
errors at the upper levels of the dec_ision tree. If errors are made
in a way that

at the first stage, they are carried to lower levels, an will appear in the final product
regardle of the soundness of subsequent decision :1.
Contextual C'as.sitie...s

Contex;iial infoi-mation is that information derived from spatial_ relationships among
pixels within a given image. Whereas texturilusually refers to spatial interrelat,',..)nShips
among unclassified pixels Within a window of specified size; context is determined by

positional r.-',.'ionships between pixels; either classified or unclassified, anywhere
within the si....one (Swain et al. 1981; Gurney and Townshend 1983).
Contextual classifiers are efforts to simulate some of the higher-order interpretation processes used by human interpreters; in which the identity of an image region is
derived; in part; from its location in relation to other regions of specified identity. For
example, a human interpreter considers sizes and shapes of parcelgin identifying land
use, as well as the identities of neighboring parcels: The characteristic spatial arrangement of commercial: industrial; residential; and agricultural land in an urban region
pecnits_the interpeter to_identify parcels that might be indistindt if considered in respect
to spectral properties of individual pixels.
Contextual classifiers can also operate upon classified data to reclassify erroneously classified pixels, or to reclassify fsolated pixels (perhaps correctly classified) that
form regions so small and so isolated that they are Of little interest to the user Such uses
may be considered to be essentially cosmetic operations; but they are useful in editing
the results for final presentation.

(
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Accuracy Assessment
Study of the accuracy of rha0 w r reports based upon analysis of remotely
ling their legal standing; usefulness for
sensed data haS Many irriplieat;-,-d validity for scientific research.
management of public and private ...
n

administrative and management dE
information. Administrator§ must I.

.*, of course, on the accuracy of available

iccuracy of data at hand and the relative
r decisions are challenged in court, data
value of data from different source::
validity becomes a key issue; especially when inforrhatiOn is derived from satellite
imagery, or from abstract analyses not immediately obvious to the layman: Thus; when
data sources anti analytical methods are unfamiliar to the public; concrete evidenne of
accuracy is rei- ;::ed to establish credibility.
From a scientific perspective, analysis of the comparative accuracies of alternative
approaches to image interpretation have great significance for the use of remotely
sensed data in many fields; For example; there have been few systematic inVeatigalions of the relative accuracies of manual and Machine interpretations; accuracies of
different individualS, accuracies of the same interpreter at different times; accuracies
associated with separate preprocessing and classification algorithms, or accuracies
associated with different images of the same area.
The accuracy of information generated from remotely sensed data has been of
interest for many years, but recent widespread evaluation of the results of digital image
classification has probably been responsible for the major growth in accuracy assess:
ment. In a way, the focus upon accuracy of digital classifications is unfair; because
tiaditibrially the usefulness of manual interpretations has often been accepted in the
absence of substantive evidence of accuracy As a result, it is easy to conclude that
recent interest in accuracy assessment ha§ its source in a suspicion of the quality of
many digital claSSificatiOria. rathOt than in a pure interest in accuracy for its own sake. In
an; event, we should not feel obligated to accept at face value the quality of any map,

regardless of its origin or appearance, without supporting evidence; Generating the
kind of data necessary to support credible statements of map accuracy is a ver!
Complex Subject that has generated a rather sophisticated debate concerning the most
appropriate methods to be used. We can only intrOdUce some of the basic issues; the
reader should refer to the references Oiled for more complete discussions.

cum( v .,1ssussment

Definition and Measurement of Map Accuracy
nt!ally one of comparIn most instances the accuracy assessment pi
isually the map to be
ing two maps; one based upon analysis of remotely s
of infoi-rnation (usually
tested, or evaluated) and another based upon a differ
considered to be the standard for the comparison): Both reaps are assumed to be inthe
by_sabdividing a
traditional form cf most land use maps; that is, both
geographic region into a mosaic of discrete, labeled parcels. To assess the accuracy of
the first map, it ts necessary that the two maps register to one another, and that the two
maps use cic, ification systems comparable in number of categories and mapping
detail..

The lea

complicated, oldest, and, possibly, most freque

iised metric,' of

evaluation is s ply to compare the two maps in respect to the areas that match
the two maps are superimposed. The result of such a comparison is to report the areal
percent"). These values
proportions of the two patterns that match ("50 percent,"
report the extent of the agreement between the two maps in total are.;.- .n each category;
but do not take into account compensating errors in misclassificon that can cause this

kind of accuracy measure to itself be inaccurate. This form of error assessment is
sometimes refered to as 'non-site-specific accuracy' because it does ^ot consider
agreement between the two maps at specific. locations; but only overall agreement.
Non-sae-specific_ accuracy has been a widely used methcd of reporting accuracies
of land use maps. Anderson and colleagues (1976) stated that accuracies of 85 percent

are required for satisfactory use of land use data for resource management.
Fitzpatrick -Lens (1978) reported that accuracies of USGS land cover maps o.
central Atlantic coastal region of the U.S./are about 85 percent (1.24;000), 77 percent
(1:100:000), and 73 percent (1:250;000) accurate. For autema'-a interpretations of
land use in the Denver metropolitan area (six level I categories), Torn and collaborators
!1978) reported accuracier. about 38 percent using only Landsat data (including band
ratios). and about 78 percent using ancillary data
The second form of accuracy measure,. 'site-specific acs.:., acy,' is based upon
detailed assessment of agreement between the two maps at specific locations on the
maps. In most analyses, the units of comparisons are defined as pixel-sized units from

the map derived from remotely sensed data, although, if necessary, any pair of
matching maps could be compared by using any networ-Of UnifOrm cell8 to define the
units of -comparison. Situ specific accuracy has been meaar.ed using several alternative strategies: For supervised classification; the simplest strategy is to compare the
classified data with the training samplesusedto generate the classification. If training

samples have been positioned at random throughout the mapped area they can
perhaps be considered to form representive sample of the scene as a whole. It is,
however. difficult to have confidence in such a procedure because the numb-ei of
training samples is often small in relation to the numbers of pixels to be classified:
Furthermore. it -eems inevitable that accuracies for training data are likely to be higher
than for file map as a whole. In fact, for _many..classification algorithms, one would
expect correcticlassification of all training data if the classification riaS been conducted
in accord with its statisticaffoundations: Strictly speaking; then; ary'result short of 1.00
percent accuracy detractsrfrom the credibility of the entire mar would seem that this
procedure is born of expediency and, as a result, can have lithe use in any serious
k,attempt at accuracy assessment.
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At i minimum, firx.ui acy evaluation should be based upon sites of known identity
yields a much more credible evaluation,
not used in the training (1,)t,i I hi-, pi :t
but presents the practical problem of deVOlirig time and resources to collection of the
required data (data that Will not themselves improve accuracy) as well as scientific
problems of deciding how many such sites are required and where they Should be
located A lurther alternative strategy is based on sampling the entire scene (perhaps 2

t

to 5 percent or Pi5,iJls in a complete Landsat scene; but probably more for smaller
regions) Aside from the practical problems of acquiring.data in remote areaS, important
research questions concern strategies for selecting and tiaSsifying sampl . continuation design of appropriate riOri-parametric statistical tests, and the me ods of best
reporting results to permit comparison with other studies. For example should samples
he random, clustered; or stratified'?
The standard form for reporting Site-Specific error is the error matrix; sometimes
referred to as a confusion matrix' because it identifies not only overall errors for each
czitegory. but also misclassifications, due to confusion between categories. The error
matrix is essential for any serious study of accuracy. The error matrix consists of an n by
n array. Where-ri is equal to the number of categories on the map (Table 11). Theupper
edge is labeled with the categories on the reference ("correct") cfaSSifitatibri. The left
hand side is labeled with the same n categories; theSe refer to locations on the map
being evaluated !The meanings of the two axes are reversed in some applications, but
the interpretation of the matrix is not altered). Diagonal entries in the matrix reveal the
number of cells or pixels (sometimes the percentages) in a given category that were
correctly classified on the map to-be evaluated:
Examination of the error matrix reveals errors of omissic and errors of commission for each category. Errors of omission are, for example, tle.:- csignment of areas of
forest on the ground to the agricultural category on the map (r.. area of 'real' forest on
the ground haS been omitted from the map): Using the sa. a exampte, an error of
commission wou;d oa to assign an area of agriculture or t:se ground to the forest
category a the map. This distinction is essential becau-s- an interpretation could
achieve 1C0 percent accuracy in respect to forest by ass.c, )-?all pixels to forest. The
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TABLE 11

OR MATRIX'

A

Acciiii
Land
Us!,

Interpreted Land Use (Nurohnr 61 Pixe18)

Agriculture

Flange

Fbmst

:Water

Barren

180.781

6.287
5,296
15,788
780

175
0

1,297
826

465

307

53

3.328

2

72

0

4.190

0

202,563
82.197
28,044
5,022
6,759

424
4.234

0

2.513
5.262

216,164

Adnq

.1.005

FOriiSt

246
1.830

13.563
46.619
5.568
462
667

_3

3

4.248

216:64

67.282

32:471

Urban

29.299

Water
Barren

Total

Total

Urban

'Coliimns list classification results. rows show correct ground data.
Compiled from data presented by Torn et al. 1978.

6.363

157
i ,923
203

7:191
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tabulations of errors of commission reveal such achievements to be meaningless,
because there will be high errors of commission for forest, and high errors of omission
for other categories.

Interpreting The E or Matrix
Table 11 shoe
^rror matrix generated by a machine classification of a 576 by
576 segment of a Landaat scene (T m et al. 1976). Each of the 331_,776 pixels in this
segment was assigned to ,one of six land cover categories. The resulting classification
was then comparoo, pixel by pixel, to a previously existing land use map of the same
area; and the differences were tabulated; category by category; to form the data for
Table 11.
The column on the right edge of the matrix gives total pixels in each category on the
original land use map; the row at the bottom shows total_ pixels in each category in the
classified scene. The diagonal entries show number of correctly classified pixels
range landclassified as range, urban land ClasSified as urban. The diagonal sequence
of entries from upper left to lower right splits the matrix into two halves: The upper left
half is formed by values derived from the classification Map, tabulated by their correct
identitie,s from the labeled use map. The lower left half is iormed by values derived from
the land use map; tabulated by their assignment on the classification map:
Thus, the off-diagonal entries show errors of omia%ion and commission._ The upper
urban land on the ground
right half of the matrix tabulates errors of omisslv:'1 sic,,
classified as range, or agricultural lara ^lassfied ai urban. Entries that form the lower
left half of the matrix reveal errors c`
ssiun F.cr ,.,:xe'mple; land other than urban
-ricultural land (7';a299) and range (4,005).
has been classified as urban, espe
tut 31 errors of omission; non-diagonal column
Non-diagonal row entries -sum- to
entries sum to give total errors of commission
Table 12 summarizes errors of omission and commission by land use category.
For example, there were 216,164 pixels- of urban land in the land use mapaof these,
180;781 were correctly classified as urban land; about 84 %. The remaining 35;383
pixels (the sum of the_off-diagonal entries from column 1,_Table_11), forming about 15
percent of the total urban land, were incorrectly elasSified, mainly as agriculture: land;
but also as other categories: These form the errors of commission for urban land
Error of omission (e,..iai to about 11 percent ofthetotal of urban land in the area)
consist mainly of urban larid classified as agricultural land and rangeland, as is shown in
Table 11 For this classification of :his particular scene; it is evident that confusion of
urban and agricultural :.ind is a major source of error in the classification of urban Ian.:
use.

For a contrasting relationship between errors of omission and commasion; note that
urban land tends to be classified as barren land; whereas very seldom is barren land
classified as urban. Inspection of the error matrix reveals the kinds of errors generated
by the classification process, which may -in turn permit improved interpretation of the
map ano improve accuracy in future class".1tions.
-Piero is considerable interest in companno error matrices generated by different
classification processes, different interpreters, and different formsOf imagery (to name
only a few of tae many forms of comparison that could be examined). This form of
analysis depends iapon standardization of error-matrices to bring totals for all matrices
to the same value. This step is required so that the analysis can ex-amine the pattern of
errors within each matrix without regard to differences caused by the total number of
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Sources of Ciussificatiim Error
TABLE 12
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SUMMARY OF COMMISSION/OMISSION ERRORS REPORTED IN

TABLE 11
CalegiorY

Omission Errors
Percent

Tote la

Urban
Agriculture
Range
Forest
Water
Barren

21,782
35,578
12,156
1,694

2;569
4,678

11

43
44
34
38
65

--Correct

Commission Errors
Percent
Total
35,383
20,663
16,683
906
2.173
2,749

16
31
51
21

Total
180,7%1

34
52

46,619
15,788
3,328
4,190
2,513

.

Percent
84
69,

49
79

66
48

number of pixels.
Source: Comp led from data presented by Tom et a/. 1978.

dTotals

pixels in the various scenes. StafidardizatioaiS usually accomplished tzy a process that
brings all row and column totals to a common value; usually 1. _Comparisons of
standardized matrices can then be conducted using one of several Paernative statisti,
cal tests selected specifically for their appropriateness in thiF r..ritext, Details can t:19.

found in COrigalton and Mead (19842L-zSources of Classification Eittie
ClaSSification error in machine analysis of remotely sensed' data result:; from
complex interactions between the spatial_ structure of the landSCape, sensor resolution;
preprocessing algorithms, and classification procedures: Perhaps the simplest causes

of error are related to the misassignment of informational categories to spectral

categories: The bare granite of mountainous areas, for example, can be easily confused with the spectral response of concrete in urban areas: However; the sources of
most errors in machine classifications are probabl. more complex. Mixed pixels occur
as resolution elements of a remote sensing system fall on the boundaries between

separate land use parcels. These pixels may well have digital values unlike either of the
two categories, and may easily be misclassified even by the most,accurate and robUtt
claggfkaition procedures: Such errors are often visible in dictital claSSifitation products
as chains of misclassified pixels that parallel the boriiers of rather large; homogeneous;
parcels.
It l3 in this manner that the character of the lanciscape_contribUteS to the potential
for error through the complex patterns of parcels that form the scene that is imaged. A
very simple landscape composed of large, uniform; distinct categories_is_ likely to be

easier to classify accurately than ore with small; heterogeneous, indistinct parcels
arranged in a complex pattern. Key landscape variableS are likely to include:
(1) parcel size:
(2) variation in parcel size;
(3) parcel identities;
(4) numbers_ of categories present;
(5) arrangement of parcels;
(6) number of parcels per category;
(7) shapes of parcels; and
(8) radiometric and spectral contrast with surrounding parcels
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These variables change from one region to another (Simonett and Coiner 1971;
Podwysocki 1976) and; within a given region- from season to season. As a result; the
sources of error in a given image are not necessarily predictable from previous experience in Other regions or at other dates.
The sensor itself may introduce errors through its interaction; at given levels of
spatial; radiometric' and spectral resolution; with the landscape variables mentioned
above. In addition, noise and spatial dependencies may be ;ntrodliced by _sensor
design and operation. Preprocessing operations designed to correct radiometric and
geometric errors may themselves introduce characteristics that may _lead to subsequent errors in the classification process. _For example,_resampling for geometric
corrections may introduce spatial dependencies not originally-present in the raw data.
And the classification process itself may interact with original of introduced characteristics of the data to yield subtle classification errors in the final prOduct. In brief, classification errors should not be considered to be the inevitable result of undefinable causes.
They are, in part, the result of properties of the scene that has been imaged; the design
and performance of the sensor; and of preprocessing procedures.

Error Characteristics
Classification: errors are assignments of pixels belonging to one category (as
determined by ground observation) to another category based upon remotely sensed
data There are tev'y systematic studies of geographic characteristics of these errors;
but experience and logic suggest that errors are likely to possess at least some of the
characteristics listed:

(1) Errors are not distributed over the image at random, but, to a
degree, display systematic: ordered occurrence. in space;

(2) Errors are J)ot distributed at random among the various
categories on the image, but 'may be preferentially associated
with certain categories;
(3) Erroneously assigned pixels are often not spatially isolated, but
occur grouped in areas of varied size and shape (Campbell

-

1981);
(41 Errors are not distributed randomly among the various parcels on
the image, but may occur in parcels with certain sizes; shapes;
locations; and arrangement 'in respect to other parcels; and
(5) Errors may have specific spatial relationships within the parcels
to which they pertain; for-example, they may tend to occur at the
edges or in interiors of parcels.

Accuracy Assessment Research
The validity of accuracy estimates based on sampling depends upon: (a) tfie
number of samples, cb) the arrangement (pattern) of Siamples over the image, (c)the
spacing between samples in a given sampling pattern, and (d) the allocation of samples
of the several categories on the map. In general, accuracy studies have focused .
primarily on these issuescand havedevoted only passing attention to placement-of
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samples on the =acid. These neglected considerations are of great practical and
theoretiCal significance, as even cursory examination of error patterns suggest that
many errors are not distributed at random and may escape detectibn by the usual
'.
sampling strategies.
' AlthoUgh the essential elements of the accuracy assessment problem had been
outlined -earlier, the work by Hord and Brooner (1976) forms a starting point fOrrritich of
the current research in accuracy assessment. They recognized that observed overall
accuracy is the result of some cOrribination of misclassified polygons; errors;in boundary placement, and control point placement error: They applied sampling patterns to
examine polygon classification errors. Their work explicitly recognized the probabilistic
character of the problem, and recommended that accuracy be reported MO) confidence
limits. Van Gendren and Wok (1978) studied land cover map accuracy using a stratified
random sample; they recommended that scientists choose the sample size required to
justify a desired level of confidence, Gihevan (1979)1'reviewed earlier research; concluding that accuracy StUdieS should be designed simultaneously to minimize sample
size and minimize the probability of accepting art erroneous_clasSification orrejectinga
correct classification. Chrisman (1980) rejected the use ofcorredt percentage as an
indication of map accuracy, becaUse under certain circumstances even a random
dlaSSifier can produce ostensibly reasonable values. He suggested the use of an incleX
that reports the agreement between two maps in relation to results expected from a
random assignment of pixels to categories.FOr example; he recommended Cohen's
Kappa, a statistic that varies from + I (perfect agreement) to -1 (complete disagreement). A value of zero indicates that the results are not distinguishable from thtiSe
.obtained by a random classificatibn. Current research in this field seems to be based,
upon _measures of thiS kind.
Key issues-that should be addressed in future accuracy research inClude definitibe
of strategies for application of non-parametric statistics to accuracy assessment;
design of optimum sampling strategies, and the identification of statistical and geographic properties of classification errors: Of particular interest are topics that havebeen
peripheral to the research mentioned above, especially those_requiring a knowledge of
the spatial properties of errors, and their inflUente upon the accuracy measures now in

use.
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